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This issue addresses the Army Engineers and Scientists Career Program
and its role in helping the Army maintain the technology muscle needed for
the soldier in the 21 st century. Cover designed by Chris Deavers, DOIM
Graphics Section at HQ AMC.

THE ARMY ENGINEERS
AND SCIENTISTS
(NON-CONSTRUCTION)
CAREER PROGRAM
Introduction
The complex science and technology of the 1990s offer the Army new
capabilities (0 perform its mission with
increased effectiveness and decreased
resources. Tbi article describe the
Army Engineers and Scientists (NonConstruction) (E& ( C)) Career Program and the initiatives under way to
maintain the cience and teclmology
muscle needed for the soldier in the
21st century.

History
In April 1961, Army representatives
were reque ted to develop a career program for Department of the Army (DA)
engineers and scientists to assure that
Army' continuing requirements for
E&S personnel were met. The DA E&S
Career Program was first described by
Army Regulation in 1965 (Civilian
Personnel ReguJation 95Q.-18). Several
years ago, Career Program 18 (CP 18),
which included aU DA engineers and
ciemi ts, was divided into two career
programs, CP-18, E&S CRe ources and
Construction) (RC) and CP-16, E&S
(NC). These career programs are managed by general officer functional
chiefs: The E&S(RC) by the chief of
engineers, and the E&S(NC) by the
commanding general of the U.S. Army
Materiel Command CAMC).

Management Structure
The career program management
structure is controlled by regulation AR
690-950 which e tabU hes policy and
responsibilities. TIle functional chief i
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By Dr. Lucy B. Hagan
and Kay M. Driscoll
responsible for the overall program
while day-to-day activities are delegated
to the functional chiefs representative
(FCR). The FCR for the DAE& (NC)
Career Program is the deputy commanding general for research, development and acquisition at the Army
Materiel Command and the FCR for the
DA E&S(RC) Career Program is the
deputy director for civil works, Corps
of Engineers. In addition, each major
command has a command career program manager (CCPM), who manages
the career program within the headquarters; each major ubordinate command (M C) has an activity career program manager (ACPM), who manages
the MSC's program.

Population of Program
There are over 20,000 E&S(NC)
Army-wide, ofwhidl almost 60 percent
are engineers. The program covers
approximately ;4 civilian occupational
series, ranging from very broad eries
such as general engineer and general
phys.ical scientist to highly specialized
series such as aerospa e engineer and
microbiologist. AMC employs about 75
percent of the Army's civilian E&S(NC).
Other Department of Army major commands (MACOM ), including the Corps
of Engineers, the Office of the Surgeon
General, the Strategic Defense Command, and the Training and Doctrine
Command, and other Army agencies,

employ the remalnlOg 2 - percent.
There are apprOXimately 12,000
E&SCRC) Army·wide of which about 80
percent are engineers. There are 46
series within the E&SCRC) Progranl.

Subcareer Areas
Engineers and scientists in the NonCon -truction Career Program perform
work in nine subcareer program engineering and scientific area • including
research, systems development production, oftware, testing a.nd evaJua·
tion, logistics, product and quality
assurance, and operations research sy
terns analysis, and medical research a.nd
development. Engineers in the Reources and Construction Program
work in development, de ign, con tnJCtion. and malntenance of facilitie .

Army Acquisition Corps
Army engineers and cientists may
elect to join the Army Acquisition
Corps (MC) and follow dle career path
to become a program executive officer
(PEO) or a project manager (PM). The
MC has been discu ed in e'1.rlier articles in dle Army RD&A Bulletin (pages
1-3, May/June 1989; pages 39·41,
M,lfch/April 1990), and will be summarized here to explain how engineers
and cientists wiH be integrated into the
program.
The MC is a combined military and
civilian program which will develop a
dedicated pool of highly qualified
acquisition peciaJists to fiU designated
critical acqui ition management positions at levels of GS/GM-14 or lieutenant colonel and above. The goal of
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the AAC is to provide the Army with a
highly qualified group of professionals
who are efficient in developing and
procuring dependable Army materiel.
The AAC will be staffed with qualified
military personnel from specified functional areas and civilians from 10 career
programs induding both of the Armywide Engineers and Scientists career
progranls.
The AAC critical positions are established to fulfill requirements mandated
by law, DOD directive, or at the direction of the Army acquisition executive
(AAE), and require the incumbent to
have certain training, education, and
experience. These positions include
tho e occupied by general officers
assigned to procurement commands,
aU PEOs, all PMs, deputy PMs, other
positions in PEO and PM offices, and
other positions in HQ DA and procurement commands.
Careerists in the DA E&S Career
Programs working at the bench level
and as ted1l1ical managers may refer to
these previous articles on the AAC to
learn more specific information on
training requirements and staffing of
the AAC critical positions.

Training
Training of our engineers and scientists is essential to a high quality, effi·
cient workforce. Training guidance is
provided through the recently developed Army Civilian Training, Education

and Development System (ACTEDS)
Training Plan. (ACTEDS includes special training required for the Army
Acquisition Corps). This plan is the
framework for effectively blending tll
management, SCientific, 31ld functional
training needed by our civilians
throughout their careers. It will be published as a DA pamphlet for use by
members of the DA E&S( C) Career
Program in de igning their Individual
Development Plans. The plan reflects
training and development guidance
pecificall geared for each of the nine
subcareer programs.
A career program ladder has been
e tablished to allow an engineer or scientist to progress from a technical journeyman or speciali t to a top management position in tlle Senior Executive
Service (SES), or to a senior scientific
and tecbnical ( '1) position equivalent
to an SES position (see Figure 1). The
dual ladder recognizes the value of
enior engineers and scientists wbo
possess world class credentials in their
technical areas but may not be interested in senior level management positions. ST candidate are selected for
tbeir outstanding contributions to
research, development, and engineering contributions to their highly specialized technical areas of expertise, as
documented in their re earch publications, international recognition and
award.
The Army historically has had three
to seven ST po ition but ha made a

Po:;sible Career Paths
Engineers and Scientists Career Program
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major and successful effort to expand
the opportunity for its truly outstanding
researchers. As a result, the Army now
has 29 authorized ST positions ofwhich
23 are filled (18 in AMC, four in Corps
of Engineers, and one in the Medical
R&D Command). Additional details are
provided in the accompanying article
on STs.

Recruitment and Promotions
The trength of the nation's defense
is inherently dependent on proper and
continued input of personnel who possess a high level of adepmess to science
and engineering. This career program
requires, at the entry level, a B.S. or
equivalent degree in 311 engineering or
cience di dpline from a coUege or university.
Recruitment, reassignment, and promotions in the DA E&S(NC) Career
Program were decentralized to major
commands (MACOMs) in 1981, in
recognition of the size of the career
fteld and the increased compleXity and
sophistication of the scientific and engineering work. Now tlle separate Army
activities recruit and promote most of
their new personnel locally, u ing standard merit promotion procedures.
Decentralized recruitment prOVides
local, regional, and national career
opportunities in con onance with me
employee ' mobility desires.

Pre-Degree Programs
The intake and retention of bright,
young men and women in highly technical engineering and cientific area
remain a prime concern. Dependent
upon the interest and personal de ires
of the individual, mere are several innovative methods foJ' recruiting and placing new employees. Assistance is provided to high chool students through
me Research and Engineering Apprenticeship Program (REAP). The objective
of this program is to timulateinterest
in science 3J1d engineering careers. The
program also provides an opportunity
to recruit upon graduation from college, candidates from underrepresented groups, including women and
minorities.
Another program which put the
"earn-as-you-leam" concept into prACtice, and continues the learning process
begun with REAP, is the Federal]unior
Fellowship (FJF) Program. This pro-
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gram offers high school graduates of
families with financial need the opportunity to earn money for college as well
as a chance to learn about their chosen
career fields through related work experience. FJF are eligible to work during
school va ations and part-time during
the school year. tudents who maintain
a 3.5 grade point average in a science,
engineering, or business administration
major and 3.0 average overall. qualify
for tuition and book expense assistance.
This year 15 FJFs are working in Army
laboratories. ine are majoring in engineering, four in economics/busine ,
and one each in political science and
computer science.
The Cooperative Intern Program i
another work/study program in which
students obtain bands-<>n experience in
R&D activitie at a variety of Army locations. Students in college and universities participate by alternating periods of
work and study. They receive a salary
while working and tuition/books
expenses while attending school.
The Department of the Army Engineers and cientists (Non-Construction)
Career Program is strongly supportive
of the Department of the Army
Scientific and Engineering Reserve
Officer's Training Corps Cooperative
Program (DASE ROTC CO-OP Program).
The goal of the ROTC Program is to prepare college students for careers as
Army officers. The purpo e of tile DASE
ROTC CO-OP Program is to uppOrl this
goal and to meet the Army's military and
civilian workforce needs for high quality scientist and engineers through the
use of civilian employment opportunities.
Eligihility requirements are that the
individual is attending a college or a univer ity full-time in an undergraduate
program leading to a degree in either
science or engineering; is enrolled in an
Army senior ROTC Program; and is recommended by the school and the professor 0 l' mill tary science.
Benefits to the DASE ROTC CO-OP
sUident who after graduation serves on
active military duty by fulfilling tbe fOlLryear a tive duty ervice obligation, are
that they will he eligible for the position
which was held at the time of graduation. All promotions, within-grade
increases, etc., whicb would have
accrued if the student had remained in
the position will be granted upon
re toration to duty. The student who
remains on active dury beyond the fOllf-
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year obligation will be eligible for reinstatement to federal civilian service. The
active duty military service will be credited towards their civilian service tenure
and the military service can be credited
toward qualifying experience for promotion.

Interns
Pre-degree programs are followed by
the intern progr.uns where B.S.-degreed
students enter the federal service at the
G -5 or GS- 7 level and participate in a
combination of formal and on-the-job
training. Intern programs are administered centraIJy by the Department of
Army and by Army major commands
and laboratories. Central interns are
given the opportunity to elect an engineering pecialty that is of particular
interest to them and ill short supply
such as software, production engineering, maintainability, test and evaluation
or product (quality) assurance. In many
instances, upon completion of a year of
intensive formal training, intern may
continue advanced training at a university for another six months. Dependent
upon the interns' successful completion
of the advanced training, they may be
awarded a master's degree. TIle intern is
paid a full salary while in school.
Central internships are also offered in
various scient.ific research areas and in
operations research systems analysis.
Many laboratorie' and centers offer
local internships in a variety of engineering and scientific areas that match
their specialized mi sion . Detail of
these programs can be obtained from
local Army civilian personnel offices.

Professional and Advanced
Development
Professional development is popular
with engineers and scientist, and is
llVailable to those who have three years
consecutive service in career appointments and are at the grade GS-l1 or
above within the Department of the
Army. Army-sponsored, long-term training opportunities are announced annually for military colleges, fellowships,
university programs, developmental
and tra.in.ing-with-industry assignments.
In some in tallces, the partidpant must
he ahle to obtain a top secret or secret
clearance prior to the beginning of the
training program and be willing to sign
a mobility agreement that will allow
Army to dlOOse a post-training po ition
as appropriate and necessary.
Army civilians may apply for training
at the enior service colleges, uch as
the National War College, the Industrial
College of the Armed Forces, the Anny
War CoLLege, and the Army War College
Corresponding Studies Course. The
Army Management taffColJege (AMSC)
offers a 13-week resident course
designed to provide profes ional development across functional areas in the
Army sustainment base environment.
Most of these colleges grant significant
credit hours towards an advanced
degree.
The Secretary of the Army research
and U1dy fellowships range in length
from six to 12 months and require that
the individual be a Department of Army
employee at the G5-12 level or above.
Other university training is available
10caUy and is funded by the Individual's
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laboratory or cen ter.
Developmental as ignments are
designed to provide training that is not
possessed by the participant, such as
training-with-industry assignments,
which are full-time, continuous, and
last over 120 days.
Another training oppornlllity for science and engineering employees is the
foreign exchange program, spon ored
by the Army's international R&D community. This program is available to
interested and qualified scientists and
engineers who may participate ill career
broadening objectives in a number of
countries, including Australia, Egypt,
France, Germany, Israel, Korea, Norway,
Pakistan, and the United Kingdom.
Other countries are under consideration. There are no time limits for this
program since it is on-going. However,
potential candidates should pian six to
12 months in advance before actual
placement to allow time for administrJtive procedures and possible language
training prior to assigtmlent.
Although the programs described
above are primarily for Army civilian
engineers and scientists, military personnel may attend training activities intended mainly for civilians. If their attendance increases costs for a course
funded from a civilian program element,
payment for military participants is prorated. TIle civilian training account will
be reimbursed or direct payments will
be made from the proper military
account. Additionally, the Army has
long-term training programs focused at
the military engineer and scientists.
One iJIitiative that is currently underway
is the development of a program/career
path to develop a soldier scientist.
The Army is establishing an ad anced
training program to take advantage of
recruitment and retention of outstanding college grad lla tes in science and
engineering, similar to the U.S. Air
Force's "Palace Knight" program. This
program will offer recent college graduates with baccalaureate degrees the
opportunity to continue education with
the possibility of attaining a Ph.D. at goverrunent expense.

Retention
Numerous studies in the Department
of Defense and Army have noted the
importance of recruiting and retaining
high quality engineers and scientists in
the workforce. By recruiting interns
with the agreement to train them and
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lillow them to pursue advanced trJining,
the Army has a potential source of high
quality career professionals. Statistics
compiled by the Army's School of
Engineering and Logistics show that out
of almost 5,000 interns trained from
1957 to 1989, 90 percent were placed
within the federal service and that 97
percent of tlle distingl.lished graduates
are retained in the federal government.
Also 16 percent have achieved high
grade levels of GS-13-15 and SES positions.

Facilities and Environm.ent
Modem facilities are essential to challenging and developing skills and potential of our scientists and engineers. The
Army Supercomputer Program has been
designed and established to place the
Army in the forefront of leading-edge
technology. This network of supercomputers allows Army scientists and engineers to have access to the most
advanced computer architectures to use
in engineering design, weapon systems
development, vulnerability modeling,
and battlefield warganling. ProfeSSionals
can pursue their career interests in
numerical algorithm research, applications programming, graphics, expert
systems, and artificial intelligence.
Availability of such advanced technotogy assures continued exciting challenges
to new graduates seeking career opportunities in computer science and computer applicatiollS within the Army.
The Laboratory Demonstration
Program (LOP) has been launched by
OSD to increase the productivity and
effectiveness of DOD laboratories by
implementing specific changes in procedures involving personnel management,
research-related contracting, facilities
refurbiShment, and measures to enhance tlle autl10rity of the labs' technical
directors. The Army has participated in
this program since its inception in
November 1989 to revitalize our labs
and centers.
As a result of our response to the
Defense Management Review ilutiatives
and the Lab Demo Program, we are instituting in our demonstration labs and
Research, Development and Engineering Centers (RDECs) several initiatives to improve our recruitment, development and retention of quality
scientists and engineers (S&Es) within
the Army, be they military or civilian.
For one, lab directors will have the
authority to classify and direct-hire all
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S&E positions. TIus would eliminate the
need for the lengthy permission-granting
process now required by the Office of
Personnel Managenlent.
Other iJIitiatives developed by tlle Lab
Demo Program seek to streamline
research and development contracting
practices, accelerate the modemization
of our labs and centers, improve the
financial management of our R&D organizations, and delegate greater authorities and responsibilities to our L1b directors. TIle Army is working closely with
OSD and the ister services to meet the
LOP objectives which have been strongly endorsed by Congress.
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Summary
The DA E&S(NC) and DA E&S(RC)
Career Programs span a wide variety of
imPOrtllllt technological skills which are
critical to the performance of the Army
mission. Army scientists and engineers
have opportunities for continued education, technological challenge and service to country. New initiatives are in
place to introduce exciting research and
development programs to Army laboratories and centers and lead the Army
into the 21st cennrry.

~

DR. LUCY B. HAGAN is a physical
scientist administrator cHrrently
serving in the Depal-tment of the
Army E&S(NC) Career Program
Office. Dr: Hagan's prior hands-on
experience in the science and engineering areas critical to Army contributes to the overall program goals.
Dr. Hagan's 26 years of federal
science and engineering profesional work assur-es subject matter
expertise is a prime factor in each
major area 0/ the program.
KAY M. DRISCOLL has served as
the Department of the Army
E&S(NC) career program speciali t
in the Army E&S(NC) Career Program Office for over 11 years. Prior
to her current assignment, she was
employed for over 20 years in the
civilian personnel area. During her
tenure in the AMC Civilian
Personnel Office, she concentrated
much 0/ her efforts on servicing the
Army E&S(NC) Career Program. II
Driscoll's professional background ;
prOVides expertise essential to the ~
careerprogram's cm"eerists.
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SCIENTIFICITECHNICAL
APPOINTMENTS
Recognizing the Army's Best Scientists and Engineers
Some of the best scientists and engineers in the world work for the
Department of Army. Infectiou diseases, propulsion, optics, terminal bal·
listics, geoscience , coastal hydrodynamics, electromagnetics, nuclear
survivability, and food technology are a
few of the areas to which current
Department ofArmy scientists and engineers have made major contributions
and earned national and international
recognition as leaders and authorities in
their fields.
TIlese individuals, who e photos are
shown on accompanying pages, have
taken a career path to senior researcher
and chief scientist/engineer positions
by virtue oftheir "bench" contributions.
Until a few years ago, such positions
were almo t DOll-exi:;tent and deserving .
scientists and engineers were unrewarded monetarily for their contributions rei·
ative to their peers. A non·supervisory
science and engineering carecr path
was Virtually non-existent bcyond the
G8-14 level. Individuals who wished to
earn more money were forced to
choose between leaving the Department of the Army or entering the management track.
Approximately five years ago, the
Department of the Army recognized
that it needed to make a commitment to
attract and retain outstanding scientists
and engineer by providing them with a
viable non-managerial career track to
SES-equivalency.
The scientific/technical (Sn career
path is now one of three career paths
available to scientists and engineers in
the Dcpartment of Army. Progression in
the ST career path is contingent on dle
signficance of the personal scientific or
engineering contributions made by the
incumbent.
The other two career paths are to
management position as senior cxecutives in engineering and scientific management or to program managers/pro·
gram executive officers in the
Acquisition Corps.
The regulatory authority to appoint
individuals to scientific/technical posi·
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tions is S U.S.C. 3104. The authority is
used for positions that are concerned
with research and development in the
physical, biological, medical, or engi·
neering sciences, or a closely related
fieLd; exceed the GS-l; level; are nonmanagerial, and require qua,lifications
that resulted in out tanding attainments
in dle field of researdl or consultation.
Candidates for ST appointment are
measured on their contributions to dleir
field as evidenced by publications,
patents, citations, awards, honors, and
membership and activity in national and
international professional and scientific
societies and organizations. Individuals
may be appointed to the ST non-com·
petitively, the person truly impacting
his or her base pay by earning a "worldclass" reputation as a leader and contributor to science or engineering.
The Department of the Army increased its recognition of its ·worldclass" scientists by increasing the number of it scientific/technical designations from three to seven. In 1991,
the Department of the Army obtained
authorization from the Office of
Personnel Management to increase the
number of its STs to 29. The current distribution of STs is: U.S. Army Medical
R&D Command (1), U.S. Anny Strategic
Defense Command (3), U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers (6), and U.S. Army Materiel
Command (19).
Until 1991, Ts were paid on the GS16/17/18 pay scale. With the pas~age of
the Federal Employees Pay Reform Act
(FEPCA), the ST track became even
more attractive. Individuals appointed
as STs are now paid as part of a senior
level system. The G8-16/17/l8 pay levels have been abolished and a pay band
of120 percent ofa GS-15/1 ($77,080 to
level IV of the Executive Schedule
($112,100) established. The 1992 SES
pay scale starts at $90,000 for an ES-l
and ends at $112,100 for an ES-6. Under
the Senior Level pay system, there are
no grades or steps. The SES has fIXed
pay levels, ES-I through Es-D. Some of
the other differences between the systems are shown in the following chart:

Awards

STs
Special Acts (up
to $25,000)

SES
Perfonnance Awards
(Bonuses) or 5 to

20% ofsalary
uSlained
Superior
PerfOrtlliUlCC

Mobility

Awards

Presidenual. Rank

20%
of So1lar}')

AwanJs of

No

Yes

(up

[0

Meritorious
Executive (510,000)
and Dislinsuished
Executive ($20,000)

ReqUirement

Anoua.! Leaye Umilcd 10 240
carry over
Probationary None
Period
StaWS

Comper.ill\'C Service
wirh sam~ righB
and benefits

UnUmil~-d

accumula.

tion
I year

Senior Executive
Scni.cc System with

separate rights ...nd

benefits

The Technology Transfer Act of 1986
has also made remaining in the ST
career path more attractive. Tlus act
allows scientists and engineers to
receive a share of the royalties collected
from inventions that have been licensed
for commercial usc. TIle Department of
the Army pays inventors 20 percent of
the income from invention royalties
beginning with royalty reviews from fiscal year 1987. TIle yearly maximum. sct
by law, is $100,000; payments over that
amount require approval of the president. The remaining royalties must go
to the inventor' labs.
Not all the problems are solved for
dle ST career track. The Army, the other
Services, and 05D, as part of the DOD
Laboratory Demonstration Program
have undertaken efforts to obtain legislative relief to the 517 limitation on ST
positions govemmenr-wide.
The department bas made a commitment to strengthening the R&D infrasmcture. It is detemlined to build worldclass labs and centers and provide the
support that its people need to produce. A strong ST career track is part of
that commitment.
The pre<;edi1'lg article was written by
janice M. Lynch, chief SESIClassification
Division, HQ AMC, and Suzanne O'Neill,
position classification pecialist, CPO,
Vint Hill Farms Station, VA.
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Department of the Army
ScientificfTechnical
Appointees

OJ. Arthur D. Ballato
Principal Selent..,
EkK:tronics Technology

and Devices Laboralory
U.s. Anny Laboratory

CorM1and
Comm.: (201)544-2m
DSN:995-2m

Dr. Charles M. Bowden
Senior Research Scienlist
(Optical R....rch)
u.S. AJmy Missile Command
U.S. Army Materiel Command

Or. Waltet 8ryzlk
Senior Research Scientist for
Advanced Propulsion
R..earch. Devel<pment and
EngIneering Cen1er

Comm.: (205)876-2650

U.S. Army Tank-Automotive

DSN: 746-2650

Command
U.S. AJmy Ma'eriel Command
Comm.: (313)574-6461
DSN: 786-6461

Dr. Samuel C. COlbeck Jr.
Senlor Research Scientist
(Geophysics)
Cokf Aegtons Research and
EngIneenng Laboratory
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Comm.: (603)646-4257

Photo
Not
Available

Dr. Joel M. Dalrymple

Dr. Donald El;Cleshall
Chief SCientist

Senior Research Scientist
U.S. Army Medical Research
Institute of Infectious Diseases

U.S. Army Ballistic Research

U.S. Anny Medical Research

U.S. Army Laboratory

and

Development

Command
Office 01 the Surgeon General
Comm.: (301)663-7241
DSN: 343·7241

Labo1810fY
Command
U.S. Army Materiel Command
Comm.: (30t}278-470B
DSN: 298-4708

Charles F. Freeman
Chief ScIentist
U.S. Army CommunicationsElectronics Command
Nighl Vision and
Electro-Optics Directorate

Fort Be.....olr, VA 22060-5677

Comm.: (703) 704-2022

Dr. Thaddeus Gars
senior Research Sclenllst
(EMIET Armament
Technology)
U.S. Army Annamenl
Resea~.Oeve~p~tand

Engineering C8nler

U.S. Army Armament.
Munitions, and Chemical
Command
U.S. Army Matenel Command
Comm.: (20' )724-l;198
DSN:~'98
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Or. Gery L. Hegnauer
senior Research Scientist
U.S. Army Materiels
Technology Laboratory
U.S. Army l..aDoralory
Command
U.S. Army Materiel Command
Comm.: (817)923-5121
OSN: 955-5121

Dr. Nldlolas C. Kraus
SenIor Research Scientist
{Coastal Sedimentation)
Waterways Experiment
Station
U.S. Army Corps 01 Engine-ers
Comm: (601)634-2018

Dr. Ellis L Krinltsky
Senior Research Scientist
(Geoscience)
Waterways Experiment
Station
U.S, Army Corps of Engineers
Comm.: (601)634·3329

Dr. WilUam J. McCroskey
senior Researcl1 Scientlst for
Applied Computational
Aerodynamics
U.S, Army Aviation Systems
Command
U.S. Army Mate~ Command
Comm.: (415)604-6428

Or, James M, McGarrity
Senior Aesearcl1 Scientist
for Nuclear Survtvabillty
Harry Diamond LaboratQrif)S
U.S. Army Laboratory
Command
U.S. Army Matel1el Command
Comm.: (301)394-3160
OSN: 290-3180

Or. Herbel1 L Meismman
Senior Research Scientist
(Behavior and Pertonnance)
Na6ck Research.
Development and
EngIneering Center
U.S. Army Troop Soppo"
Command
U.S. Army Materiel Command
Comm.: (508)651·4522
OSN: 256-4522

Or. Edward H. Poindexter
Senior Research Sclentist
lor Physical SCIences
Electronics To<:l",0109Y
and D$vices Laboratory
U.S. Army Laboratory
Command
U.S. Army Materiel Command
Comm.: (908)544-4233
OSN: 995-4233

Dr. Jooep/l P. Sattler
Chief Soenlist
Harry Diamond Laboratones
U.S. ArmV Laboratory
Command
U.S. Army Materiel Command
Comm.: (30')394·2002
OSN: 290-2002

Or. Felix K. SChwering
Senior Research Scientist
lor Electromagnetics
U.S. ArmV Communications·
EkK:trontcs Command
U.S. Army Materiel Command
Comm.: (201153200489
OSN: 992-0459

Or Michael A. Strosdo
Senior Research SdenbS1
U.S. Army Research OffICe
U.S. Army Laboratory
Command
U.S, Army Materiel Command
Comm.: (919)549-4242
OSN: 935-4242

Or. Irwln A. Taub
Senior Research SCientist

Dr. James J. Valdes
SCientific Advisor
for Biotechnology
U.S. Army Chemical
Research, DeveSopment and
Engineenng Center
U.S. Army Armamenl,
Munitions, and ChemIcal
Command
U.S. Army Materiel Command
Comm.: (30')67'-3564
OSN: 584-3564

Or. Charles l. Vincent
Senior Research Scientist
{Coaslal HydrodynamiCS)
Weterways &perimen1
Station
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Comm.: (601)634-2008

Or. Billy J. Walker
Senior Research SCientist for
COmputational Fluid
Dynamics
U.S. Army Missile Command
U.S. Army Materiel Command
Convn.: (205)876-5216
OSN: 746-5216

Or. Thomas Wright
Senior Research Scientist
(Terminal Banl,tIcs)
Ballistic Research laboratory
U.S. Army Laboratory
Command
U.S. Army MateneJ Command
Comm.: (410)278-0046

(Food Tochnot09l!l
U.S. Army Natick Research,

Development and
Engineering Center
U.S. Army Troop SlJIlPOrt
Command
U.S. Army Materiel Command
Comm.: (508)651-471'
OSN: 256-4711
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LIFELINES
ABROAD
Where should we-or
can we-draw the line
on foreign dependence
for critical defense items?
By John T. Correll and
Colleen A. Nash
Editor's ote: Thefollowing article,
the second of two pam on the defense
Industrial base, was initially published
in the October 1991 iSsue ofAir Force
Magazine. The first part appeal·ed in
the January-Februa ry issue of Anny
RD&A Bulletin. Both were adaptedfrom
an Air Force Association study titled
"Lifeline Adrift: The Defense Industrial
Base in the 1990s. .,For a complete copy
of the study, send $5.00 to the
Aerospace Education Foundation,
1501 Lee Highway, Arlington, VA
22209-1198.

Foreign dependence is the defense
industrial base issue the American pubLic understands best and to which it
reacts the most intensely. In fact, the
increa ing penetration of defense and
other markets by foreign suppliers has
provoked such an emotional response
that it complicate the task of those
seeking en ible solutions to the problem.
Protectionist sentiment runs high in
Congress. Part of it, no doubt, is genuine concern about the defense industrial base, but political passions are further driven by the 10 of .5. job and
business to foreign suppliers.
The Pentagon acknowledged in 1988
that it did not know the extent to which
it relied on foreign parts and had no way
to identify, much less minimize, such
8

areas of dependence. DOD's data have
improved since then, but in the opinion of a Defense dence Board (DSB)
task force, tbe General Accounting
Office, members of Congress, and otbers, many blind spots remain.
Most observers agree, however, that
the reliance of U.S. defense on foreign
ources is extensive and growing. The
cia sic area of concern is electronics.
The problem is evident in other sectors
as well.
The nation's armed force are understandably nervou about their in reasing reliance on foreign sources. Of all
the problems identified in key sectors
by the 1990 Air Force Systems
Command Indu lrial Base Assessment,
the dominant concern was foreign
dependence.
If foreign sources were unavailable in
a crisis, the Joint Chiefs of taff say, the
U.. would be able to u rain accelerated production for only two months in
uch systems as the Ml tank, the AIM-7
missile, sonobuoys, and the F/A-18 fighter. It would be six to 14 months before
domestic sources couId deliver the critical components and materials for continued production.

Controlled, Not Eliminated
It is generally recognized that foreign
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dependence is a problem that may b
controlled but that cannot be eliminated. One key conclusion of Lifeline ill
Danger, the Air Force Association's
1988 study of the defense industrial
base, was that the U.S. cannot have an
all-domestic defense industrial base.
Even if it were pos ible, it would be
unwise. "8uy American" policies, followed blindly, undermine interoperability and two-way trade with allies. They
also drive up costs and jeopardize
defense system quality by forcing prime
contractor to buy higher-priced and
sometimes inferior parts from dome tic
sources.
Nor can the U.S. cut off access to the
best technology, which will be foreign
technology in some cases. The proper
objective i to id ntify critical, potentially harmful cases of dependence and
concentrate on reducing them.
Acquiring defen e products from foreign ource does not necessarily constitute dependence, and even dependence is not automatically crippling.
Foreign suppliers may ha e needed
some Iludging in the course of Operation Desert torm, but. in the end, they
delivered. (see accompanying sidebar
article). Like much el e about the
defen e industrial base, it i a matter of
calculating the risks and the realities.
ooner or later, political and strategic
repercussions tend to develop when
nations are dependent on foreign supplier for defense product. Hi tory
refutes the argument that dependence
is of minor consequence.
Professor Theodore H. Moran of
Georgetown University points out that
"all of the major European powers have
experienced the agony of dependence
on companies and technologies controlled from abroad.» This has been
true, he notes, "from the uez crisis of
1956 for example, when the UnHed
State threatened to order its oil comparue to ut off supplies if the Brid h and
French did not withdraw their military
force from the Canal. through the
John on Administration's order to IBM
and Control Data to withhold critical
computer technology from deGauUe's
nuclear force de frappe, to the Soviet
gas pipeline case of 1982.»
During its long period of dominance
in weapon production, the .S. routinely limited the access of other
nations, including allies, to systems and
teciUlology. 'Ole .5. should expect similar practices by other nations as the
March-April 1992

direction of dependence shifts.
For example, the DSB report points
out that the U.S. had difficulty getting
television cameras for missile mounts
during the Vietnam War and that
japan's Diet held long debates over
whether Kyocera should upply ceramic parts for U.. cruise missiles. Rep.
Helen Delich Bentley (R-MD) cites the
case of Mobay Chemical Co., a German
firm operating in tile U.S. that refused to
sell chemicals to the Army for weaponry. When challenged, she says, "they
told tile Army, 'it is policy-so sue us.'"
Concern about the U.S. reliance on
foreign sources inevitably invokes memory of the 1973-74 oil embargo, this
nation's most wrenching experience of
having supplies withheld by nations
that had lIS in a position of dependence.

Still Saying No
The Japan Thelt Can Say No, by
Shintaro Ishihara (a million-copy bestseUer in japan), set off shock waves in
the United States with observations tllat
the Pentagon would be "totally helpless" witllout japanese chips, that japan
"is in a very strong position: and tIlat
when matters of crucial national interest warrant," japan must "articulate our
position and say no to the United
tates. "
The DSB took note of this threat and
others, commenting that, "as the leader
of the Western alliance, the United
States needs the freedom to take actions
that our allies may wish to distance
themselves from politically. Foreign
dependence complicates such actions;
it allow otllers to 'say no' and make it
stick."
Mr. Ishihara is back with a new book,
The Japan That Can Definitely Say No.
It argues that japanese technology made
allied victory in the Gulf War possible
and suggests that if conflict occurs
again in the Middle East, japan could
withhold financial support and spend it
on "Japan's own creation of an international world order."
Politics and ideological disagreement
aside, foreign governments may withhold technology for trade advantage.
According to a DSB task force, that happens frequently. "Evidence of the willingness on tile part of U.S. allies to witl1hold technology from us is increasing,
probably in direct relation to tile extent
of technology leadership," said tI1e task
force's report.
March-April 1992

For example, it contends Nikoll
makes its latest stepper semiconductor
manufacturing equipment available in
japan up to twenty-four montl1s before
it will seU the devices to non-domestic
1lrms. ikon claims that this helps get
dIe "bugs" out of tile equipmem before
it is sold abroad. .5. cllip makers complain that this practice allows manufacturers in japan to remain allead of U.S.
competitors in tI1e production of nextgeneration semiconductors.
In anodler, somewhat more disturbing case, the DSB ay that a Japanese
firm withheld tile sale of an advanced
microelectronics package for supercomputers to a U.S. flfIll because the
sale would have stripped a Japanese
producer of its competitive advantage.
Testifying before Congress earlier tI1is
year, Nicholas Torelli, the deputy as istant secretary of defense for production
resources, surveyed the siruation with
optinlism.
"With the reduction of the threat
comes a plausibility of a longer warning;

thus, our previous concern about foreign dependency can be substantially
softened: he said. "If tile primary threat
is perceived to be Third World conflicts,
such as Desert Shield and Desert Storm,
in which tile U.S. is operating in concert
witil international coalitions, the probability of interdiction or arbitrary cutoff
of foreign sources may not be high."

Targeting and Seizing Markets
Considerable effort is expended to
make U.S. industry more productive and
competitive internationally, but even if
those efforts succeed, American firms
must still face foreign governmentindustry cartel that target and seize
markets with combined arms tactic .
The 1991 report to Congress by AMATECH, an American consortium working to regain the U.S. position in the
computer chip market, provides a short
case study in howJapan, Inc., works the
drill.
In 1975, says SEMATECH, Tokyo tar-

The Strange Case of
Moore Tool Company
Former tate Department official Kevin
Keams got full effect with his angry article,
"Who Will Build America's uclear Arms?
The ale of a Key Supplier Means It May
ot Be American," in the January 13,
1991, Washington Post
In hart order, all bell broke loose. What
Mr. Keams had brought to light was the
sale (a forty percent share, as it turned out)
of Moore Special Tool Co.-described as a
"crown jewel" of me U.. indw;trial baseto Japanese inve tors. To make matters
worse, me acquisition had been reviewed
and passed by the government' appointed
watchdog, tile Committee on Foreign
Investments in the United tates (CFIU ).
Characterizing Moore as "the sole U.S.
supplier to the Department of Energy for
specific aspects of Our nuclear weapons
program,' ten Congres man wrote to
President Bush, imploring him to block the
sale, using emergency powers if need be.
Moore Tool was founded in 1924, serving local clock and brass firms from second-floor shop spRce above a diner in
Bridgeport, Conn. It pro pered through
the Depre sion and grew into one of the
world's leading producers of ultrapreci e
machine tools. By the 188Os, about ten percent of its sales were to me government,
including tooling and other items for the

nuclear weapons program.
Like others in the machine tool industry,
however, Moore had run into bard times
recently. It had laid off seventy of its 400
workers and needed capital to upgt"dde its
plant and equipment to become mOre
competitive in the overseas market.
nable to find .5. investors, Moore
struck a deal in which Fanuc Ltd. of Japan
would buy forty percent of its stock for )0
mimon. The proposed acqui ition p:l.!>ed
tbrough the CFIU review wimoul a ripple.
That changed qUickly when Congressmen and Otlle.rs read Mr. Keams's article.
In view of Japan's strong opposition to
nuclear weapons and its policies on export
of weapons of an)' SOrt, there was great
concern about Japanese acquisition of a
critical Department of Energy machine tool
supplier.
The controversy raged for a month, and
on FcbrualY 18, Fanuc dropped its offer to
buy. With japan in retreat, Washington's
interest in the Moore Tool case diminished-except for its value in periodic
c1ubbings of CFIUS.
Back in Bridgeport, however, the old
realitie had not changed. In June, four
month after withdrawal of the Japanese
offer, Moore Tool Co. was till searching
for acceprabLe invesrors.
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'We Might Have Had
Trouble Recovering'
.5. forces relied on foreign upplier in many instance
during the Persian Gulf War. The Pentagon say that in no
instance wa there a failure to deliver. The Department of
Defense assured Congre s that there was trouble only twice
in getting item from foreign uppliers and that both cases
were resolved amicably.
evertheless, according to numerous reports, high-level
persuasion may have been required to ensure mese deliverie , and a Japane e pokesman confirmed dut cooperation
was a touchy public i'sue in Japan, where many of the
source were located. The Congre ional Re earch ervice
says mat, in several cases, foreign reliance complicated the
smooth flow of supplie to the Persian Gulf, even when foreign governments were cooperating to the fujI CJl.1:enl.
In the war, Air Force Logistics Conuuand relied on foreign
suppliers for parts and subassemblie forry-two times. Noting
that dle command was awarding about ]2,000 contracts a
week during me war, AFLC Commander Gen. Charles C.
McDonald called the level of foreign dependence relatively
mall. However, be added a warning in tbree of the forty-two
cases, no alternative supplier existed and the U.S. was in a
sole- our e situation.
"Foreign dependency was not a problem, but if dle coalition had been difterent, it might have been,' he said. If the
foreign suppliers had cllo en to cur us off for political reasons
in tho e few case where they were me sole source, we
might have hau trouble recovering.'

geted semiconductors and provided its
industry a wide range of assistance,
including subsidized research and
development, a protected domestic
market, low-cost financing, anti-teu t
immunity, and canel-Iike planning.
Japanese producers teamed with the
powerful Ministry of International
Trade and Industry to attack the U.S.
semiconductor market wim determination. In me mid-1980 Japan took a two
year loss of more than $4 billion, dumping American-designed, reverse engineered dynamic random-access memory (DRAM) chips on the U.S. market
below dle cost of production in order to
gain market share.
It worked. Japane e conglomerates
sustained the dumping long enough to
drive all but two U.S. flfffis out of the
DRAM business.
In 1986, the U.S. and Japan agreed to
a pact that was supposed to stop the
sale of chips at less dlan market rates. As
part of dle agreement, foreign producers-mainly American Hrms-were supposed to gain twenty percent of the
Japanese chip market by 1991. Since
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then, and despite a small uptick la t
year, the U.
hare of the global chip
market ha declined further. U.. sales
to Japan fell far hort of expectations,
and the arrangement had a negative ide
effecr. While .. computer makers
bought chips at dIe high price estabHshed by the pact, Japanese computer
manufacturers bought cheaper chips
from domestic uppli rs.
In June, the U.S. and Japan agreed to
extend the 1986 agreement with some
cbange . The revised deal eliminates the
minimum chip price but again sets a target of twenty percent of the Japanese
emiconductor market for foreigners.
. The Economist plotted on a graph the
expectations for sales in Japan under the
1986 agreement (a gOOlI of twenty percent) and the actual experience of the
past five years (topping Ollt OIt durteen
percent, of which twelve percent was
American and one percent European)
,rod declared dIe divergence of dle trend
lines "the angle of unreaJjty."

Foreign Takeovers
A variation on the stmight de pen-
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dence problem is the one of takeovers
and penetrations of U.S. industries by
foreign investors.
In response to the Exon-Florio
amendment (1988) to the Defense
Production Act, me President et up the
Committee on Foreign Investment in
the United States (CFfUS) to review foreign investments that might impair U.S.
nOltional security (which wa not
defmed). ince its creation, me committee has blocked only one of the deals it
reviewed, a case in which the government ordered the divestiture of a .5.
airplane parts manufOlcturer that had
been acquired by an arm of the Chinese
government immediately after the 1989
Tiananmen Square massacre.
Of the 540 foreign investment
reported to CFIUS since 1988, the body
has formally inve tigOlted twelve and
made a negative recommendation on
one. In some high-technology areas,
says the Economic Strategy Institute
(EST) "CFruS has even OIUowed the last
remaining firm to be sold, apparently
unconcerned that these deals will leave
both the U.S. military and the private
sector completely reliant on foreign
suppliers of many critical goods.'
ESI add that the U.S. governmeJH
refused to conduct a formal review of
the foreign acqui ition of Union Carbide
Chemicals and Plastics Co., me only ..
producer of ultra-high-purity polysiJjcan, despite the fact mat me firm developed polysilicon specifically for defense
purposes. It was bought by Komatsu
Electronic Metals Co. of Japan. Earlier
this year, public and congresSional outrage stopped Japanese acquisition of a
critical machine tool firm, Moore Tool
Co. The sale had been passed by CFruS
(see accompanying sidebar article).
AJune 1990 DSB report, sharply critical of CFI S, said that "One problem
with CFT S is that the chairman, a
Treasury Department official, ha a primary goal of alleviating the overill budget and foreign trade deficits. Foreign
investment is not only unavoidable but
positively desirable a a me:rns of repatriating U.S. conSWller dollar that cause
imports to exceed exports. Obviollsly,
dle Trea ury Department does not want
to fmstrate dIe desire of foreign Hrm to
invest capital in the United tates.·
The D B task force recognized mat
some foreign investments in U.S. high
technology are beneficial. In 1989,
Material Research Corp. (MRC), a key
producer of semiconductor equipment,
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faced bankruptcy and could not find
dome tic financing. It stayed afloat with
funds from Japan's Sony Corp. The task
force reported that "with MRC, the
United States now has at least a domestic
location and relativel)' assured access to
sixty percent of the world's equipment
for sputtering materials [specialized
materials used in the production of semiconductors]. If MRC had gone bankrupt,
our as ured access might have been
reduced to rougbly two percent."
Some members of Congress believe
CFIUS need new leadership and
tougher orders. In her proposed
Technology Preservation Act, Rep.
Cardiss Collins (D-Il.L) suggests amending Exon-Florio to tighten controls and
restructure CFIUS. The amendment
would specify that impact on the .5.
industrial and technology base be a criterion for review and would require that
foreign investors in mergers, acquisitions, and takeovers give written assurance that their plans and intentions
would not impair national security.
The level of foreign dependence in
the defense technology base varies by
industry. In some sectors, ucb as emiconductors or machine tools, foreign
companie hold a majority of the market
and control a major share of the technology. In others, like computers and materials, the U.S. still holds a decisive lead in
technology but foreign companies are
taking an increasing share of the market.
Foreign dependence is not a new
problem, and time has softened the psychological shock. The Pentagon and the
services now take a practical view of the
matter and have adjusted themselves to
living with a cenain amount of reliance
on foreign suppliers.

Machine Tooling is the
Cornerstone
Some commodities and some industries, however, remain of special concern. Among these is the machine tool
industry, which has been characterized
as the "cornerstone of the nation's industrial base." Machine tools cut, grind,
shape, and form materials. including
metals, into useful products. From 1982
to the present, the import share of the
U.S. machine tool market rose from
twenty-six percent to about fifty percent.
Defense Department purchase
account for some ten percent of the U.S.
machine tool market. In 1987-89, 000
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made 2,350 machine tool procurements.
Of those, 1,550 were from the restricted
list, meaning a waiver was required for
non-domestic purchase. Foreign-made
tools on the restricted list were bought
in L08 cases.
Efforts to hare up domestic machine
tool industry have had some positive
results. One of the most uccessful projects of the
ational Center for
Manufacturing, a research consortium
established in 1986, has been the development of a machine tool that combines
tap and drill functions.
Nevertheless, the machine tool industry as a whole is still tmggling, and the
problem could have some long-range
effects. Albert Albrecht, owner of a
machine tool consulting firm, says that
"what the tatistical numbers do not
reveal is the loss of engineering and
hop floor skills. The loss of manufacturing talent, as a result of the decline in the
machine tool industry, is perhaps more
serious than the lost volume. It i conceivable that we could reach the pOint
of haVing to depend upon foreign suppliers to tool up a U.S. Army sheD line in
a GOCO [govemment-owned, contractor-operated] plant."
Mr. Albrecht points out that, in 199\,
"overall earnings were down ignificantly, as were shipments. The industry
needs help if it is to survive." It is conceivable that, by 2000, "there will not be
a U.S. machine tool industry to support
our defense needs, " he warns.
Meanwhile, the Japanese machine
tool builders' backlog (5.7 months) now
surpasses that of .5. finns (5.2 months).
The demand is growing in this Japanese
industrial sector, already working at
capadty.

The "Four/Fifty" Rule
The question is not whether defense
will be dependent on foreign sourcesth.1t's given-but where we should (and
can) draw the line. Professor Moran proposes a "Four/Fifty" rule, in which
defense industrial strategists would seek
to ensure that no four countries or four
companies supply more than fifty percent of the world market. He further
stipulates that sources under this rule
should meet an "arm's length" tandard.
That would appear to exclude sources
controoed by adversaries or others with
interests potentially in confljct With the
U.S. defense program.
It is clifficult to say how actual circumstances today square with the proposed

"Four/Fifty" rule. For some commodities, the armed forces would probably
welcome with joy the existence of four
reliable sources.
It is no longer as easy as it once was to
specify whether a source is foreign or
domestic. As the Office of Technology
Assessment notes, "Individual companies and entire industries are becoming
internationalized. It is becoming increasingly difficult (if not impossible) to
define what an American company is."
In any case, the gove.rnment does not
look at U.S. sources alone bur all those
available in the entire North American
industrial base. By long practice, formalized in the Defense Development and
Defense Production Sharing Arrangements of 1959 and since reinforced, the
U.S. and Canada regard themselves as
partners in industrial preparedness.
In today's multinational world, components of a product may be manufactured in several different countries and
assembled in yet another. Determination
of whether the finished item is foreign
or domestic often involves percentages.
For example, the Defense Federal
Acquisition Regulation Supplement goes
to some length in defirting a machine
tool as .5. or Canadian if it is manufactured in the U.S. or Canada and the cost
of its components manufactured in the
U.S. or Canada exceeds fifty percent of
the total cost of its components. "Cost of
. components" is further defined as
including transportatiOn expense and
duties.
According to the President's Council
of Economic AdVisors, two-thirds of
exports from the United States today are
traded by multinational corporations.
About twenty·five percent of aU U.S.
exports and fifteen percent of all U.S.
imports are transfers between parent
multinationals and their affiliates abroad.
CyriII Siewert, former chief financial
officer of Colgate-Palmolive, says bluntly, "The United State does not have
automatic call on our resources. There is
no mindset that puts this country first."
Colgate-Palmolive does not loom large
in the defense industrial base, but, in
time, a U.S.-based multinational with a
more critical product line could adopt a
similar attitude.

JOHN T. CORRELL is editor-inchiefofAir Force Magazine.
COLLEEN A. NASH is associate
editor ofAir Force Magazine.
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AMC-FAST
LESSONS LEARNED
IN THE GULF
By Richard E. Franseen
The Army Materiel Command's
(AJ.\1C) Field Assistance in dence and

Technology (FASl) Program lived up to
its acronym-FA T-befor ,during and
after Operation Desert Storm. From
Sept. 19, 1991 to Oct. 11, 1991, AMC
FAST sent 12 teams to outhwest Asia.
These teams "hand carried" special
equipment to the troops, identified
needs, provided instruction on use of
equipment and supervised fielding.
Back at their home station , FAST science advl er assisted in olving problems which needed almost immediate
solution . These ranged from fuel contamination to grounding of electrical
equipment to securing tents to andy
soil under windy conditions. Meanwhile, FAST Headquarters was occupied with coordinating the effort, assisting in procurement, organizing teams,
and upervi ing their employment.
From all of this, FA T learned many
lessons, but there are three which t.'U1d
out:
• The existence of the FA T Program
prior to the war made it much ea ier to
respond to urgent wartime requirements.
• Equipment problem become more
apparent under wartime operational
use than under any other condition.
• It is far easier to field equipment in
wartime tllan in peacetime.
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This article addre ses these Ie sons by
de cribing how FAST became involved
in Desert Storm/Shield, what it did, how
it did its work and some of the equipment and olutions proVided.
Before de cribing FAST activities in
Desert 'hield/ torm, it is nece ary to
make a specific point. l\.MC-FAST science adviser- provide an information
collection and dissemination service.
They can coordinate effort, upervise
projects and conduct demon trations.
When it comes to actually producing
products and prOViding solutions, AMC
laboratories and centers do the work.
Whenever a FAST project is mentioned,
it should be understood that there is
always a lab or center, and often more
than one, involved in providing advice
and producing the required hardware.
Whenever a cience adviser responds to
a field ommand need, labs and centers
are asked to become involved. The science adviser i nOt just a memb r of the
FAST Program, he is also a representative of the entire Army Materiel
Command.
t the beginning of Desert hield, tlle
FA T Program con isted of a headquarter 17 scien e advi ers in me field and
de ignated points of contact at aU of
AMC's laboratories and center, the
Engineer Topographic Laboratorie ,
and the Training and Doctrine
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Command. All of these elements
be=e involved at the very beginning
of the crisis in the Middle East. Even
before units were alerted, there were
many urgent meeting between supported commands and their science
advisers. These meetings and requests
for assistance in terms of equipment,
modifications and advice, continued
and intensified as units were alerted and
moved out.
Some examples of assistance provided by science adviser are extremely
instructive, The Force Command science adViser, Or. Don Snider, was
requested to look into the problem of
grounding electrical eqUipment in
de ert soil which has insufficient coductivity for normal means of grounding.
Or. nider contacted the Communications and Electronics Command,
identified several potential solutions
and advised FORSCOM. One item being
worked on at the time of Dr. nider's
initial investigation tbe Surface Wi.re
Grounding System (SWGS), has since
successfully completed a field test and it
appears that it wiU become standard
issue. In addition to the grounding problem, nider gave assistance in providing
available prototype Auxiliary Power
Units for Abrams tanks, litl1ium battery
tester and information on anchoring
tents in sandy soil. Recent reports indi-
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cate tbat the lithium battery testers
proved their worth in ensuring dlat the
batteries of units about to engage in
action had sufficient charge to meet
their operational needs. A program is
underway to field the lithium battery
te tees throughout the Army.
Just prior to the Middle East cri is, Dr.
Pat Easton, ill Corp science advisor had
identified a fuel contamination problem
at Fort Hood. With the impending
deployment of III Corps troops to
Southwest Asia, the requirement to
solve the fuel problem became urgent.
Dr. Easton called in fuel experts from
the Belvoir Research, Development and
Engineering Center (BRDEC). With
BRDEC and contractor support, the
problem of microbiological contamination was solved.
FAST advisers in Germany had been
working on projects to increase the
mobility of Tactical Operations Centers
(fOCS), and to improve the surveillance
capability for Scouts.
A significant delay in setting up and
tearing down battalion TOCs was having to assemble, then manhandle into
position a 30 foot high antenna mast.
Early in 1990, FAST, supported by
CECOM, the Signal School, and BRDEC
demonstrated several quick erect antenna masts. FollOWing several comparative demonstrations, USAREUR selected

a mast. As is often the case, the field
knew what it needed and a solution had
been identified, but dlere was no procurement authorization money allocated to purcha e and field the item.
General Crosbie Saint, CINCUSAREUU,
personally directed the use of USAREUU
funds to purchase 126 masts. By the
time they were delivered to U AREUU,
many Seventh Corps units were already
in the Middle East.
Todd tevenson, science adviser to
Headquarters, USAREUR and cbief of
the FAST European Division, went to
Saudi Arabia to insure delivery to the
troop and the proper in tallation of the
antenna ma t on M577 vehicles. In
fact, Stevenson was tllere when Desert
Shield became De ert Storm. The extra
effort in personally supervising delivery
and installation of the masts paid off.
The masts proved themselves in combat. Because of them, battalion TOCS
could emplace and displace more rapidly. USAREUU is currently continuing the
fielding of these masts.
Another USAREUR concern had been
the need to improve the surveillance
capability of Scouts. Despite advances
in night vision devices and optical
devices, Scouts still had eight-power
binoculars as their only visual aid.
General aint, CI CUSAnEUR, stated
that given this limitation, Scouts would

first learn of an enemy's presence when
tbey received enemy fire. General Saint
then described the opemtionaJ requirement for Scout surveillance in practical
tenns of what should be seen at pecific
distances. [n an effort to meet this
requirement, the ight Vision and
Electro-Optics Directorate took two
approaches: addition of a two power
extender lens to the ANTAS-6 Far
Infrared Night Observation System and
purchase of a foreign thermal imaging
device. A a FAST project, bOtll items
were demonstrated in Europe. The
requirements were briefed to the Army
Commander Initiatives Program
(AnCIP) Board and arrangements for
limited fielding in Europe had been
accomplished by the beginning of
Desert Shield. (fhe MCIP Board consists of: the military deputy, Office of
the Assi tant Secretary of the Army
(RDA); deputy commanding general for
research development and acquisition,
U.S. Army Materiel Command; commander, .S. Army L:tboratory Command;
director, force requirements, integration and deep operations, ODCSOPS;
assistant deputy chief of staff for personnel, ODCSPER; director, supply and
maintenance, ODCSLOG; deputy director, program, analysis and evaluation,
OCSA and deputy chief of staff for combat development, TRADOC). Recog-

FAST Shuttle Equipment Provided to Troops in Southwest Asia
in Support of Desert ShieldlDesert Storm/Operation Provide Comfort
Sleep Resll'llint Systems for MI with Installation & Training
TW25B"" Dry Lubricant for Weapons
Cloth Bag Covers for Rifles and Pislols
SllIbilized Binoculars
ANffAS-fi FURs with 2x Extender Lens
Desert Clothing and Boots
QUESTARN Telescope Surveillance Syslems
John Deere.... Lightweight Haulers
Computer Hardware and Software
Barrett.....50 Caliber Sniper Rifles and Rufus Rounds
Voice Amplifiers for MI7 Masks & PA

Anti-Magnetic Mine Probes
Infrared Chemical Lights
Hand Held Radios
Clear Lane Marking Systems
5 Gallon Water Cans with Mask Adaptors
IGLOO'" Water Coolers
Reinforced Sledge Hammers
Desert Tires for HMMWVs and 5-ton Trucks
Sand Dune Avoidance Kits for Helicopters

I kw Power Generators
50ft Portable WalCh Towers
HMMWV TOC Shelter
Solar Covers for Tanks and Helicoptel1lTank Decoys
Night Vision Pocket Scopes
High Strength Bolt Cutters
ANfPVS-7A Goggles and ANfPAQ-4 Aiming Lights
Visible and IR Chern Lights for ID/IFF
10m Quick Erect Antenna Masts, lustallation & Training
Lessons Learned/Materiel Requirements Study
6x6 Lightweight Hauler & Spare Parts
Broco Steel Cutting Torch
Visual and IR Chemical Light Circle
Night Vision Pockel Scopes
Individual and Squad Water Filler Kits
Individual Camouflage Over Garments
Thennallusulating Material
I kw Generator

Figure 1.
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n1ZUlg the greater requirement in
Southwest Asia, prioritie were shifted
and the Scout surveillance devices were
sent to Desert torm. These devices
proved their worth in combat and are
now being supplied to the forces in
Europe.
The first involvement of FAST
Headquarters in De eft Storm/Shield
resulted from its mission of supervising
and directing the science advisers. FAST
also received direct tasking from LABCOM and AMG. Responding to a survey
conducted by AMC and lABCOM, FAST
submitted a list of projects which had
the potential to increase the operational
capability of the troops in Southwest
Asia.
One item which illustrates the increased capability to field items in times
of emergency is the Sleep uPPOrt
ystem. This device had been developed by the Human Engineering
Laboratory (HEL) as a FAST project. It
permited crew members of tanks in
stand·by type operations to gain recuperative sleep inside the confined space
of tanks. The system would allow one or
two crew members to sleep while the
other crew member stayed alert. The
device had proved itself in previous
USAREUR tests to be an extremely good
idea which addressed the real problem
of crew exhaustion. However, the use
of the system, ran head-long into a long
standing belief that one troop sleeping
in a tank would cause the others to fall
asleep. The resistance to the leep
Support System remained strong and
there w~s no impetus to field it umil
Desert Shield.
It wa quickly learned in Southwest
Asia that tankers sleeping on the ground
were vulnerable to both vehicles moving around and some rather nasty creatures which made their home in tbe
desert. In addition, there was the threat
of chemical warfare with the possible
requirement to stay buttoned up for the
doctrinal 72 hours. In face of these conditions, it was determined that upholding the practice of not sleeping in tank
was not as valuable as providing the
tank crew members a me;U1S of conserv·
ing their energy and maintaining their
fighting condition. In short, the leep
Support System was fUlallyaccepted for
Desert Shield use.
rIEL supervised the purchase and the
delivery of more than 1,000 Sleep
Support Systems to the forces in De ere
Shield. As proof of the combat value of
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this system, MG Joe Rigby, AMC, DCS
for research, development and engineering, on May 31, 1991, requested the
Tank-Automotive Command to assume
item management of the leep upport
ystem and to complete all actions nece sar)' for expeditious type cla illcation.
Key to the ability of FAST to upport
De ert Shield/Storm were the "shuttle"
trips which were initiated on
September 19, 1990. The first trip was
made by John Hall, retired BRDEC
Sergeant Major and BRDEC/AMC-FAST's
soldier interface. The shuttle trips were
conducted to deliver equipment,
demonstrate its use, and to determine
additional requ.irements which would
be fulfilled on a follOWing trip.
Equipment provided is shown in Figure
1. The huttle trip prOVided direct communication between troops in the field
and a representative of the AMC development community. The needs of the
field which were outside of logistic
channels were discussed and available
solutions could be quickly supplied
directly back to the troops in need. The
acce s of the teams to the operational
commands and the responses of AMC
lab and centers atte ted to the value of
the shuttle trips.
As a follow on to the huttle team
effort in Desert Shield and torm, FAST
sent John Hall on a UppOft mission to
Operation Provide Comfort. On April
22, the 3/325 Airborne Combat Team
staff provided the SETAF science adviser, Russ Phelps, a List of special items
needed for their mission in Iraq. Fortyseven day after the request Oune 9),
Hall, dle BRDEC/FAST soldier interface,
was on his way to Iraq. Within one
week, he delivered tlle material which
be bad accumulated in respon e to the
325th request. He also prOVided infor·
mation and instructions on bow to use
the equipment and he identified additional areas in which help could be provided.
Conceming the first lesson learned, it
was clear that the already established
FAST organization provided AMC a
means of responding quickly to problems which suddenly became very
important in time of war. The second
lesson-in time of war, problems
become more apparent ,md dle need to
solve them becomes more urgent-was
dearly evident in the ill orps fuel cont;unination problem, in ecuring tents in
high winds, improving electrical
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grounding and inlproving cout surveillance capabilities. The third lesson-it is
easier to field equipment in wartimewas illustrated by the leep Support
ystem, the Quick Erect Antenna Ma t
and the Lithium Battery Testers.
In response to these Ie on , FAST
has begun a re-examination of the
assignment of its science advisers. As a
result, FAST will provide science advisers to the Special Operations Command
and USARSO. In addition, FAST is restoring a previously deleted dence adviser
po ition to Korea. With a limited number of ad iser it is essential that the
commands with the greatest needs are
supported and the review of needs versus resources will continue. FAST is also
emphasizing the need to not just identi·
fy problems, but to e tim ate their
wartime impact. As a foUow-on, all FAST
project are now prioritized with special consideration given to their application in combat.
During the past two years, FAST has
increased its efforts in obtaining the
fielding of successful projects. In future
efforts to field projects, their wartime
benefit will be emphasized. In addition, FAST will examine short cuts used
to field equipment in De eft Storm to
determine if similar measures can be
taken in peace time.
In conclusion, like most of AMC,
FAST worked overtime during Desert
Shield. Desert Storm and Operation
Project Comfort. FAST is indebted for
me support provided by the AMC commLUuty and appreciates the good reception received from the using forces.
FAST will use the lessons learned in the
recent crisis to be in an even better position to erve when the occasion arises.

RICHARD E. FRA 'SEEN is di/"ector of the U.S. Army Materiel
Command's Field Assistance in
Science and Technology Program.
He bas served as a research and
development engineer with the
Anny Materiel Command for 27
yem'S. He holds a 1963 B.S. degree
in mechanical engineering from
Rt:ce University and pelfonned postgraduate study ill electro-pbysics at
George Wa hington University. He
graduatedfrom the Defen e .ystems
Management College Program
Managers Course in 1985.
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Introduction
Electronics is a pervasive technology
under-pinning virtually all Army systems; it is the technology upon which
all "force multipliers" are derived.
E1ectroni s technology is fundamental
to the development of new battlefield
capabilities which place emphasis on
mobility, electronic surveillance, target
acquisition, mart weapon system, and
battlefield management for the Army
environment.
The principal objectives of the
Electronics program at the Army
Research Office (ARO) are multifold: to
provide technic.'lI leadership in meeting
unique Army requirements through scientific innovation; to promote Armyunique science and technology to provide quantum leap development
opportunitie ; and to accelerate technology transfer to Army systems developers.
Army "platforms" requiring Army-specific system include the helicopter,
tank, troop carrier, and, most important
of all, the soldier. Each of these has
unique missions and systems requirements. In some respects, requirements
for the soldier are the most challenging-equipment must be compact,
lightweight, rugged, maintenance-free
dUring combat, and require little power.
The ARO electronics program of
today focuses on new fundamental concepts and opportunities for the Army
ystems of tomorrow. To accomplish
the e objectives, the ARO process for
developing research priorities includes
maintaining knowledge of the Army's
mission area d ficienci and strong
interaction witll Army laboratory and
center engineers and scientists.

THE ARMY
RESEARCH OFFICE:
SHAPING THE FUTURE
THROUGH
ELECTRONICS
By Dr. James W. Mink,
Dr. Gerald J. Iafrate,
Dr. Robert W. Shaw,
Dr. Michael A. Stroscio
and Dr. William A. Sander
1947 changed the world of electronics.
The tmnsistor's small physical size, Low
power consumption, and high reliability set into motion miniaturization of
electronics systems which continues
today. As electronic circuits become
smaller, the complexity and capability
of the system for a given volume
increases greatly. in addition, because
of integration, the reliability of electronic systems continues to dramatically
improve to where the Army can envision electronic systems which last without repair for the life of the system in
which the)' are embedded. ARO has
sponsored research contributing to
these developments ince its fonnation
in 1951 and continues to sponsor
research for the next generation of
Army electronics.

Background
Modern electronics came to military
prominence as a result of research
efforts in the World War n era. During
that period, there was a tactical imperative placed on RADAR system ,
inlprovements in navigation techniques
including electronic methods such as
radio direction finding and long-range
navigation (lORAN), and improvements
in radio communications. Early elec·
tronic systems were, by today's tandards, primitive and limited in complexity and capability due to the large
physical ize, high power con umption,
and poor reliability of vacuum rubes.
The invention of the tran i tor in
March-April 1992

Accomplishments
Knowledge gained through electronics research is relev,mt to a wide v:lriety
of developmental efforts and contributes La the solution of technologyrelated problem in communications,
command and control, intelligence,
surveillance, electronic and signals warfare, smart weapons, guid3J1Ce, and fire
control. New research areas are added
and others dropped as continually
changing Army need ,technology maturity, and research opportunities become
apparent.
In the early 1970s, the Electronics
Division recognized that projected

Army systems dem:Ulded electronic systems with a level of compleXity that
could not be achieved through then
conventional techniques. The man·
hours reqUired to design integrated circuits manually would make tbe cost
prohibitive. Since tllese components
would be critical to future Army electronic sy terns, a program of research in
computer aided de ign (CAD) was initiated. Re earch by Profe or Dutton at
Stanford University and by Professor
Pederson at the Univer ity of California
at Berkeley created the base for all elec·
tronic device and integrated circuit
computer-aided design tools in the
world.
The research of Profes or Dutton is
focussed upon the device and the
physics of the fabrication proces and
has re ulted in code called SUPREME
and PI CES. Research addres ing computer simulation of integrated circuits
was conducted by Professor Pederson.
The simulation he developed is called
SPICE. These CAD tools (SPICE,
SUPREME, and PISCES) are now the
world standards for simulation and are
utilized by industry, universities and
government world-wide.
Without CAD tools, industry would
not be able to design and manufacture
today's i.ntegrated circuits and micro·
processors. Not only have these tools
provided the capability to design complex ICs, but they a1 0 have provided
industry with the capability to design
and produce Army electronics compo-
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The U. S. industry investment
in basic electronics research
is declining
which makes the Army's
investment in
basic electronics research
critical.
nents at greatly reduced cost. Specific
Army applications of these innovations
include Very High Speed Integrated
Circuits (VHSIC), Microwave and
Millimeter Wave Integrated Circuits
(MIMIC), infrared sensors, and radiation
effects on electronics devices. These
applications are also essential for
redesign of circuits to solve problems of
non-available parts and upgrades for
Army systems.
The Army's capability to fight at night
is a direct result of the science of
infrared detector materials and photoelectronic phenomena for image intensification. The ARO maintains a large
program of research in the area of
infrared detector . One aspect of this
program has been the investigation of
semiconductor interfaces which has
resulted in gready improved yield and
uniformity of imaging devices. In addition, this research prOVided the foundations upon which a broad class of high
speed and high frequency devices are
built. At Stanford University, Dr. Jim
Gibbons' work on the control of electronic properties of gallium arsenide by
doping and metal contacts on gallium
arsenide has led to higher frequency
transistors. Portable Army atellite communications and navigation systems are
possible now only because of high frequency, low noise transistors resulting
from pioneering res~rch in these areas.
Army systems providing secure communications are of major importance.
These systems are a direct result of past
research supported by ARO, The ARO
electronics program prOVided leadership in research addressing spread spectrum coding as utilized by the 51 eGARS radio system. In a related area,
ARO research pioneered techniques in
electronic counter-counter measures to
counter effects of jamming and the
near-far problem for spread spectntm
radios. While these techniques were
16

investigated to solve unique Army
needs, the civilian sector is now following the AnllY's lead and is incorporating
them into civilian applications such as
cellular telephones.
Also, research up ported by ARO in
adaptive antennas and processing for
direction fmding and time of arrival estimation has made important contributions to signal intercept development at
the Communications-Electronics Command (CECOM)
ignals Warfare
Directorate. Research of Dr. B. Steinberg at the University of Pennsylvania
has led to great improvements in the
angular resolution of microwave imaging which are now under review for
Army battlefield surveillance. His
re earch enables the Army to obtain
optical quality images of targets with
radar systems which are not Significantly degraded by adverse battlefield conditions.
The Electronics program at ARO supported the pioneering research of
Professor Zadeh at the Univer ityof
California at Berkeley in fuzzy set theory
to understand and improve tbe process
by which a computer make optimum
decisions with tmcertain or incomplete
information. These techniques have
unique Army applications that range
from aided target recognition to information fusion and command and control. Again, tlle civilian sector is following dle lead of ARO and fuzzy set tlleory
is now being used in otber applications
such as subway control, automotive
transmissions, cameras and beating and
air conditioning systems.
These are just a few of tbe accom·
plislunents of ARO supported re earch,
which indicate the great range and fertility of the program,

Electronics at ARO Today
The ARO research program in e1ec-
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tronics is coordinated b" tlle E[ crronics
Coordinating Group (ECOG) which
consists of scientists from ARO;
Electronics Technology and Devices
Laboratory; Harry Diamond Laboratories; CECOM Night Vision and ElectroOptics Directorate; CECOM Command,
Control, and Communications ystems
Directorate; Missile Command; Belvoir
Research, Development and Engineering Center; CECOM Signals Warfare
Directorate; Ballistic Research Laboratory; White Sands Missile Range;
TRADOC; and
trategic Defense
Command. Meetings, held several times
each year, enable Army scientists to
review and coordinate Army-wide electronics programs, to plan and maintain
an electronics research program that is
respon ive to Army need identified by
tlle Army labs and centers, and to look
forward to identify fuUlre enabling electronics technologies.
The urrent program, as in the past, is
driven by the need to generate new fundamental knowledge and understanding
of the science of electronics leading to
significantly improved capability and
performance of U.S. Army ystems to
provide the technological edge on the
battlefield, For exanlple, the Army Tech
Ba e Ma ter Plan indicates there is a
need to increase real time ignal proces ing by severdl order of magnitude
to support future battlefield needs. To
achieve these goals, electronics
research programs are focllsed on providi.ng more powerfill, more compact,
more reliable equipment to give dle soldier real-time information to control
weapon sy terns, and to support command, control, communications, and
intelligence.
The ARO program up ports basic
research in ignal generation, transm ission, reception, and processi.ng. More
powerhll transmitter and receivers
enable improved Army ability for
surveillance and target acquisition, communication , and dismption of enemy
sensors and communications. Research
in signal processing enables faster acquisition and analysis of more information
(e.g., continuous location of friendly
and hostile forces and analysis of images
of possible targets), target identification
and tracking, and frre control.
The U.. industry inve tmem in basic
electronics research is dedining which
makes the Army's investment in basic
electronics research critical. In
response to this need, ARO seeks to provide the next generation of AmlY e1ecMarch-April 1992

tronics through the exploitation of new
electronic materials, fundamental
understanding of the behavior of
devices, and new concepts for the fabrication of high speed, high frequency circuits.
Research on new electronics materials and device and circuit configurations
is leading to faster, smaller computing
devices and more sensitive, higher res<r
lution detectors. The value of uch
devices is illustrated by the global positioning system, communication yterns, surveillance systems, smart
weapons, and battlefield computers
used widely in De en torm.

Center of Excellence
Programs
During the period when the basic
re earch offices in the Army and Navy
were being established, the armed ervices began the joint Services
Electronic Program (J EP) to enable
continued electronics research at the
universities that had made major contri·
butions to the World War II effort. This
program began at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Harvard,
Columbia, and tan£ord in 1946 and ha
been continuous since that time. It is
the oldest government funded university research program in the U.S. and i
funded and managed by the three services providing tri-service coordination
and leveraging of research funds.
Research conducted under the J EP
program continues to be dynamic and
at the forefront of electronics science.
The focu ofJSEP is on tho e fundamental areas of electronics research with
high ri k and correspondingly high payoff to the Army.
Important accomplishments during
the early years of J EP include the pioneering work by Professor Charles
Townes at Columbia Univer ity for
which he received a Nobel Prize and
which ultimately Jed to the LASER. The
LA ER is now an essential component
of many Army systems such as ranging,
target designation, smart weapons, and
optical communications. Also, in 1981,
Professor N. B10embergen received the
Nobel Prize for his contribution to laser
spectroscopy conducted under JSEP
support.
The re earch of Jerrold Zacharias at
MlT, using cesium atoms to mea ure fre·
quencies with great precision led directly to tbe development of the atomic
clock which is crucial to numerous
March-April 1992

modern teclulOlogies requiring accurate
measurement of time. The global positioning satellite system used by our
troops during Desert Storm and communications synchronization directly
benefit from this research.
For the past five years, ARO has managed the DOD Univer ity Research
Initiative Center for High-Frequency
Microelectronics at tbe University of
Michigan. The Michigan center has a
broad range of research, has supported
36 .. citizens as graduate feUow , and
has collaborated with Army scientists
and engineers from the Army's
Electronics Technology and Devices
Laboratory, Harry Diamond Laboratories and the Missile Command.
Among their many accomplisbments,
Michigan scientists have established the
world's leading capabilities in the
growth and specialized use of indiumgallium-arsenide, an important new
semiconductor material. The Army has
unique requirements to make use of this
material that has :Llready demonstrated
superior characteristics for sen or and
receiver applications of the U.S. Army
Missile Command.
Additional Army applications of indium-gallium-arsenide technology include
specialized millimeter wave integrated
circuits and optoelectronic detectors
for applications in missile seekers, communications, and smart munition.
Scientists from the University of
Michigan are currently coordinating
with scienti ts of the U.s. Army Missile
Command to transfer monolithic millimeter wave integrated circuit technology based on indium-gaUium-arscnide.

The Future
Current trends in electronics whicb
the Army must capitalize upon to meet
future system needs include dimensional scaling of exi ting device structures
to atomic level dimensions (e.g. quantum well and superlanice devices);
increased use of optoelectronic, photonic, and electromagnetic device concepts; and the investigation of advanced
material ,including engineered and artificiaUy stmctured materials.
TIle Army research community must
also be diligent in exploiting aU opportunities for new, more powerful architectures based on optical interconnections, optical computing and optical
signal processing. Furure devices for
ultra-fast processing of data will rely
heavily on the interface of microelec-

tronics and optics which will pennit the
full utilization of bandwidth and allow
novel parallel processing function to
be implemented. Similarly, highly parallel and reconfigurabJe multiprocessor
arrays will find extensive u e in compatationaUy intensive applications and in
neural networks. The e arrays will have
mallY important Army applications.
TIle elecrro-optic interface will aUow
high resolution video data Iran fer to be
realized. Images will be transmitted in
real time for subsequent processing
analysi , and decision. Command centers will be able to store libraries of
images of friendly and ho tile forces and
to perform an optical comparison oftarget images and tactical deployments.
Eventually, optics will be introduced
into integrated circuits and devices will
be controlled by optical and quantum
interference phenomenon. This quantum opto-electronics implementation
may achieve the ultinlate physical limit
of performance in terms of minimum
size and maximum bandwidth.
Just as dIe re earcJ.l carried out over a
quarter century ago provided dIe technology base for the global positioning
satellite sy tem, so the research carried
our today will enable the U. . Army to
make our future soldiers afer and more
effectively armed. We at ARO look forward to increasing our effectiveness in
accomplishing the Anny's mi sion.
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A DIAMOND
IN THE ROUGH:
THE NATIONAL
-TRAINING CENTER
By SPC Galen Wiering
Introduction
"All excellent things are as difficult as
they are rare." That quote by Benedict
(Baruch) Spinoza sums up the National
Training Center (NTC) extremely well.
The NTC is one of the finest train1ng
facilities anywhere in the world; not
because it is easy, but because everything about it is a challenge. The
Mojave Desert can be a very unforgiving adversary and it is no mistake that
the opposing forces (OPFOR) slogan is
"No Slack." Added to this are the brutally honest after action reviews (AARs)
that the observer controllers (OCs) give
to the player units.
The mission of the NTC is simple: to
provide tough, realistic combined arms
and services joint training in accordance with air land battle doctrine for
brigades and regiments in a mid to high
intensity environment while retaining
the training feedback and analysis focus
at battalion/task force level.
To do this, the NTC hosts a 28-day
rotation 12 times a year. NTC began its
first rotation in 1982, and has conducted 116 since th.en. This adds up to close
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to half a million soldiers, more than
120,000 NCOs and 31,500 officers. This
is even more impressive when one COllsiders that these soldiers return to
home station and pass on the lessons
they learned to other soldiers. Training
at the NTC literally affects every
CONUS-based soldier.

Rotation
The rotation is the very heart of the
NTC. Units come to the NTC from each
division, separate brigade and armored
cavalry regiment in CONUS. Consisting
of 4,000-5,000 soldiers, they represent
infantry, armor, artillery, aviation,
chemjcaJ, logistics, air defen e, engineering, MP, electronic warfare, and
special operations units.

Realism
The highest priority is placed on realism at the NTc. Almost nothing is SinlUlated. For example, if a commander
wants a tank ditch dug, he must send
his engineers out and they must dig that
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ditch. If a soldier is injured in a battle,
he must be evacuated properly, and if
he dies, a new soldier must be requisitioned. If not, he will not be re-keyed
(have his Multiple Integrated Laser
Engagement System reset) and he will
not be able to participate in. the next
battle. The same goes for equipment. If
orders for spare parts are not filled out
properly, the unit won't get any parts.
If the food is lost, tile unit will go hUDgry. To add further to the realism, close
air support is provided by the Air Force
through the Air Warrior Program.
The e sorties, flown out of Nellis AFB,
account for 50 percent of all close air
support sorties flown in the United
States.
This realism not only adds stress to
commanders, simulating combat, but
also causes mistakes that would not
occur in a less realistic situation. The
OPFOR are experts at exploiting mistakes, and learning from mistakes is the
name of the game at the mc.
The 28-day cycle includes a 14-day
combat cycle in which the unit is completely tactical, and seven days for
equipment draw and seven days for
equipment turn in. The 14-day combat
cycle is broken into two phases. In the
first phase, the unit is split into two
units; one goes to live fire exercises
while the other begins force-on-force
training. After fi.ve days, the two units
swiech places for another five days. The
final time is spent with the whole unit
participating in force-on-force exercises.
During this force-on-force training, a
unit will have a variety of missions,
including movement to contact, hasty
attack, deliberate attack, defend in sector and defend from a battle position.
This continuous scenario is crea ted by
cenario writers based on the u.nit's
Mission Essential Task List (METL), wartime missions and past missions of the
NTC.
It should be stressed that the NTC
does not specifically conduct "desert
training.» In fact, the combat training
conducted and battle tactics employed
are designed to be applied in any contingency irrespective of geographical
location.
To supply all the necessary equipment for rotation and to cut down on
transportation costs, the NTC has a
prepositioned stockage in which visiting units can draw the vehicles they
need. The prepositioned equipment
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Troops hit the ground running in this bayonet exercise
by the OPFOR's 87th Engineer Company.

consists of a battalion set of MIAl tanks,
M2 Bradley Fighting Vehicles and M109
howitzers. The wear and tear 011 these
vehicles is enormous. A single 28-day
rotation will put the same amount of
wear on a vehicle as i.x months of war
at their home station, according to LTC
Ronald Hale, garrison support operations officer.
The unit must bring some of their
own vehicles with them to supplement
their draw. Those vehicles are brought
by railroad to the Yermo Annex of the
Marine Corps Logistic Base and then
trucked out to Fort Irwin. Of the two to
10 million dollar cost for each rotation,
the transportation of vehicle makes up
the largest percentage.

Organization
The NTC is organized into five separate groups. Operation Group (Ops
Group) is in charge of training and
coaching the player units. The [77th
Armored Brigade is the opposing
force-a highly experienced field unit
who takes pride in being a counter
training unit for visiting American units.
Garrison command is in charge of
beans and bullets, insuring that the
other groups have the proper resources
to complete the mission. The Medical
Activiry/Dental Activity Department is
responsible for the health and welfare
of the NTC. Finally, the command
group insures that all units are accomplishing their tasks as ordered so that
visiting units get the best training possible.
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A commander from a player unit communicates with
his troops. Note the Multiple Integrated Laser
Engagement Systems on both helmets.

These units, working together, make
up the NTC-a post dJat looks like any
number of odler posts, but is a post that
is like no other.
TIIere are numerous reasons why the
NTC is unique in com pari on with all
Army posts. These reasons include size
and location, a sophisticated live-fire
exercise, a dedicated OPFOR, full-time
OCs, and an instrumented battlefield.

Sophisticated Live Fire
When people think of the NTC, the
first thing tlut pops into their mind is
the high-speed force-on-force training.
However, there is another less publicized, but just as important aspect to
the NTC, and that is the live-fire exercise.
Fort irwin provides the space for task
force offensive and defensive live-fire
exerci es without the constraints of
"barber poles' or odler artificial control
measures. This realjstic battlefield is
unique since it gives the task force ilie
opportunity to practice its combat mission using live ammunition.
The Combined Arm
Live-Fire
Exercise at the NTC is unique since, for
the first time, direct fire, artillery, antitank missiles, attack helicopters and Air
Force close air support weapons are
brought together at the battalion task
force level in a realistic scenario.
Commanders and troops have an
opportunity to coordinate available firepower and observe its effect against a
simulated enemy. This skill is significant since it develops the ability to

rapidly shift combined power throughout the battle area.

Size and Location
When the Army began ro consider
building a national training center, one
of the key factors in picking the fort
was the location. The area must be
large enough to upport brigade-size
operations, yet be isolated enough so
that the in truments of war could be
fully implemented. For example, the
TC needed to be in an area where
communications jarnming equipment
could be used wiiliout disturbing the
local population. An area where airplanes could fly nap-of-the-earth mi sions at uper-sonic speeds-an area
where tank ditches and other obstacles
could be actually built and torn down
over and over.
Added to this, Fort Irwin's desert
environment, wiili temperature ranging from 12-119 degrees Fahrenheit, adds
to ilie stress which is so important in
simulating an actual combat ituation.
Of the 636,182 acres (1,000 square
miles or the size of Rhode Island), only
about 430,000 acres are trafficable.
One third of this area is used for live-fire
exercises while the rest is used for
force-on-force training,
The harsh environment of the desert
demands maintenance of equipment. A
soldier quickly learns that if he doesn't
keep his equipment clean, it will not
work properly when needed. This is an
extremely important lesson and one
that paid off in Southwest Asia.
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Dedicated OPFOR
Once the player unit learns how to
survive the desert, be is then hit with
the real enemy at the NTC, the
formidable OPFOR.
The OPFOR is unique in every sen e,
from their special unifonns to the visually modified vehicles they drive. They
are so good at what they do that they
win over 90 percent of all battles.
But besides being excellent field soldiers, they are also accomplished tacticians. The OPFOR are proficient in
three different foreign military doctrines, including the most commonly
used Soviet style and the mo·t recently
added Iraqi style.
To insure that Fort Irwin has the latest intelligence, there is a Foreign
MateriallntelJigence Detachment ba ed
here. This is the only place outside of
Aberdeen Proving Ground to have such

a unit.

Full-Time Observer
Controllers
If units came to the mc, got waxed
by the OPFOR, and then went back
home, the learning curve would be
minimal. Fortunately, there i a group
of soldiers who are dedicated io helping the player units learn frOID their
mistakes, which is a lot different from
simply pointing out their mistakes.
These are the OCs (observer controllers) who use a Socratic method of
probing questions so that soldiers will
discover their own -trength and weaknesses. This discovery learning i
brought about in daily after action
reviews (AAR) which are held at the
platoon, company and task force level.
The OCs in the field work closely
with the computer analyst in the

An OPFOR soldier prepares to move out.
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Death Star Building so that player units
are watched from all angles so that all
their mistakes are caught. It is the hightech in trumentation that adds the
coup de gmce to the uniqueness of the

me.

High-Tech Instrumentation
Teclmology used at the NTC is something straight out of George Orwell's
1984, A battlefield analyst C,ln watch
the battle as it progresses, not only on
his computer creen, but also by monitoring 90 radio channels with the ability to record 80 of tho e. dded to thi
higb-tech observation are two video
cameras mounted on strategic mountain tops with 4,000mm lenses, These
cameras all be operated from the
Death Star Building, the headquarters
for all high-tech equipment. Added to
these two fIXed cameras are a neet of

An OPFOR soldier in gear that adds to NTC realismfull uniform, MILES gear, and AK47.
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eight mobile camera units which can
be positioned by analysts in strategic
spots to catch the action on video.
But it is the computer instrumentation that holds the key to the NTC. Each
vehicle i mounted with a special
transponder which sends out a ignal
every few seconds. Throughout Fort
Irwin's vast training area are 44 olarpowered "interrogator" relay stations.
The signal sent from tbe vehicles'
transponder is triangulated by these
relay stations and then ent back the
exact location of that vehicle to the
Death Star Building where it shows up
as a symbol on a computer creen.
The e symbols vary so that a BradLey
fighting vehicle can be distinguished
from an MlAl tank, for example, and are
color coded so that the OPFOR can be
distinguished from the player units.
The compllter is also hooked up to the
vehicles Multiple Integrated Laser
Engagement System.
This computer prOVides a tremendous amount of informiltion. For exam·
ple, a computer analyst can watch the
battIe as a whole, or he can pick a single tank, flnd hi exact location, find
out how many rounds he f[fed, where
those rounds went, if he killed anyone,
and if someone killed him (and who
tIlat someone was, be it friend or foe).
The learning potential for this is
incredible. The analysts will watcb the
battle, catching key moments via video
and audio medium as well as on computer graphics. Video crews operate
two AAR vans which seat 25 persons.
They receive, by microwave, edited
video tapes and computer graphic so
that they can deliver an "instnlmented
AAR" to the commanders and staffs in
the field.
11tis is an extremely helpful learning
tool because commanders can watch a
battle, seeing the "big picture." With all
tllis information, commanders can see
exactly what they did, regardless of
whether it was right or wrong, and
what they might have done differently.
All tIlis information belps the OC and
computer analyst develop the takehome package with which a commander can review his unit's activities and
integrate the valuable NTC training
feedback into his training plan at home
station. This take home package, which
includes approximately 40 hour of
video-taped AARs and 500 pages of
written material, means that a rotation
at the NTC continues to teach a unit
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A newly modified M551 Sheridan is one of 11 new T-SO's fielded by the
OPFOR to keep up with current Soviet technology.

long after they have left Fort Irwin.

Conclusion
As the title of this article states, "the
National Training Center is a diamond
in the rough" This i not to say that
there isn't room for improvement. The
NTC is always looking for a way to
increase the realism of training. For
example, CATlE (Combined Arms
Training Integrated Evaluation System)
is currently being field tested at the
NTC. This is a box with shotgun shells
mounted on the rear of the vellicle that
can be set off from the Death Star
Building to simulate artillery. Another
recent improvement is the fielding of
the II newly modified T-BOs.
The NTC is al 0 pushing for future
improvements that include Multiple
Integrated Laser Engagement Systemtype instrumentation on the close air
support planes and acquiring another
240,000 acres of land. This land would
allow the NTC to trilin a whole brigade
at one time.
The result of all these things adds up
to one very important result-learning.
Units who come to the NTC get beat
up, kicked around, dirty, dusty, hungry
and leepy, but they learn.
COL Pat 0' eal, OPFOR commander, describes it as an exponential
learning curve, like a snowball effect.
Player units will usually get beat quite
badly at the beginning of a rotation, but

do better and better as the rotation proceeds, even beating the OPFOR
towards the end of the rotation.
Historically, it is the first major battle
of any war that creates tile most casualties. People at the NTC are fond of saying that battle will be fought here,
where the lessons can be learned, yet
the soldiers walk away afterwards. As
stated in the introduction, everything
about NTC is a challenge, but tbat's
what makes it what it is. As BG Wesley
K. Clark, former commanding general
said, "1 guess in the public mind sol·
diers still appear in parade, but out
here, tIleir aren't any parades, and the
battlefleld is a very lonely place." That
is tile NTC experience, a unique one to
say the least.
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of the newspajJel; Leader T1'ainer,
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He was thil'd place winner as overall print journalist and received
bonol"able men/ion as overall
photo-journaiisl in the 1991
FORSCOM Kei/h L. U"Iar"e competition.
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PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING
TOOLS
By Gary A. Maddux,
John Montgomery
and Alan Wyskida
Introduction
The economical design, development, and manufacture of weapon systems and their associated components
are of primary concern to the
Production Engineering Division (PED)
of the Systems Engineering and
PrOduction Directorate at the .S. Army
Missile Command (MICOM), Redstone
Arsenal, Alabama. As budgetary and
resource constraints cantin ue to
require production engiCleers to strive
for greater levels of efficiency, the
demand for knowledge-based tools,
computer-aideq engineering technologies, advanced statistical analysis, simulation models, and other progressive
teclulologies becomes even greater.
To provide the engineer with the
most current advances in the production and man\lfacturing discipline,
MICOM Production Engineers, in cooperation with the Manufacturing
Technology and Produdbility Division
of the De ign and Manufacturing
Directorate, U.S, Army Tank·Auto·
motive Command (fACOM), have initiated a research program called
Production Engineering (PE) Tools.
PE Tools i sponsored by the Army
Manufacturing TeclUlology Program at
HQ, AMC, with oversight by the Office
of tbe Deputy Chief of Staff for
Concnrrent Engineering (CE). The
intent of the program is to facilitate the
development and transfer of CE technology throughout the Department of
Defense, thus enabling the production
engineering function to be performed
in a mote cost effective and efficient
manner. This transfer will provide for
2.2

both the increased probability of development project success and the dissemination of advanced knowledge. By
providing an arena for the development
and application of new technologie ,
the' 1anufacturing Technology Program strengthens the nation's defense
through more reliable weapon systems
and the nation's indu trial base in the
form of the knowledge and technologies reqUired to remain globally com·
petitive. Thi combination of crUCial
benefits is a te taroent to the multidi·
mensional concerns of many current
Army initiative .

Concurrent Engineering
The driving force beh!nd the establishment of PE Tools is the em rgence
of the concurrent engineering concept

While the human
elements of the
design process
must communicate,
it is also imperative
that the design process
domain-specific tools
be integrated,
enabling portability
of engineering data
from tool to tool.
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as a viable approacb for controlling
weapon syste'm costs. As the complexity of weapon sy tern manufacture
grows, it becqmes increasingly important to incorporate concurrent engineering into the design process. The
design team must take a proactive
apprpach in the producibility, q~I3Hty,
reliability, and maintainability design
from the initial tages of the system'
Jife-cyde. To achieve J;hese attributes, it
is essential that manufacturing !qlowledge be developed in a form that can be
applied during early life-cyete phases.
The 'availability of tbis knowledge is
often dependent on either the in-house
knowledge of human experts or
through the lise of a variety of "expert
systems: whicb have stored similar
knowledge in a ma'chine re~rievab[e
form. As tbe design evolves, concurrent
engineerirH~ principles ensure that elements of the design/manufacture team
are communicating. This integration
/comll'!wlication proces can be divided into two major subtopics: people
and tools.

People
To ensure proper design, iofolnlation
must flow among and between the v~ri
ous groups of engineers. Design engineers must receive continuous feedback
from production engineer mainte·
nance engineers, and the end-user reo
garding the manufacturability, maintainability, and functionality of the ultimate
end-product. Without this open exchange of ideas/knowledge, the likelihood for success is greatly lessened.
March-April 1992

The Production Engineering Tools program
seeks to transfer technology
to those production engineers
who would benefit from new tools and technologies.

Tools
While the human elements of the
design process must communicate, it is
also imperative that the design process
domain-specific tools be integrated,
enabling portability of engineering data
from tool to tool. For example, data created in the initial design must either be
transportable to or interact with any
concurrent analysis or other process
tools, such as numerical control mills,
lathes, stereolithography, etc.
Because the p.roduction of a weapon
system is a large and complex task, a
considerable amount of time and
resources must be utilized to reaUze
success. Therefore, to maximize the
benefits of past expenditures, leveragiIig of related research is essential to the
development of viable tools. The tendency to reinvent tbe wheel by funding
near identical re earch and development of productiOn related tools and
technologies is not a practical approacb
as dollars for R&D projects continue to
shrink. By sbaring the resources available, the Army can more readily adapt
to the changing economic environment.

Objectives
TIle PE Tool program has a four-fold
objective:
o Establish a single Artny-wide
center for the integration and dissemination of tools to support the
concurrent engineering process.
The PE Tools program seeks to minimize the effort !'equired by production
engineers to investigate developments
in the areas of manufacturing and production technology. Because of continuous change in the concurrent engineering arena, a single source of
information mu t exist and can be easily accessed. TIle PE Tools program will
serve as a clearinghouse for tllis informatioq by monitoring developments
throughout not only the Army but also
throughout the Department of Defense.
March-April 1992

Information will be disseminated in a
manner that facilitates easy access for
the production engineer throughout
the Army.
o Develop and validate analytical
tools which increase the quality
and quantity of information available to support the development of
Army systems. The PE Tool program
will obtain, evaluate, and distribute ana·
Iytical tools of benefit to the production
engineer. These tools are often the
product of research performed through
sale or leveraged Army funding. This
funding transpires through either the
Production Engineering Division of
MICOM, similar directorates or divisions at other major subordinate commands, and the Army ·corpomte" laboratories.
o Reduce the time and effort
required to develop and transition
Army systems into production. TIle
ultimate goal of streamlining the production engineering function is to
reduce the time and effort req\.ired to
de ign and develop a ystem or compo·
nent, then make the transition from
design to a manufactured output. The
PE Tools program supports that same
objective by providing tile 1001s, technology) and information reqUired in a

more acces ible manner.
• Broaden the industrial base by
providing the ability to rapidly produce critical items for test, evaluation, and fielding. As geopolitical and
global econonlic trends redefine many
of the traditional view of the role of
the military, Army program objectives
must increasingly reflect a benefit
beyond military applications. The PE
Tools program provide an opportunity
for the Army to be in the forefront of
developing, validating, and transferring
manufacturing technology not only
within the DOD, but also widlin the private sector. As the nation strives to
retain its global manufacturing superiority, the PE Tools program can playa
major part by broadening the U.S.

industrial base.

Smnmary of Research to Date
The PE Tools program eeks to transfer technology to those production
engineers who would benefit from new
tools and technologies. While one function of the PE Tools program is to
locate, obtain, and validate previously
developed technology, another is concerned with th in-house development
of supporting teclulOlogie . To that
end, several research activities have
been undertaken either with PED as the
lead organization or through leveraged
funding programs with universities,
industries, and/or their agencies.
The following summarizes several
projects that have either recently been
completed at PED o.r are currehtly
under development. The prOject objective, a progress report, its status, and
notable technological advantages are
emphasized.

Quick Turnaround Cell
The Quick Turnaround Cell (QTC)
was developed by the Engilleering
Research Center for Intelligent
Manufacturing Systems, Purdue
University. The importance of QTC is
evident in everal crucial areas. First,
there is a general lack of available computerized tools that address the geometric reasoning problem. In this
regard, geometric reasoning can be
defllled as the ability to examine a geometric design and determine what pr6cesses are applicable to produce the
pan. To rapidly transition a design .into
a part, computer-ba ed tools with this
ability are essential.
Secondly, there is a lack of systems
that prOVide a very tight ultegr.ttion of
the design, manufacturing, and inspection processes. TIle next generation of
advances in computer-aided design/
computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/
CAM) will hinge not on the individual
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merits of each tool, but on the ability of
the individual tools to work as a unit.
QTC seeks to alleviate the manufacturing problems by facilitating pre-production planning, thus smoothi.ng the transition from conceptual design to
physical product.

Designer's Aid
The Designer' Aid for M.lOufacturing
Processing Selection (DAMPS) is being
developed by the Ohio State University
Research Center for
et Shape
Manufacturing. The DAMPS objective is
to provide an expert system to assist
designers in selecting possible near netshape processes for a candidate design.
It can be used by the experienced engineer for reference or by the less experienced engineer for assistance in training
for net-shape processes.

Prototyping Work Cell
Prototyping i an important step in
the manufacturing process since it
allows an engineer to determine the
feasibility of a de ign and uncover manufacturing problems early in tile pan's
life cycle. [t is also important that the
production iime for the prototype part
be hon in order to minimize the total
development tiole. An engineer designs
a part, determines the sequence of
operations needed to manufacture the
part, and sends these operations to a
prototype cell where a part will be produced. Ideally, this process could be as
shon as a few hours, depending on dle
complexity of the part. The objective of
the Rapid Prototyping Workcell is to
assist production engineers in implementing and integrating advanced manufacturing technologies. A primary
concern is the ability to verify a part
design in a tinlely manner.

Knowledge-Based
Producibility Decision Maker

Statistical Process
Control Tools

The Knowledge-Based Producibility
Deci ion-Maker (KPD) is being developed by ClM ystems, a private-sector
organization based ill Richardson, TX,
specializing in productivity technologies. KPD and a sister product, the
Intelligent Planning Assistant, are each
the result of a TACOM managed Small
Business Innovative Research program.
The basic objective of the KPD project
is to deVelop a knowledge-based system
that evaluate the producibility of a proposed prismatic part with respect to a
typical reduction (machining) process.

The growing emphasis on the use of
statistical process control (SPC) in
regard to the management of all activities within an organization has created
a demand for easy-to-use, computerbased SPC tools. Since manufacturing is
nsually the most logical application of
SPC, it is no surprise that one of the
chief areas of concern is the creation
and transfer of technologie utilizing
the principles of PC. The PE Tools program has responded to this challenge
with an i.n-house developed product:
the Statistical Process Control Toolbox
(SPCT).
The chief objective of SPCT was to
develop SPC software utilities that can
a sist ell gin ering personnel in applying SPC techniques to the management
and conuol of manllfacttlring proces es. The compiled software of SPCT can
be executed on any IDM PC with a VGA
or EGA monitor, and is currently available for distribution upon request.

Composite Materials
The Concurrent Engineering for
Composites Materials (CECM) program
is being developed through joint effons
by the University of Delaware Center
for Composite Materials and the
University of Tulsa Department of
Mechanical Engineering. The objective
of CECM is to develop tecl111iques and
methodologies that implement a concurrent engineering approach to the
design of products utilizing composite
materials and process technologie .
The research conducted during the
development of CECM should prove to
be of increasing imponance as the use
of fiber-reinforced compOSite material
continues to proliferate.
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Conclusion
By h'Lring both the combined expertise of its in;house staff and the outputs
of a variery of re earch efforts, MICOM
engineers are creating a "win-win" relationship with other organizations
throughout DOD. Rather than relying
on a fragmented approach to research,
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the Army can create a synergy of coordinated efforts through networks formulated as a result of the PE Tools program. The Army is not the only
benefactor of PE Tools. The PE Tools
progt'am has joined forces with
defense, academic, and industrial organiZlltion , thereby maximizing the
return on the Army's investments
through leveraged funding and
enhanced tecl111010gy transfer.
The analytical tools that have been
demon teated under the support of PE
Tools, along widl those yet to be developed will help the production engineerofth future meet tbe cballenge of
concurrent engineering. By providing
the needed tools, the e engineers are
empowered to more easily fulfill the
request to "get it right the first time."
The tools and methodologies promoted
via PE Tools all have the common
theme of allowing the engineer to "do
the right thing right." While this may
seem a simple credo, the results from
its adherence ensme that the design
and manufacture of weapon systems
and their components are on time,
within budget, producible, maintainable, .lOd reli'lble.
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Introduction
"u.s. A rillY Outgunned by Iraqi
Artillely. "During the build-up preceding Operation Desert Storm, headlines
like this were common in the media.
Indeed, on paper, the artillery assets
deployed by Iraq were formidable.
Particularly worrisome were guns like
the outh African G5 with its 40-kilometer range capability. Forrunately for the
coalition force, the Iraqi' ineffective
target acquisition and command and
control caused by the intense aerial
bombardment and the "Scbwartzkrieg"
style ground assault, did much to negate
the numerical advaotage.
But what about next time' What if
there are no friendly airbases and port
facilities to support a Desert Storm-type
operation, and dIe Army must fight widl
what it brings? The fact that many
armies around the world are currently
in pos ession of long range artillery is a
source of serious concern that raises
some questions.
The first i , "Ca.n dIe U.S. develop and
field extended range tube artillery?" The
answer is "yes." The second is, "should
we?" Again, I believe the an wer is
"yes." However, these two simple
an wers are not the complete answer.
An effective tube artillery weapon is a
complex
tem requiring the integmtion of a number of componenr . When
iliese systems are dealt with in a piecemeal fashion, as has often been the case
in the past, much of their potential performance i lost.
Let' take a look at the major component that comprise an aniUery system
and their contributions to range performaJ1Ce. We'll then look at how they
combine to form a total system. The
items will include the cannon, propellant, projectile/fuze, platform and fire
control.

EXTENDED RANGE
FOR
155MM ARTILLERY
By Terrence Ringwood

The Propellant
There are two major categories of
propeUant to be considered for modem
artillery application. The first is solid
propellant. TIlere are three general families of solid propellant, called single-,
double-and triple-base. ingle base propellant consists primarily of nitrocellulose (NC). Double base adds nitroglyceritle (NG) or other nitrate esters to the
C. Triple ba e make a furtber addition
of nitroguanadine (NQ). TIle propellant
energy rise a each constituent is
added. Energetic plasticizers, or
binders, are also considered to increase
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The Cannon
A cannon assembly is a thick w,rlJ
pressure vessel with a fixed end seal
(the breech) and a movable end seal
(dIe projectile). The volume between
the seals is the chamber. Propellant is
burned in the chamber to create the
high pressure gas needed to accelerate
the projectile down th tube. Therefore, the cannon possesses two principal in.fluence on range. One is chamber
volume, Wllich dictates the ma.ximum
propellant load. The other is tube
length, or shot travel, which cOlltrols
March-April 1992

energy levels. For this increased energy,
a price is paid in terms of increased
wear and erosion from the higher flame
temperatures and dIe risk of increa ed
sen itivity.
Another aspect of solid propellant is
the shape of the propellant gmin. The
Size, length-to-diameter ratiO, and the
numb r of perforations, or holes, greatly in.fluences the loading density and the
rate at which gas is pwduced. It is critical to properly b,llance these two elements to insure iliat chamber pressure
are neither too high nor roo low. Also,
the generation of negative differential
pressures, a potentially damaging phenomenon of traveling pres ure waves,
must be controlled. Al 0, the length-todiameter ratio of the chamber will in.fluence the magnitude of negative differential pressure, i.e., the greater the
mtio the greater the risk of higb differentials. A number of graiJI shapes have
been te ted to increa e performance,
and the final choice llsually rests on
what works best in the particular sys-

the time the gas can act on the projectile. 0 the bigger the gun, the longer
the range. But there are drawbacks to
dlis approach, such as increased system
weight, decreased mobility and transportability, projectile rotating band
wear, increased propellant usage, and
effects of mbe droop and whip on accuracy and precision.
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tem under consideration. (See Figure 1.)
Another active area of research is less
sensitive propellant formulations. One
approach is tll replacement of the
nitroglycerine with new energetic plasticizers. Several very promising formulations are currently under development
and have demonstrated reaction levels
50 percent less than current propellants
when struck by a shape charge jet_
The second major category of propellants is liqUid propellant (LP). Pursued
with varying levels of intensity since the
late 1940s, LP can be categorized as
either mono-propellant, bi-propellant,
or liquid/metal solutions. LP gun systems fall Ulto two types, bulk loaded or
injected. TIle simpler approadl, bulk, is
also the least reliable. TIle mass of liquid
defies consistent ignition and the guns
have had an unfortunate tendency to
spontaneously disas emble. The second
method, injection, has proven to be
more controllable and consistent.
An ongoing development program
for an injected gUll focuses 011 the
regenerative injection process. As
Figure 2 illustrates, a two-piece differential piston uses primary ignition gases to
pressurize the LP reservoir, injectiJlg
fluid into the hot gases. TIlis increases
chamber pressure and sustains the
event until all the LP is consumed.
This system requires a higher degree
of mechanical complexity in exchange
for its more benign behavior. It has the
potential to alter the conventional pressure-time curve to provide higher muzzle velocity at lower peak chamber pressures. This could have a significant
impact on G sensitive projectiles.

The Projectile/Fuze
The next item for consideratioll is the

LPFILL
LP
LINE CONTROL
INJECTION
PISTON
PISTON

projectile/fuze combiJlation. These two
items are combined as they see the
same environment of accelerations,
velocities and spin rates, which are critical factors in extended range design
efforts. In fact, some of the current projectiles, fuzes and submunitions may be
inappropriate for the extended range
role, due to design limits for these
parameters.
Three principal techniques can be
applied to projectile to enhance range
performance. These are rocket assistance, ba e-bleed, and body streamlining. Rocket assistance, as the name
would imply, uses a rocket motor, usually at the base of the projectile, to
iJlcrease and SUstaill velocity. Thi higher, longer lastiJlg velocity dictates tile
maximum attainable range. The
M549A1 HE is such a projectile.
The econd technique is called ba e
bleed, which utilizes a gas generator in
tile b<lse of the projectile. TIle gas produced is just enough to flU the void created at the back of the projectile <IS it
passes through the alt. TIlls produces all
artificial streamlin.ing whi.ch significantly reduces drag. This allows for a lessening of the projectile deceleration, but
does not provide any boost. The M864
ER DPICM, is a base bleed type of projectile.
The last technique mentioned wa
actual streamlining of the projectile
body to reduce drag. An extreme example ofthi metllodology is the Extended
Range Full Bore family of projectiles
used with the GHN 45 and South
African G5/G6 guns. This type of projectile limits payload volume and precludes, for the most part, the use of
smart submunitiollS.
The use of all three of these techniques to produce a projectile c<lpable

COMBUSTION
CHAMBER

PROJECTILE

of ranges in excess of 45 kilometers is
under consideration at the U.S. Army
Armament Research, Development and
EngiJleering Center, PicatiJlny Arsenal,
N].

Any fuze that is used for extended
range missions must be capable of withtanding the high I<lunch loads, alt friction heating and the longer flight times
that any long range gun will infliCt.
Another consideration iJl the projectile/fuze discussion is the use of some
form of terminal guidance. Currently,
the only 155mm projectile with such a
capability is the Copperhead. This projectile requires the use of laser designation of the target. Future rounds need to
iJlcorporate on-board guidance, usually
called fire-and-forget, in order to be
effective at long ranges.

The Platforms
TIle platform from which tile round is
fired must provide strength and stability
in order to dissipate the firing loads
without excessive movement. It must
also provide sufficient mobility commensurate with its mission, Le., direct
support, general support, heavy- or
Iigllt-division. The platform consists of a
gun mount and some form of carriage,
either towed or self-propelled.

Fire Control
ow that we have the pieces to send
the projectile on its way, we must be
able to en.d it in the right direction.
With an accuracy of +/- 1 mil, conventional optical fire control would have an
error margin of 4; or more meters at the
ranges we are discussiJlg. Add in survey

TUBE

Figure 2.
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errors, weather effects, and munition
variations and the cumulative error
could be greater than the effective
radius of the projectile. To reduce this
error, something other than optics is
required. Here again, the use of terminal guidance would help alleviate this
problem.
Modem fire control systems include
an array of sensors to collect data, and
use powerful computers to assimilate
and reduce the data into fire quality
data, partiCtllarly weather data, becomes imperative. An extended range
system would need to make use of sensors for muzzle position and projectile
velocity, propellant temperature and
projectile/fuze weight, weapon system
location and cannon azimuth.

155mm
IllUFIt
N~l

How Does It All Fit Together?
We have looked at the individual
pieces needed to assemble an extended range artillery system. The next
step, and most critical, is the integration of these pieces into a system.
Based on the mission need, performance parameters are established. This
will tell us how far the gun will need to
shoot, what types of rounds will be
needed, mobility and armor requirements, etc.
Essential to aUf discussion is max
range and the type and weight of projectile to be fired. Tills will dicrate the
muzzle velocity needed, as well as any
acceleration limits. Around this number the variables of cannon size and
propellant energy can be manipulated,
to achieve the most efficient gun system. The type and configuration of the
propellant to be used is then established, usually in an iterative process,
to arrive at the practical optimum.
What workS best on paper may not
translate to reality.
We must also determine if currently
available projectiles and/or fuze are
suited to this mission. If not, a reduction in performance expectations or a
new projectile will be required.
The anticipated mission will also
determine the type of carriage to be
used :md whether a new or retrofitted
system is required. Added to this will
be the fire control system. The type of
carriage will greatly influence the type
and complexity of automated fire control that can be used.
After the selection of the individual
pieces is complete, each must be fitted
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Figure 3.
to the others until the final product

meets the requirements as closely as
possible. Tllis is a complex, years-long
process.

Trade Offs
It has been said that there is no such
thing as a free lunch. That is certainly
true here. A system designed to provide 40-50 kilometer range will almost
certainly have to acrifice minimum
range performance. The larger chamber will increase the likelihood of stickers and muzzle velocity uniformity
with minimum charges. In days past,
minimum range for 155mm was provided by short tube weapons such as
the M114 or the original M109. Longer
ranges were handled by the old "Long
Tom" or more recently by the MI07
175mm gun. This short tube/long tube
mix provided greater range coverage
than any single weapon could have.
Trying to do it all with a single weapon
may not be the best solution, and providing a dedicated long range shooter
may prove the best overall solution.

for the U.S. Anny is certainly doable. At
no time in recent memory has there
been so much attention given to the
need to modernize the field artillery. It
is the task of the entire FA community,
user and developer alike, to seize the
opportunity and provide our troops
with the fire support they need and
deserve.

TERENCE RINGWOOD is the
development project officer for the
XM 230 Unicharge System at the
u.s. Army Armament RDE Center,
Pica tinny Arsenal, Nj. He has a
B.S. degree in mechanical engineering from the New Jersey
Institute of Technology.

Conclusion
An extended range artillery system
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PEO-FIRE SUPPORT
George G. Williams holds a
B.S. degree in indu rrial engineering from Norrh arolina
Srare niversity. His previou
positions include: industrial engineer, PERSHING Project Office,
U.. Army Missile ommand
(MICOM); general engineer, PERHING Project Office, MJCOM;
general engineer, U.. Army
SAFEG ARD Sy terns Command;
chief,
stems Engineering
Branch, ROUND Project Office; George G. Williams
chief, Product A surance,
Manufacturing and Test Divi 'ion, ROLAND Project Office;
deputy project manager. TOW Projecr Office; chief,
Provi iona] FOG-M Management Office, Systems
Development Office, Research, Development, and
Engineering Cenrer; deputy project manager, on Line-ofSight Project Management Office; and deputy PEO - Fire
Support.

Missions and Organization
The PEO-Fire upporr reports to the Army Acquisition
Execurive relative to technical, co t, and chedule aspect
for assigned programs and supervises assigned projecr and
product managers. William prOVides the planning, guidance, direcrion, control and upporr necessary to fi ld sy tems within cost, schedule, and performance baselines. The
PEO-Fire upport has an authorized technical staff of 48,
comprised of military and civilians who provide expertise in
business management, contracring, co t analy is, engineering and logistics. Tbe project management offices' personnel bring the rrengtb of the PEO-Fire upporr to 872.
Project managemenr office, which arc located at
Redstone Arsenal, Al., include: PM, Multiple Launch Rocket
ystem (MLR ); PM, Tube-Launched, Optically Tracked,
Wire Command-Link Guided (TOW) Missile System; PM. Air
to Ground Missile System (AGMS); P 1, JAVEil : PM, Army
Tactical Missile Sy tern (ATACM ); and PM, Brilliant AntiArmor ubmunition (BAT).

PEO
OepuryPEO

PM MUlS
PM TOW
PMAGMS
PMJAVEU
PM ATACM
PM BAT
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BRILLIANT ANTI- ARMOR SUBMUNITION
(BAn
BAT is 8 dual sensor (acoustic and infrared) "smarr munition thai autonomously
seeks. identifies and kilfs armored vehicles. SA Ts will be carried deep Into enemy
territory by Ihe Tri-Service Standoff Attack Missile aneVor Block 11 of Anny TACMS.
BATs wi/( be dispensed from the carrier missile in the vicinity of an enemy armored
vehicle cotumn and will use ils acoustic and infrared sensors to deteet and guide the
gflding submunWon toward the vehicle column where indlviduallargels wifl be
affacked and cJestroyed. BAT is in Engineering and Manufacturing Development and
is expected to be in production in the mid to tate t 99Os.

PEa-FIRE SUPPORT
HEADQUARTERS GROUP
George G. \' illiams
Red 'rone Arsenal, AI.
DSN 7.J6-0714 Comm. (205)8 6·0 14
COL Thoma M. Devanney Red lOne Arsenal, AL
DSN 746-0871 Comm. (205)876-0871
FIRE SUPPORT MANAGERS
RedslOnc Arsenal, AL
COL William . Taylor
DSN 7 6-1195 Comm. (205)876·1195
COL Jack D. onwayRed rone Arsenal, AI.
DS, 746-719i Comm. (205)876-7194
COL Robert E. Huston
Redstone Arst:nai. AL
D 7 6-1365 Comm. (205)876-1365
COL Earl W. Finley
RedslOnc Arsenal, AI
o 746-4266 omm. (205)876-4266
Ol David F. Matthews
Redslone Arsenal, AI
D'
46-1141 Comm. (205)876-1141

COL David T. Jones
D N 788-030

Redstone Arsenal, AI
Comm. (20S)842-Q30
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TUBE-LAUNCHED, OPTICALLY-TRACKED,
WIRE-GUIDED WEAPON SYSTEM - (TOW)
TOW conslsls mainly of a launcher and any of hve missile versions,

The
launcher consisls of 8 launch tube, traversing unit, optical sight. night
sight, missile guidance sel, battery assembly, trlpocl. overpack. shroud
and carrying strap. The missile is encased in B disposable launch container. In addition to the ground·emplaced launcher, the TOW system has
been Incorporated into the M 113 armored personnel carrier. the M 151
jeep, Ihe high mobility multipurpose wheeled vehicle (HMMWV), the
improved TOW vehicle, COBRA alrcra# and the Bradley Fighting Vehicle
Systems (BFVSJ. Basic TOW launcher production is complete for U.S.
forces as well as the TOW 2 upgracJe for ground and vehicle applications,
except BFVS which will continue through FY94. fn ackJilion to these platforms for the Anny. there are many others which utilize the TOW launcher
system. such as the U.S. Marine Corps light armored vehicle.
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PROGRAM EXECUTIVE OFFICER
-FIRE SUPPORT

HELLFIRE
MULTIPLE LAUNCH ROCKET SYSTEM (MLRS)
The MLRS is a lree-flight. araa fire. arlmery rocket system being fielded to fill an existing
void in conventional fire support. The primary missions of MLRS are counterfire and suppres·
sian of enemy air defenses. MLRS supplements cannon BrliJIery (;res by delivering large volumes of firepower in a short time agaInst critical, time-sensitive targets, The basic warhead
carries dual purpose conventional submunilions. A growth program is underway to add a
Sense and Destroy Armor (SADARM) warhead 10 Improve countertJattery lires. The MLRS
M270 launcher;s being updated to accommodate launching a family of new munitions, including Ihe Army Tactical Missile System (ATACMS). The U.S. Initial Operational Capability lor
MLRS was achieved /0. 1983. Starting in FY 89. MLRS has been co-produced by the United
States. United Kingdom, Germany, France and lIaly. The second mUlti-year procurement
contract lor FY 89-93 was awarded in July t989.
MLRS performed extremely well in Operation Desert Storm, where it was deployed in significant numbers. All operational requirements were met and In most cases exceeded for
readiness, reliability. accuracy and maintainability. MLRS units lrom the Uniled Kingdom were
also involved in Operation Desert Storm and proved ttle value 01 the successful operation 01
this mulli·national syslem. The new upgraded MLRS (Deep Attack Launcher) also demons/rated its enormous capability during the first operational firings of the longer-range
ATACMS.

The Laser HELLFIRE Modular Missile System is the primary anti-armor
weapon system for Anny aviation. HELLFIRE Is cUffently employed on

the AH-64 Apache helicopler as Ihe primary poinl largat weapon. /I can
be employed in day or night operations in a wide variety of firing modes,
Including autonomous, ground or airborne remote target designation with
dIrect or indirect fire, and rapid or n"ppJe fire. The Longbow HELLFIRE
Modular Missile System developmenVproduction proveout program was
initiated with the objective 01 providing the Army with a "lire and lorget"
missile with adverse weather capabitity. The Longbow system will locate.
classify and prioritize targets lor the Longbow HELLFIRE missile.

ARMY TACTICAL
MISSILE
SYSTEM
(ATACMS)
ATACMS Block lIs an
inertially-guicJecJ missile
with a range of more
than 100 kilomelers
which is fielded with
Multiple Launch Rocket
Syslem units and fired
Irom ttle same launcher. ATACMS will
destroy tact/cBl missile
launchers; suppress air
defense; attack command, control and communication sites; and
disrupt Jog'stics. In/tial
fielding occurred in
August 1990 during
Desert Shield and the
system was combat
proven during Deserl
Storm. ATACMS Block
II, with a warhead con-

taining smarl submunirions, is a candidate
system to fiil the
requirement to destroy
enemy armored combat
vehicles at long ranges.

JAVELIN -ADVANCED ANTITANK WEAPON SYSTEM
The JA VELIN is a one·man poriabie anlitank weapon system designed to provide high lethality
against advanced armor and is envisioned a5 a simple-to-operate, easily and economically
maintained, rugged and reliable infantry system lor the U.S. Army and U.S. Marine Corps. 11 is
comprised of two major components: a reuseable Command and Launch Unit and B missile
seBled in a disposable launcher container. The JA VELIN will have a range 01 more than a mile
and quarler and mere tethallty than the Dragon missile which 11 will replaoe. The key lealUre 01
the JA VEUN is the use oIfire-ancHorget technology which a/lows the gunner to fire and immediately lake cover.
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LABORATORY MODERNIZATION
PROGRAM
AT THE
U.S. ARMY MISSILE COMMAND
RESEARCH,DEVELOPMENTAND
ENGINEERING CENTER
Introduction
The U.S. Army Missile Command
(MlCOM) ha received approval from
DOD to embark on the final project in a
program that has given MlCOM's
Research, Developmenr and Engineering (RD&E) Center the modem facilitie
to complement the high technology
already achieved by this premier
weapons research facility.

Background
Ln the late 1970s, it became apparent

that MlCOM's physical strucnJres, mostly of World War II vi.ntage, cO\lld not
support the new requirements of
advancing technology. As technology
increa ed at a dizzying pace, laboratory
facilitie became obsolete with equal
speed. Engineer and cientists were
working in overcrowded, uncomfort-

able and, in come cases, unsafe conditions. The Lab Modernization Program
was conceived to upgrade facilities to a
level commensurate with the technology they supported.

Lab Modernization
Spanning more thatl a decade in planning and implementatiOn, the Lab
Modernization Program will produce
eight new facilities or renovations. With
the completion of this program,
MlCOM tands poised to undertake new
missions re ulting from the pending
reorganization set out by the Base
Realignment and Closure Commission.
When the Missile, Armaments and
Chemical Command is established here,
the RD&E Center will be ready to provide strong support.
Three of the projects are completed
and four are under construction.
Construction. of the .final project should
begin in early 1992. Costs for completed, contracted and planned con truction currently total $70 million.

Chronological Listing of
Projects

Figure 1.
Measurement of solid propellant structural behavior at the Propulsion Aging and
Mechanical Properties Facility.
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Hangar Missile Test Facility. Completed in the spring of 1988, this facility,
located at the Redston.e Army Airfield,
houses the test aircrdft and hops that
support mis ile seeker captive flight
development. MICOM' ability to
respond to R&D initiatives or technical
investigations involving fielded sy terns
is significantly enhanced by the presMarch-April 1992

ence of a drawing boa,d-to-aircraft
qUick turnaround capability_
Propulsion Aging and Mechanical
Properties Facility. This facility
includes five laboratories and nine bays
for hazardous specimen fabrication and
testing of propellant materials, and six
laboratories and one bay for inert Olmerial and component experimentation
( ee Figure 1). Completed in 1988, the
facility is the most modern of its kind in
the wodd. Activities in the facility pmvide the themlal, mechanical and staW;·
tical data required to estimate the structural service life of Army solid rocket
motors. The cost of the facility has been
many times surpassed by the savings
resulting fmm avoiding replacing aging
motors in the Army inventory.
Target and Seeker Measurement
Facility. The Robert F. Russell Measurement Facility consists of a 329-foot
tower witb a 1'1boratory at the 30o-foot
level, and a test platform elevator, the
height of which can be varied ove, a
30o-foot di tance (See figure 2). It was

completed in eptembe, 1988 and
placed into service immediately. The
facility is used for development and testing of seekers and en or in the millimeter wave, microwave, radio frequency, infrared and electro-optic
spectral domains. The facility proVides
capability for target signature measurements. variable clutter. atmospheric
evaluation, target tracking and countermeasures effects. The facility is also
used to characterize and integrate ensors and seekers a they prog,ess from
the laboratory to the field test environment.
Test Facilities Modernization.
Recently completed consrnlction at tile
Missile Flight Test Range has provided
additional engineering and data acquisition floor space aod additional temporary explosive torage. The Environmental Test facilities were also
expanded in tile areas of missile assembly/disa embly and mechanical measurements. Possibly tbe most impOrt'Ult
feature of the construction progmm i

MICOM RD&E CENTER
Dr. William C. McCorkle Jr. holds
a B.S. degree in phy ics from the
Uni"ersity of Richmond, VA and a
Ph.D. degree in phy ics from lhe
University of Tennessee. As MICOM
technical director, Dr. McCorkle
serves as the senior technical advisor
to U,e commande, on all R&D malter . A direclor of the RD&E Center
Dr. William C.
(formerll' the U.. A,my Missile
McCorkle Jr.
Labo,atory), he is re ponsible for
Technical Director,
prOViding major ,esearcb, de"elopmenl. prodUCtion. field engineering. MICOM, and Director,
and software suppor! ro more lhan MICOM RD&E Center
20 MICOM project- and productmanaged systems. In addition, be i responsible fo, planning
and executi.ng MI OM's program in re eatch, exploJ<ltory and
advanced development of missiles, and high energy lasel:S.
Dr. Mc ork1e came to MICO 1 in 1957 from a po ition at
Tulane University, and has since served in a number of increas-

ingly responsible scientific and engineering positions, including an 18-month mtational assignment on the Department of
Army Staff as science advi or to the director of weap n systems. He has worked on nti sile-rel:lted R&D problems and projects associated with virtoall!' e"ery missile and mcket system
undc, MICOM cognizance. His comributions include numerous
paper' and patetlls in guidance and control, such as the complete gUid:1l1 e system used in tbe LANCE missile, and majo,
improvements to the HAWK mi sile ystem, including the mo t
recent improvemem permitting multiple simultaneous engagements. He has achieved national ,ecogn.ition for iniliating and
guiding Uu: center's highly su cessful pi neering work in fib r
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the RF Anechoic Chamber in the
Electro-Magnetic Test Branch which
pemlits discrete frequency 0, broad
band iove tigalions on mall missiles or
complete y tem including tracked
vehicle on which the ystems are
moumed.
Millimeter and Microwave Sim·
ulation Facility. Tills facility, consi ting of four level , was constructed within an existing high bay area in the RD&E
Center ( ee Figure 3). It provides hardware-loop imuJation Oligh-frequency
test chambers) and associated laboratory, control and administrative space in
support of resea,ch and development
missions. Simulator !test chambers
include imaging infrared, weapon
system simulator, millimeterwave
chamber and microwave chamber.
Occupancy is anticipated during 1992.
Redstone Scientific Information
Center Addition. Ground was broken
Oct. 30, 1991, for a 10,000 square foot
addition to the massive technical library
controlled by the RD&E Center. The

optic guidance links for ml lies, providing revolutionary new
coumerme'lSure-resistant capability for finding and engaging
both rotary wing and armo,ed targets OUt of the gtUlller' . line
of ight.
DL M Corkle ha~ long effectively hampioned the u e of
simulation techniques for mi ile design and analysis, and init~
ated the effof! which led to MJCOM' Advanced Simulation
enter, a major national faciliry and key to a number of successful ntissile de\'e1opmenr and impm"ement program.
In O\'ember 1980, Dr. Mc orkJe wa elecled for the dual
role of MICOM technical di,ector and director of the RD&E
Center. Since Ihen, the cemer has been formall)" recognized
each year a a Laboratory of Excellence and was also ,ecognized in 1985 and 1990 a~ the Army R&D Organization of the
Year.

Mission of MJCOM RD&E Center
MICO 1's RD&E Cenrer pro ide demillc, engineerin!\ and
technical 'upp rt for weapon systems ro program exe utive
officers, project managers, and other DOD and AM clement.
The center is the MICOM interface with the Training and
Doc"ine Command in determining we'tpon sy tem cogniz'lI1ce
of current an I future threats.
Selecti"e ,esea,ch and compOnenl development i ongoing
ro generale new technology, reduce missile developme III lead
time and improve ,eliability.
The center provide managemem, direction and serves as a
focal point for the following programs: manufacluring technol·
ogy, pmduclion eoginee,ing, command/DOD intemational
standardization, configuration man:lgemem, d:ltll m:lnagemem,
sy ·tem engineering, human facrors engineering, value engineering, software engineering, and materiel change management.
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Figure 2.
Target and seeker measurement
facility.

addition is an interim measure designed
to give much-needed pace to the facility until a new library can be buill. The
existing collection of technical books,
documents and journals has exceeded
available torage capacity. Reference
material has been tored in temporary
warehouses and ammunition bunkers
from two to seven miles away from the
existing facility making it difficult for
researchers to utilize. Scheduled completion of the facility i Augu t 1992.
Systems Engineering Laboratory
Addition. This project will add 156,000
square feet of laboratory space to the
RD&E building, which was con tructed
in 1965. The addition will provide the
capability to conduct laboratory investigations and experiments, under proper
environmental controls, for uch critical
technology areas as compOSite tructures, manufacturing research, missile
guidance components and air defense
command and control components.
Additionally, the facility will provide the
capability to integrate activities of the
RD&E Center that currently give systems engineering support to missile systems that are in the field and out of production status. The addition will also
provide integrated laboratory facilities
for mi ile technology in support of the
acquisition process for all Army developmental missile systems and those
with major product improvements. See

Figure 4.
Physical Sciences Research Laboratory. DOD has just approved the
construction of this facility, which will
be used to conduct basic and applied
re earch in the area of physical sciences
and to coordinate the Army research
efforts with the Air Force and avy misile programs. The facility will provide
modern laboratory capabilities in a twostory, 88,000- quare-foot building.
Areas of research will include machine
intelligence photonics passive sensors,
signal proee sing, ignature control and
data fusion. The facility will also upport the future expansion of the emerging technology areas of electro-optic
correlation, photonics and optical computers, sensor fl.l ion, integrated optics
and neuroscience as related to artificial
in telligence.

The preceding a rUcle was compiled and ubmitted by the MlCOM
Public Affairs Office.

Figure 3.
Figure 4.
An artist's concept of the Systems Engineering Laboratory
addition.
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ROLE OF SIMULATION
AT THE
ARMY TANK-AUTOMOTIVE
COMMAND
Introduction
Simulation of total vehicle and vehicle system performance characteristics
has steadily gained acceptance over the
past 10 years. Army leadership and the
Program Executive Offices (PEOs) have
recognized the value of simulation as a
tool for reducing the costs and time
associated with traditional approaches
to vehicle development. At the u.S.
Army Tank-Automotive Command
(fACOM), in particular, a comm:U1ding
general's policy memorandum state
that simulation and modeling will be
used to the maximum extent in support
of military vehicle re earch, design,
development, and acquisition.
TACOM ha demonstrated that simulation and modeling lead to ignificant
time and cost savings compared to traditional "build-test-break-fix" approach-

By Ronald R. Beck
and John C. Schmuhl
es. Simulation allows :lllalysis of concepts and scenarios which cannot be
replicated economically (or not at aJl)
with test beds.
As II result of 10 years of simulation
experience in supporting vehicle acquisition projects, TACOM has identified
significant factors which, if incorpormed when developing performance specifications and used during the source
election and evaluation acti ity, will
make simulation successful. First, it is
es entia! that the vehicle system proponent (e.g., PEO), the user, and vehicle
simulation specialists work together to
defUlc the vehicle system mission and to

develop sets of representative, realistic
use scenarios. Paramount to this process is knowledge of the detailed engineering characteristics and quantitative
performance levels of exi ting fleets.
This forms the basis for developing
compamble quantitative performance
specifications for new y terns or for
establishing product improvement
goals for new systems.
Second, with respect to source selections, quantitative performance speciflcations must be clearly defined in solicitation package so that prospective
bidders can provide the information
necessary for useful simulation . This
pOint cannot be overemphasized.
Manufa turers, in TACOM' experience, sometimes fail to upport their
bids with sound design data. Requiring
detlliled data packages as part of bids,
besides aiding simulation, can help iden-

SIMULATION

BlGINEERlHG ANAL~ AND
HIGH RESOU1T1OH VlSUALJZAT'IOJII

HIGH PERFORMANCE
COMPUTING SYSTEMS

COMPlJTEfl AIDED DESIGN
NOTlOH BASE SlMUlATJON

EHGJNEERING AND MAtlUFACTUAING

Figure 1.
TACOM's Simulation System.
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tify those bidders exhibiting competent
engineering capabiHties.
Finally, the use of high-resolution imulation models and realistic vehicle
input characteristics ensures that
source selection and evaluation boards
can perform detailed, discriminating,
and objective technical evaluations of
proposed systems.
Having stated and explained TACOM's simulation-based acquisition
strategy and its commitment to sin1Ulation, it is appropriate to define "simulation." At TACOM, simulation is the
coordinated use of analytical and laboratory testing techniques to evaluate off.
road mobility, dynamic stability, structural integrity (or other performance
aspects of vehicle systems and subsystems) under repeatable, controlled condition . Simulation is also a tool for
screening new technologies or new or
modified components prior to building
expensive prototypes.
Most significantly, simulation is a precise and efficient mechanism for evaluating new systems or troubleshooting
fielded vehicle problems without having to resort to expensive and time<onsuming field tests. It is TACOM's conviction that simulation saves time and
affords more extensive evaluation than
does field testing alone.
Simulation at TACOM is concentrated
in two areas: analytical and physical. A
tate-of-the-art supercomputer-based
analytical and physical simulation capability has been created by TACOM (Fig.
I) to reduce tlle time and high cost of
conventional military vehicle prototypebased design and development. These
di tinct activities encompass a wideranging field of tasks in the vehicle
development process from analysis of
conceptual vehicle system prior to

"bending metal" to evaluation of actual
hardware.
Analytical simulation involve mathematically modeling vehicle sy tems and
subsy terns for the de ign and engineering analysis of most aspe ts of combat
and tactical vehicle perfoffilance. The
most significant component of this
capability is the Army Regional Supercomputer at TACOM. TACOM is one
of a handful of Army sites having this
high-performance computing workhorse (a Cray Research, Inc. Cray-2 computer).
In addition to serving TACOM's simulation requirements, fie supercomputer
site is used by other Army organizations
throughout the country. Augmenting
the supercomputer is a growing system
of advanced high-performance workStation and networking to perform assodated pre- and post-processing and computer-aided design.
TACOM simulation specialists have
developed and implemented th basic
methodologies and software tools used
to perform analytical imulation. At the
same time, TACOM is placing increased
emphasis on integration of commercially available analysis software packages.
pecifically, TACOM u es imulation
codes uch a : the ATO Reference
Mobility Model for cross-country mobility performance analyse (in- house
developed); the Dynamic Analysis and
Design System methodology for highresolution, three-dimensional dynamic
analyses for determining vehicle ride,
stability and duty-cycle load histories
(jointly developed With TACOM and,
now, commercially available; various
finite element analysis/ tructural integrity tools (commercially developed); and
signature assessment models in support
of ground vehicle tealth technology

Figure 2.
Crew
Station!Turret
Motion Base
Simulator
(CSrrMBS).
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re earch and vehicle survivability (inhouse developed).
Physical simulation involves emulating real-time physical motions of actual
vehicle system and ub ystems in a
computer-controlled laboratory environment to approximate a vehicle's
field performance. At TACOM, physical
simulation is centered around man- and
hardware-in-the-loop motion base simulators. Physical simulation is used to
evaluate various is ues assodated with
man and machine interaction dynamics
and adaptable motion base simulators
capable of "shaking" complete combat
and tactical vehicle systems weighing
up to 45 tons.
Physical simulation offers accelerated
test schedules, repeatable test conditions, and allows collection of data otherwise difficult or impossible to obtain.
Physical simulation is used to validate
analytical simulation models, address
man-in-the-loop issue , and determine
failure points of a vel1ide system or subsystems.
The most significant component of
TACOM's physical simulation capability
is its six-degrees-of-motion-freedom
Crew Station!Tucret Motion Base
Simulator (Figure 2), which can aCCDmodate heavy combat vehicle turrets
weighing up to 25 tons. It is used for
studying soldier-machine interface
problems, gun turret drive stabilization
systems and addressing issues related to
the operation of turrets and their components.
Other full-scale motion simulators are
available at TACOM. These consist of
sets of digitally controlled hydraulic
actuators, which attach to the wheel
spindles of tactical vehicles or support
traCked vehicle road wheels and tracks
to simulate the effect of running over
specific rough terrain segments. These
imuJators can be reconfigured and
instrumented to isolate and test specific
vehicle components.
The id al integration of analytical and
physical simulation involves each supplying data for, analyzing the results of,
and validating each other. For example,
detailed analytical evaluations and tradeoff analyses of design alternatives are
conducted early on to create performance spedfications and evaluation criteria to be used later in source selection.
As concepts and designs take on definition, analytical simulation can be coupled with laboratory physical simulation
for proof-of-prindple and man-and hardware-in-the-Ioop testing. Laboratory
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tests are conducted under controlled,
repeatable, dynamic conditions at the
complete system level. Other miUtary
vehicle simulation technical areas
include advanced suspension, compUant systems dynamics, optimal control
and estimation, advanced propulsion,
and vehicle electronics crew displays.
If properly applied, Simulation can
effectively augment the test planning
and validation process. For example, a
critical part of vehicle system acquisition is developmental testing and operational testing. Through modeling and
simulation during the development
pha es, test envi.ronments and instrumentation requirements for field testing
can be determined in advance with better certainty. Also, simulation results
can identify potential vehicle problems
that may arise during field tests which,
therefore, should be addressed in
advance of testing. Doing this affords
the potential for substantially reducing
test costs and time.
TACOM's RDE Center and the U.S.
Army Test and Evaluation Command
(fECOM) are jointly developing procedures to use physical simulation in Lieu
of field testing in certain cases. For
example, structural integrity testing of
truck and trailer frames and components in support of comparison pmduction tests and production quality tests is
an area where physical simulation has
demonstrated cost and time savings of
up to 50 percent. A specific example of
this is the suspenSion, frame and lunette
durability testing of the MIOI trailer
(Fig.3) in TACOM's physical simulation
laboratory. In addition, carefully
planned test scenarios, vehicle and terrain characteristics, as well as detailed
test data enhances the ability to validate
the simulation models. This permits the
creation of simulation database libraries,
which can be used for future applications.
Relying on simulation during the test·
planning process and validating sinmlation results against carefully controlled
tests will greatly enhance the simulation
database libraries and increase confidence in simulation.
TACOM is fumly convinced that simulation technology should be shared,
particularly with industry. To enhance
the development and transfer of simulation technologies, TACOM, with the
National Science Foundation (NSF) and
the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center,
has established the National Research
Center for Simulation and Design
March-April 1992

Figure 3.
TACOM's
Physical
Simulation
Laboratory.
Optimization of Mechanical Systems.
This is part of the NSF Industry/University Cooperative Research Center program. The center is located at the
University of Iowa and was formed in
September 1987 with the objective of
developing and distributing advanced
analytical simulation software to govemment and industrial participants.
The center is currently sponsored by
24 companies and federal laboratories.
Because of TACOM's commitment to
tl1.is activity, in May 1988, it received a
Federal
Laboratory
Consortium
Technology Transfer Award for the
unique nature and potential offered by
thi technology transfer thrust. TI1.is success has led to tlle involvement of the
center in the DOD Computer-Aided
Logistics Reliability and Maintainability
program and to recent support from the
Department of Transportation to adapt
simulation tools, under development by
the center, for the commercial trucking
industry.
TACOM views tlli consortium as an
exceUent opportunity for tile Army and
industry to leverage limited research
and development fimds and create simulation tools that meet joint requirements. In add.ition, TACOM encourages
industry to share its unique analytic and
physical simulation resources and facilities in support of Army weapon systems
development programs. TACOM believes that the transferring of its simulation technology to other government
and industrial users is as important as
applying it itself.

Conclusion
The acl1.ievements of simulation-in
both military and industrial applications-requires dedication of resources

and manpower to constantly explore
new methodologies and to refIne current ones. TACOM has various ongoing
simulation research thrusts with one
objective in mind-simplifying the simulation process and putting simulation
tools in the hands of journeymen engineers. Combined with the ever-expanding proliferation of high-perfonnance
computing capabilities, the implementation of complex, theoretical techniques-impractical or impossible
before-is now making the engineer's
job easier and-mo t significantlymore productive.

DR. RONALD R. BECK is chief of
the Sy tern Simulation and Technology Division at the U.S. Army
Tank-Automotive Command. He
manages and oversees the TACOM
RDE Center's supercomputer-based
simulation system. Dr. Beck holds
B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in
mecham:cal engineering from the
University ofIowa, and is a member
ofseveral professional societies.
MR. JOHN C. SCHMUHL is chiefof
the Time ShaTe Computing Branch
at the U.S. A rmy Tank-Automotive
Command. He manages and oversees the TACOM RDE Center's scientific and engineering computing
activities. This includes the Army
regional supercomputer at TACOM.
He holds B.S. and M.S. degree in
industrial engineering from Wayne
State University and is a senior
member oIthe Institute ofindustrial
Engineers.
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Providing Quality Care...

MILITARY
DENTISTRY
FOR THE '90'SAND BEYOND
By COL William R. Posey, DC,
and Dr. Jean A. Setterstrom
Introduction
A crystal baU is not needed to know
that the prnctice of dentistry in the '90
and beyond will be very different from
that of the past-for both the military
and the civilian ectOrs. There are, however, important additional requirements for the military that are not applicable to the civilian community. The
military is responsible for providing
high quality care anywhere in tbe
world and to do 0 witilin an extremely
short time period.
Thus, there are unique requirements
for the military that are not addressed
by research performed in the civilian
community. It is incumbent upon tile
military to develop pecialized care or
treatment modalitie , and materials or
equipment to meet tbo e requirements.
Within the Department of Defense
(DOD), these issues are addressed by
the U.S. Army In titute of Dental
Re earch (USAIDR).
The USAIDR is joined in the e efforts
by the U, . Army Health Care Studies
and Clinical Investigation Activity (HCSCIA) and the Naval Dental Research
lnstitute (NOR!). Both the HCSCIA and
the NOR! address issues that complement dental readine ,but their specific research arenas ace different from
and outside of the U AIDR mission.
For the scientific staff at the USAIDR,
there are two major areas of concern:
36

me prevention of dental emergencies
in the .field and the treatment of combat
casualties with trauma to me maxillofacial area. If dental emergencies and/or
pain can be expediently treated far-forward then thi type of care and treatment becomes a combat multiplierper onnel losses to units foc these
reasons are diminished.
The last available tati tic for dental
emergencies for a long-term deployment are from Vietnam where the rate
wa in exce of 1 0 thousand a year.
Reducing thi incidence through
research efforts will both decrease lost
duty time and ignificantl improve
return to duty rates.
The SAlDR is the lead agent foc the
DOD in combat dentistry and the
Army's only re earch laboratory dedicated to re earch for dentistry. This
mission incl11des a pecific emphasis on
research to enhance the care and
reconstruction of soldiers who suffer
trauma to the maxillofacial complex.
Other research areas of dental concern
are the responsibility of the U. . Navy
Dental Research Institute at Great
Lakes, LL. Clo e coordination between
these two DOD laboratories precludes
duplication of research efforts.
The
AIDR is one of nine laboratories of the U.S. Army Medical Research
and Development Command (U AMROC). The USAlDR laboratorie are
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located at the Walter Reed Army
Medical Center, Washington, DC,
Forest Glen and Fort George G. Meade,
MD. All of the research conducted by
the U AIDR i included in one of three
research program thrusts: maxillofacial
wound repair and healing; maxillofacial
wound infections; and field dental
patient management.
The re earch component of the institute, the Division of Research (chaired
by a civilian Ph.D.), contain ix functional branche within which all
research is conducted: Applied Dental
ciences (with Bioengineering, Dental
Material , Epidemiology, and La er
Anthropometry ection), Chemistry,
Microbiology, Pathology, and Surgery,
each of whim is headed by a re earmtrained officer, Dental or Medical
Service Corps. Other investigators are
civilians and officers of the Dental and
Medical ervice Corps.
The majority of the investigators in
the basic science area are trained to
the doctornte level, while tllose in the
physical sciences area trained to the
master' level. Most of the enlisted
research assistants are college graduates with training in one of the basic
scien es.
Administrative and logistical requirement for the institute ace accomplished by the Division of Research
Support (chaired by a Medical ervice
Corps officer). It is composed of
Admini tration, Per onne! and Automation, Logi tics, and Resource Management Brnnche . These branches are
headed by Medical ervice Corps officers and one civilian. They are supported by enlisted personnel and civilians.
USAJDR laboratories are equipped
with tate-of-the-art equipment for
highly sophisticated instrumental analyses. This equipment includes variou
types of chromatographs, a tandem
mass spectrometer, electron microcope , a nuclear mangnetic resonance
spectrometer, and histomorphometric
imaging capability. When appropriate,
teams are fornled by combining per onnel from the different branches and sections to investigate a particular project
to a ure the most effective and efficient utilization of aU reSOUIces.

Program Objectives
Cucrent inve tigative thru tare
directed toward a number of different
March-April 1992

areas. Some are dental specific, some
are dental with major medical applications, and only one, which is in advanced developmem, is medically specific. The descriptions which follow
provide an overview of the major programs.

Field Dental X-Ray System
This project consists of two components-a band-held dental X-ray unit
(HDX) and fiImless dental imager (FDI).
The FDI is a preplanned product
improvement.
Ultimate goals of this project are to
provide an alternative to the current
Army field dental X-ray system by
reducing it~ weight, cube and power
requirements and improving the military dentist's ability to diagnose and
treat dental patients in far forward
remote areas under a wide variety of
adverse conditions.
The recently completed pre-production prototype HDX consists of an X-ray
source, a 24-volt recbargeable battery, a
batte.ry recharger and a shock resistant
case. This entire unit weighs 30 pOtUlds
(X-ray source alone is 10 pounds), with
a volume of 1.6 cubic feet (the current
system weighs approximately 218
pounds and has a cube of approximate-

Iy 11.2 cubic feet). It uses a high frequency inverter to step up the VOltage
of the 24-volt power supply to maximum opemting voltage of 70kV, direct
CUlTent.
The HDX has undergone laboratory
testing, health hazard evaluation, u er
te ting on dental phantoms and environmental testing. TIle radiograph quality produced by the prototype was
found to be equivalent to or better Ulan
those taken with current systems.
AIdlough it was not a primary goal of
the development process, the medical
uses of the HDX have been shown to
offer advantages to medical officers also
in far forward, remote areas since it is
capable, with minor adjustments, of
producing medical radiographs up to
tbe size of chest films using conventional medical fLlm.
The HDX pre-production prototype
is currently in procurement with initial
purchase for testing due in FY 92. Upon
successful completion of the t'ield tests,
the DOD will have the option to purchase a significant number of the wlits
for fielding.
The FDI is being designed to integrate with the HDX to proVide instantaneous capturing and viewing of an Xray image on a monitor without film.
The FDI will eliminate the continual
resupply burden for chemicals, film

and water in the area of operations.
Instantaneous imaging will permit
the dentist to proceed with diagnosis
and treatment widlout waiting for film
development. Images can be stored
locally or transmitted to other sites. The
process is not environmentally sensitive and mdiation exposure is 10 times
less than for a conventional radiograph
using Ektaspeed ftlm.
The tech base development of each
of these items was conducted by the
USAlDR. The advanced development
effort resides with the U.S. Army
Medical Materiel Development Agency
(USAMMDA). The USAMMDA is responsible for advanced development of all
products developed in USAMRDC laboratories.

Postmortem Identification
System
This project consists of a computer
program that has been developed to
speed the identification process of
human remains following mass disasters. It works by prOViding a most likely
identities list after rapidly comparing
dental and physical characteristics
obtai.ned from antemortem and postmortem records.
Identification of lnullan remains i an

The miniature dental X-ray can use either its own battery or a vehicle battery as a
power source. Portable and lightweight, the hand-held unit can be used for dental
and small medical diagnostic X-rays.
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obligation of the U.. military to the
families of service members who give
the ultimate acrifice defending freedom. The CAPMl program will run on
any M5-DO computer (including laptop computers), any type of monitor
and printer, and requires only 640K
RAM.
Becau e of its minimal equipment
need , CAPMI is ideal for on-site utilization. With its menu ba ed program, it is
extremely user friendly. It algorithm
compare 1,200-5,000 records per second, thereby dra ticaJJy reducing profe ional manhours and dollars required to identify hlilllan remains.
CAPMI (Beta version) continues to
be evaluated by more than 300 military
and civilian medical examiners and
forensic scientists (to include international agencies). Tbi ver ion of the
sy tern should be completed in FY92,
to include conversion to Ada (the D D
software programming language), and
transfer to HCSCIA as the proponent
agency.

Microencapsulated
Antibiotics
Wound u tained in combat from
high-velocity projectiles are characterized by devitalized tissue ( oft ti ue
and bone), damaged vaSCUlature, fOfeign debri and bacterial contamination-all factors that encourage wound
infection.
Improved methods to prevent and
treat infection in maxillofacial combat
casualties are reqUired. In response to
thi deficiency, the USAIDR, in collaboration with Southern Re earch In tirute, Birmingham, AL, ha developed a
novel usta.ined-release biodegradable
antibiotic delivery system which has
shown enbanced efficacy for the control of infection.
Pre-eJinical studies conducted to test
the efficacy of thi novel antibiotic
dosage fOrnJ have provided opportunitie to study and document the nllfDerous advantages of this form of treatment. The novel aspect of the
microencap ulated antibiotic do age
form is tbat it actually provides dnlg targeting directly into the site of injury.
pecific advantage include: the ability
to achieve high concentrations of
antibiotic in a wound without the toxic
side effects that occur when antibiotics
are administered by conventional
38

The Computer Assisted Post Mortem Identification System can be used
anywhere in the world. It drastically reduces the time required to identify
human remains resulting from mass casualty disasters.
means; su tained, controlled release of
therapeutic level of antibiotic at the
wound site in pite of vascular compromise; and the control of infection via
single-<lose therapy ith a concomitant
reduction in medical manpower that is
normally reqUired to maintain longterm ,mtibiotic coverage in the critically injured. Thus, the advantage ob·
served have both niilitary and medica.l
relevance.
Microencapsulated ampicillin, the
original prototype, has transitioned into
advanced development with SAMMDA. Presently, an lnve tigative ew
Dmg (lND) application is under preparation for submis ion to the Food and
Dmg Administration with clinic.'l1 trials
expected to begin in 1993.
Tech ba e effort a.re now focusing
on the encapsulation of additional
dmgs to provide the capability of mix·
ing different encap ulated antibiotics
that are selected to function ynergi tically (a type of antibiotic "cocktail").
The envisioned outcome is a targeted
antibiotic dosage form with an extremely broad pectrul1l of antimicro·
bial activity that wiU uccessfuJJy treat
wound contaminated by any microorganism. Thi - modality of treatment,
along with urgical debridement, offers
exciting new ad antages for effective
wound management in both military
and ci Wan sectors.
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Antimicrobial Dermal
Dressing
In any area of operations, combat or
training, many troops acquire superficial dermal injuries uch as cuts, blisters, cratches or abrasions. nder
combat condition in wann, humid cli·
mate, the e eemirigly minor injuries
develop into debilitating kin infections
that are well documented a a serious
cause of perform:mce decremen.t.
The U A1DR. through a Small
Business Independent Research (SBIR)
tech base initiative, successfllUy developed a membrane that served the dual
function of providing an optimal physi·
ologic covering for the wound while
simuJtaneou Iy ustain-relea.sing antimicrobials to prevent infection. Several
iteration of tllis original prototype
have been formulated to obtain antifungal as well as antibacterial activity.
Presently, progress is being made
through Coopemtive R&D agreements
with private industty.

Synthetic Bone
Repair Material
Another important re earch thrust at
the SAJDR is the development of a
biodegradable synthetic bone repair
material for reconstruction of large
bony defects in the craniofacial comMarch-April 1992

plex. Wben developed, such a bone
regenerative material will al 0 be applicable for tbe repair of large bone
defects in other parts of tbe body.
Currently, an optimal synthetic bone
repair material does not exist for the
surgeon·
Such a material requires three major
component : an initiator, to begin the
process; an enhancer, to speed the process; and a carrier, to maintain the
active materials in the proper location
and to prevent soft tissue prolapse into
the bony defect. Stated simply, the process of embryogene is must be replicated. Obviously, such a system i complex and require a piocompatible
material be developed to su lain-release
appropriate quantities of stimulatory
proteins in consonance with biodegradation of the carrier material to allow
the ingrowth of healthy bone into a
bony defect to restore both form and
function.
Recent result using cloned human
morphogenic prOtein (through a
Coopemtive R&D agreement witll private industry) have shown excellent
promise in developing a critical component of the desired regenemtive material.

Pulpal Capping Agents
Acute dental pain due to decay or
trauma is documented as a significant

cause of lost duty time for military peronnel that impacts on combat readiness. Development of a non-steriodal
anti-inflammatory pulp capping agent
will allow far forward treatment of
teeth by controlling pain and potentially reversing some of the damage to the
pulp. The outcome will be better control of dental emergencie and the saving of teetll from extraction.
The benefit for a deployed unit is that
fewer personnel will be lost because of
dental emergencie -a personnel combat multiplier.

Surgical Reconstruction
ThroulW CAD/CAM

Local Anesthetics
There are situation in areas of operation where certain individuals who
have been injured can be an a set to
their unit, if it were not for the pain
caused by their injury. Current medications can control such pain. However,
the patient'S ability to act or react is
compromised because of the effects of
the available medications on sensory
and motor functions.
One of the significant theLi t of the
USAJDR is to develop a higWy selective
local anesthetic for dental indications
that will function by negating the effect
of potassium ionophores; this action
will proVide long lasting selective relief
of post injury/treatment ("C" fibers)
pain while having no effect on motor or
sen -ory functions (to include the pro-

The mass spectrometer ;s used to determine the chemical structure of
newly synthesized anesthetic drugs.
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tective Injury-Occurring-Now "A"
fibers).
Pain control, witllout incapacitation
or loss of protective" A" pain, should
allow the service member functionality
without additional injury. Also, maintenance of functionality can be life saving
in some evacuation scenario and
should result in reduced manpower
required to evacuate mass casualties. In
certain critical combat scenario , such
a pain control capability will serve as a
combat multiplier.

Maxillofacial injury stabilization,
treatment and reconstruction i a very
time-consuming, labor-intensive process for the medical and dental staff. It
involve, as a minimum, an oral/maxillofacial surgeon, a prostllOdoI1tist, and
numerous ancillary personnel to perform a wide 'dllge of preparation and
treatment modalities,
A major project of the Laser Anthropometric Section is to develop ways to
rapidly map the three-dimensional
stmcture of the oromaxillofacial anatomy and apply 3-0 data to computer
aided dental design to develop emergency urgical treatment stabilization
methods. This include custom urgical
splints. Development of the science of
computer aided fabrication of dental
devices includes the capability for
remote site diagnosis of the injury and
remote site fabrication capability.
The success of tlli project will permit more effective treatrnem of lligher
nunlbers of combat casualtie by redllCing diagnostic laboratory time from
hour' to minutes for the oromaxillofacial surgeon and the pro thodontist. It
will also redu e the vital time for nonhands-on patient-required procedures
during combat casualty surgeries, as
well as prOViding new surgical techniques in diagnosis and treatment.
Development of this system includes
battery operable lasers, custom optics,
unique spatially programmable light
modulators, miniature videocameras
and other electronics. Together, this
equipment will collect over 75,000
x,y,z data points and create a 3-0 vo!ume space coordinate system for the
appropriate anatomical target.
The efforts in this area are being
achieved through a combined effort of
in-hou e research and a number of
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private sector, and contribute achievements in mjlitary research that have
either enhanced or driven research in
the civilian sectOr.
Technology tran fer has aUowed creation of a "win-win" eries of Cooperative R&D Agreement (CRDAs) with
lu1.iversitie and mall bu inesses. These
CRDAs serve to increase both the capabilities and the creativity of principal
inve tigators on both ide of tlle agreement. The USAIDR has actively pursued
and benefited from the Technology
Tran fer Act of 1986.

Summary

COL B.R. Altschuler, Air Force liaison officer and expert in optics studies,
devises new ways to conduct imaging and image analysis of jaws and
related structures.

Cooperative R&D agreements with
industry and academia.

Perishable Dental
Biomaterials
There are more than 20 perishable
dental biomaterials used by the military
which are located in sets, kits and outfits that are stored in numerou environmentally different areas of the
world. Due to the need for pre-positioned stockage in environmental
extremes, the military services requirement for the procurement, shipment,
storage and use of the e material is
unique. 0 similar requirement occur
in the civilian sector.
Materials which are resi tant to
degradation lmder normal torage conditions may deteriorate rapidly when
exposed to arid, arctic-like, humid or
high temperature conditions. The
extent to which the mechanical and
physical properties of the e biomaterials may be affected tUlder tllese conditions is unknown, and the requirement
for this type of information is inlportant
to me military.
Materials used for patient care which
have degraded and changed therr
mechanical and/or physical properties
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can not be u ed. Tllis iruation pre ents
an unnece sary expense to the military
in two major areas-loss of materials
and los of manpower because of insufficient supplies to perform their mission.
The information generated from
SAlDR tudies on dental biomaterials
will impact on the procurement, hlpment, storage and u e of these perishable materials. Addirionally tho e material which cannot meet stringent
military requirements will be replaced
with an acceptable alternative. If an
acceptable substitute cannot be procured, then new materials must be
developed to enable the military
patient in any global area of opemtions
to receive the high quality of care to
which he or he is entitled.

Technology Transfer
In the major program at the .5.
Army Institute ofDental Re earch, technology transfer is playing an increasingly important role. Through technology
transfer, the ulstitute has expanded
development of technology developed
in-house into new avenues, enrich its
in-hou e capability through the
exchang of idea with experts in the
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Today, the USAIDR continues to
forge ahead, keeping pace with the late t developments in dental cience and
pioneering new developments. This
year, final work is being completed on
an experiment designed to encapsulate
antibiotics in microgravity abOlltd the
U.S. Space Shuttle and efforts are being
expended to expand the role of
USAIDR in research on the oral manifestation of AIDS. However, the primary purpose of the research conducted
by the USAlDR is to develop techniques, materials and equipment to proI'ide the be t health care available for
the men and women of this country's
armed forces-anything les is unacceptable.

COL WILLIAM R. POSEY, DC, i
the commander of the USAJDR. He
holds a B.S. degree in biology fi-om
the University of South Carolina, a
DDS from the Unive"sity of
Tennessee chool of Dentistry, a
maste,-'s in adminstration from
Central Michigan University and is
a graduate of the U.S. Army
Command and General Staff
College.
DR. JEAN A. SE1Thl?STROM is the
deputy for research at USAlDR. She
holds a B.S degree in zoology from
Marshall University, a ma ter's in
microbiology ji-om West Virginia
niversity and a doctorateFom the
Catholic University ofAmerica.
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FUTURISTIC GUN
SLATED
FOR
YUMA TEST FIRINGS
By LTC Anthony J. Sommer
and Dr. Thaddeus Gora
The world's fIrSt fully elf-contained
electric gun-the 9 Megajoule (M])
Range Railgun-is scheduled for test firings at the U.S. Army Yuma Proving
Ground (YPG) this summer. It is the
Army's fIrSt step at taking this exciting
new teclmology out of laboratories that
require "a building' worth of power
supply," according to the gun' developers at the Armament Research,
Development and Engineering Center
(ARDEC), Dover, NJ.
The gun is based on a concept that
could end the dependence of tank glUlS,
artillery pieces and air defense and naval
guns on explosive gunpowder or other
chemical propellants. It reue instead
on an intense Dlagnetic field created by
a pulse of electrical energy to accelerate
projectile . Thi railgun is the implest
form of so-called "electromagnetic"
(EM) guns.
"We've reached the outer edge of
speeds at which rounds can be fired
using chemical prop lIants," according
to Wade Porter, electric gun project
engineer at YPG. EM guns can fire at
velocities well above those of any other
gun . Velocities up to six kilometers per
second (12,000 miles per hour) have
been routinely achieved in laboratorie
in tllis country and abroad, and tllere is
no theoretical reason they should top
out there. SUdl speeds are referred to as
"hypervelocity.· They compare to the
top peed of about 1.7 kilometers per
second of conventional tank gun -, 1.1
kilometers per second for the M-16 rifle,
and well under one kilometer per second for long-range artillery pieces.
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At a velocity of three kilometers per
second, the kinetic energy of anytlling,
even foam rubber, has the energy
punch of the same weight of TNT. A
critical problem for developers is to
understand and optimize me effects of
hypervelocity for real weapon systems.
Developers expect EM tank guns to
operate best somewhere between 2.5
and four kilometers per second, with air
defense and theater nlissile defense systems wanting the mid- to higher end of
this range.
The effects of going tllrough the air at
these speeds for extended ranges need
to be fully under tood and characterized. The prior successful firings of EM
guns have involved only tens of yards
rather tll,l.O the thousands required, and
that is one of me critical reasons to perform exploratory testing at YPG. The 9
MJ Range RaiLgun is only the first
demonstrator scheduled for testing at
YPG, if the Army's decision to make
YPG the electric gWl national range test
facility is fuJly inlplemented. The Ywna
ite would also make an excellent
choice for other Defense range-scale
testing, such as potential missile
defense demonstTIltors planned by the
Strategic Defense Initiative Organization.
The way that the railgun system
works is not difficult to explain in principle. It uses a pulse of electrical current
which travels down one conducting
copper rail embedded down the length
of the barrel's support and insulation
tructure. The current passes across an
"amlature" at the base of the projectile,

in order to return through the other
copper rail. TIle resulting magnetiC field
in this "Un-shaped path provide the
force on the armature needed to accelerate the projectile. The hard thing to
comprehend is the power of the more
ilian three million ampere electrical current involved. The system's power supply would be able to light up one 100
watt light bulb for every person in the
United States. It should be noted that
the whole experiment would be over in
a small fraction of a second.
The 9 MJ Range Railgun i a selkontained, multiple shot raUgun sy tern
weighing 25 metric tons, mounted on a
"skid." TIle 90mm railgwl barrel gets its
power from a "compulsator" (compensated pulsed alternator), a rotating
machine tbat gets spun up slowly and
discharged in several thousandths of a
second (milliseconds). A conventional
gas turbine SpillS this machine up. The
system design and fabrication efforts
have been performed under Army contract by me niversity of Texas Center
for Electromechanics in Austin. The
compulsator will deliver 30 M] to the
railgun breech, a factor-<Jf-l0 advance
over any prior machine of its ize.
Assessment of EM gwl weaponization
potential may take up to five years,
according to YPG and ARDEC officials.
Low energy firings of me Range Railgun
sy tern will commence this year, using
"dummy" projectiles. YPG technicians
will also be evaluating and improving
new tl""dcking eqttipment. Although they
believe existing technology will be sufficient to track projectiles at speeds never
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before encountered at test ranges, YPG
engineers ay they mal' bave to modify
their te t equipment to deal with tbe
electromagnetic fields generated wben
the railgun is fU"ed.
In 1993 the railgull system will
employ higher electrical power,
increasing both velocity aDd effective
range considerably. Realistic armorpiercillg projectiles will be used for the
first time, aDd their effects at rustallces
up to about a mile and a half will be
assessed.
Plans for ] 994 involve increasillg the
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testirlg range to about two miles, and
continued firings of the Raoge Railgun
in support of hypervelocity aDti-armor
projectile development. In 1995 the
anti-armor range will be extended to
three miles. Further requirements may
irlvolve much longer range for artillery
aDd air defense scale testing, as well as
installation of new power upplies and
EM guns capable of launching "smart"
hypervelocity projectiles.
Other EM gun types are also under
development, and mal' wind up as
demon trators for testing at YPG. The
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•coilgun" also uses magnetic fields for
its drivillg forces, and has the potential
for greater energy efficiency than simple railguns. COilglUIS have received less
attention, partly because of their great
conceptual and geometrical complexity.
Another family of electric guns is
called "electrothermal" (El), because
electrical energy is used to heat and
control the vaporization of a "working
fluid" to provide the driving hot pressurized gas. If the working fluid is energetic, far less electric energy is required.
Thi approach is called "electrothermalchemical," or ETC. Comparisons
between EM and ETC guns involve very
detailed technical and ystem requirement argunlencs. YPG officials believe
that the results of their planned extended range atmospheric te ting will be
vital to final Army assessments.
Prospects for these new technologies
are revolutionary, according to major
Defense Department officials. No other
approach has comparable armament
system performance potential, meaning
very high velocities without the danger
of carryillg explosive gun propellant. In
addition, very significant space and
weight reduction are possible if and
when tbe necessary power supply
downsizing has been achieved.
Developillg, iIltegrating and weaponizing dlese new technologies will certainly be a large chaUenge to dIe developers
at ARDEC. YFG will playa vital role as
the technology contirlues to mature.

LTC ANTHONY j. SOMMER is a

Us. Anny Reservist employed at the
Phoenix Arizona Gazette and is a
member of the Command and
General Staff College ajunct
faculty. He has a B.A. degree in
journalism from Central Michigan
University and a master's degree
from Ohio University.
DR. 1HADDEUS GORA is employed at the u.s. Army Armaments
RD&E Center. An internationally
recognized expert on electric armaments technology, he has a B.S.
degree in physics from Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute and a Ph.D.
in theoretical solid state physics
from the University ofDelaware.
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ARMY
PM CONFEREES
DISCUSS
KEY
ACQUISI ION ISSUES
More than 200 attendees exchanged
information on major subjects of interest to the Army's research, development and acquisition community at the
1992 Program Manager (PM) Conference,Jan. 15-17, in Orlando, FL. Topic
of discussion included, but were not
limited to, modernization strategy,
resource allocation, the acqui ilion
process, and the Army Acquisition
Corps.
Assistant Secretary of the Army
(Research, Developmem, and Acquisition)/Army Acquisition Executive
Stephen K. Conver opened the conference by providing a brief overview on
the four topics of discu sion cited
above. Some of Conver' sugge tions
include: correcting current development overruns and avoiding future
ones, better matching of requirements
between the user and the developer,
insuring that schedule requirements
are not unrealistic and arbitrary, reducing govemment contributions to overhead costs, and reducing the time and
cost involved in weapon system production. Conver encouraged the conferees to provide specific suggestions,
during work group sessions, on how to
accomplish the modernization trategies, how to address the resource aHo-
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cation issues, and how to streamline
the acquisition process 0 that the
Army get equipment into the hands of
the soldier much fa ter and cheaper.
Dr. John Hamre, a congressional staff
member on the Senate Armed Services
Committee, gave a congressional perspective on the way recem world
events are shaping the Army's acquisition strategies. According to Hamre, in
these "startling times," we must substitute the notion of "what threats we
may face" with "what capabilities we
want." Do we still want military capabilities ... ro deter nuclear war? ...to perform a we did in Desert Storm? ...to
rescue Americans caught in dangerous
situations? ... to counter terrorism? ... to
win conflicts qUickly with few casualties? Hamre stated that the Army leadership must make sure that the average
American understands what needs
exist. He called on the Army leadership
to convey to the avemge person what
the needs are in clear, simple and
believable terms.
The keynote speaker was Robert N.
Parker, executive vice-president, LTV
Aerospace and Defense Company.
Parker spoke on the Oppoftunitie to
get more fighting capability with available funds and personnel. According to

Parker, without taking some risk, there
won't be much progre s. He added
that the current acqui ition proce s is
both costly and time consuming.
Innovative acquisition programs,
whidl are neces ary if the Army is to
get "more for less," are unlikely to
occur unless the senior leadership
assumes the risk and makes the necessary compromi es. Parker suggested
the following actions for consideration: a enlor HQ DA review system is
needed to rationalize requirements and
the acquisirion strategy early; require
more participation from the acquisition people in the acquisition process
and the requirements people in the
RFP process; establish an RFP review
system; supplement requirements documents with unit and development
cost ceilings; and focus on systems
requiring less manpower. According to
Parker, "The key is risk management at
the senior levels of the Army."
Daniel R. Gill, director of the Army's
Small and Disadvantaged Busine s
tilization (SADBU) Program, gave a
presentation in which he called for
PEO/PM support to meet the Army's
SADBU and Historically Black Colleges
and Universities (HBCU) Program
goals. Gill emphasized that in order for
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We must substitute
the notion of
"what threats
we may face"
with "what capabilities
we want."
the Army to reach its goals, PEO and
PMs should provide greater manufacturing opportunitie for mall and disadvantaged businesses.
MG Donald M. Lionetti, chief of taff,
Headquarters, .S. Army Training and
Doctrine Command (fRADOC), spoke
on TRADOC's role in the acquisition
process. According to Lionetti, the
TRADOC combat development process is absolutely essential. Lionetti
stressed the need for the user and
developer to work together to stimulate thinking and to insure that the soldier has the best, mo t modernized
eqUipment.
MG Charles R. Henry, commander,
Defense Contract
Management
Command, and deputy director, acquiition management, Defen e Logistic
Agency discus ed defens contracting
and the role his command plays in supporting the PEOs and PMs. Henry's pre-

Dr. John Hamre ...a congressional
perspective
entation included overviews on InPlant Quality Evaluation (IPQE),
Manufacturing ystem Reviews and
UbCOOlr'dcting Management, and the
Defense Busines Operation Fund. In
discussing IPQE, Henry uggested
working more closely with the contr'dctor to better understand, measure,
analyze and reduce variability of proces es, focusing more on continuous
inlprovement, and greater use of statistical technique .
Frank Kendall Ill, deputy director,
Tactical Warfare Programs, Office of
the Under ecr tary of Defen e for
Acqui ition, provided a DOD perspective on acquisition. Kendall aid that
OSD's view of a good P 1 is one that
has credibility. Hi list of criteria that
contribute to building a PM' credibili-

RobertN.
Parker,
executive
vice president,
L TV Aerospace
and
Defense
Company
was the
keynote
speaker.
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tl' include: knowledge and undertanding of the details of the program's
contracts; objectivity; candor; and providing pre entations in a business-like
manner without" eJling" hi program.
In describing acquisition trends for the
fumr , Kendall stated that the Army
should not expect m,my new systems,
but hould look closely at upgrading
existing ones.
William Gregory, author of Tbe
Defense p.roem·ement Mess, presented
the luncheon address. He predicted
that the PM' life will get more difficult
during the next 10 or so years, becau e
of the absolute uncertainty about
future threat . Gregory aid, "I'd hate
to be a requirements guy right now.
How do you write a requirement when
the old threat is gone, and the new
one' not here yet?" He noted that
corum rcial processes will become
part of acquisition, that the military
will begin to think more like commerciaL m,magers, and tfu1t this is a time for
taking a little more risk than we normally do. According to Gregory, the
defen e draw-down will cau e technology to faIl out from military programs
and thi will not be a casual, easy tranition. In closing, Gregory indicated
that he believe - that in view of the time
and talent that we've invested in
defen e R&D, we should be very cautiou as we wind down defense.
One of the conference highlights
was presentation of PM of the Year

Innovative
acquisition programs,
which are necessary
if the Army is to get
"more for less," are
unlikely to occur unless
the senior
leadership assumes the
risk and makes
the necessary
compromises.
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William Gregory, author of The
Defense Procurement Mess. was
the luncheon speaker.

Awards. Five PMs were selected for the
awards-two product managers, and
three project managers. Recipients
were: LTC August C. Manguso, product
manager, Strategic Target Sy tern; LTC
William R. Hertel, product manager,
Paladin; COL Richard A. Grube, project
manager, Clothing and Individual
Equipment; COL David R. Gust, project
manager, Mobile Subscriber Equipment; and COL David F. Matthew, project manager, Army Tactical Missile
System. As commendation for their
achievements, the recipients were preented with plaques.
The speaker at the awards presentation dinner was MG Jay M. Garner,
assistant deputy chief of staff for operations and plan, force development,
Office of the DC OPS. Garner noted
that becau e of decreasing resources
and decrea ed threats, the Army now
must face the tough decision of
whether to upgrade the existing arsenal or develop new ystems, Garner
stressed tbe inlportance of the partnership between the user and the developer. He described this relationship a
that of the" dynamic duo that prod uce
ju t the right edge." Garner emphasized keeping this partnership intact so
that our forces are continuou Iy modernized, and that when our ArmyAmerica's Army-is called on to perform, it does 0 resourcefully, and it
does so with the world's best equip-
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ment. "Our challenge i to build a balance of force capabilities, and al 0 a
balance between upgrading today'
capabilities and investing in future systems," Garner aid.
Conferees attended work group se sions to exchange idea and make suggestions on how to address such topics
as: modernization strategy, resource
allocation, the acquisition process, and
the Army acquisition workforce.
The objective of the Modernization
Strategy Work Group, chaired by MG
Richard D. Beltson, deputy for systems
management, Office of the ASA(RDA),
was to determine what our general
approach is to modernizing the
Army-an Army that is not only
"trained and ready," but is "trained,
ready, and well-equipped." The
Modernization Strategy Work Group
focused on issue uch a :
• How do we develop a policy of
"continuous modernization" to replace

the current policy of "accepting nearterm risk?" How do we generate and
capture O&S savings that can be
plowed back into procurement funding?
• How :md to what extent hould we
protect the Army's industrial base in ;1
time of economic downturn and constrained defense resources? How do
we improve the efficiency of our suppliers in the face of a declining business base?
• How do we expedite our technology into tbe hands of the oldier?
• What is the best way to hal1dle
international cooperation?
Subchairmen of the ork groups
that addressed each of these i sue
were, respectively: MG Peter M.
McVey, PEO, Armored Systems
Modernization; fiG William chumacher deputy chief of staff for a=unition, U.S. Army Materiel Command;
George T. ulgley m, deputy assistant

PM of the Year Awards Presentation
ASA(RDA) Stephen K. Conver (far left), assisted by LTG August M. Cianciolo,
director of Army Acquisition Career Management (far right), presented the PM of
the Year Award to five PMs this year. Recipients, shown left to right, are: COL
David F. Matthews, PM, Army Tactical Missile System; COL Richard A. Grube,
PM, Clothing and Individual Equipment; LTC William R. Hertel, PM, Paladin;
COL David R. Gust, PM, Mobile Subscriber Equipment; and LTC August C.
Manguso, PM, Strategic Target System.
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MG Jay M. Garner, assistant deputy chief of staff for operations for force
development, Office of the DCSOPS, was the speaker at the awards presentation dinner.
ecretary for re earch and technology,
Office of the ASA(RDA); and MG Joseph
Raffiani Jr., deputy for program as es ment and international cooperation,
Office of the A A(RDA).
The objective of the Re ource
Allocation Work Group, which as
chaired by Keith Charles, deputy assistant secretary for plans and programs,
Office of the ASA(RDA), was to determine how we should invest our Anny
dollars to support our re ource allocation strategy. Tllis work group covered
such topic as:
• How do we improve planning and
programming phase of the Planning,
Programming Budget Execution System
(PPBES)?
• How do we improve budget and
execution phases of PPBES?
• How do we implement Integrated

"We need
a major commitment
to upgrades
because it is
the quickest, easiest
and cheapest way
to get new technology
in the hands
of the solider."
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Program Asse osment policy?
ubchairmen for the work groups
which addressed the e issues weI' ,
re pectively: BG Willian1 1-1. Campbell,
PEa, Intelligence and Electronic
" arfare; BG Anthony C. Trifiletti,
deputy PEa, Armored Systems
Modernization;
and
BG John
Longhou er, a sistant deputy for system
management, ffice of the A A(RDA).
The Acqui ition Proces Work Group
was chaired by George E. Dausman,
deputy assistant secretary for procurement, Office of the A A(RDA). Thi
work group's objecti e wa to determine how (in a time when the Army has
the smallest budget il ha had in a
decade) to develop, produce and field
superior equipment. Topic addre sed
by tllis work group were:
• Headquarters' role;
• Avoiding Cost Growth and;
• Execution
ubchairmen of the workgroups
addres ing the e topics were, respectively: Joseph Varady Jr., direclOr procurement policy, Office of the
ASA(RDA); Robert Young, deputy for
cost analysi , Office of the A A
(Financial Management) and director,
Army Cost and Economic Analysis
Center; and BG OtlO J. Guenther, PEa,
Communications Systems.
The Army Acqui ilion Workforce
Work Group focused on way to create
the 'high performing team" required in
the acquisition workforce 10 accomplish the A A(RDA) modernization
agenda. This work group was chaired
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by LTG Augu t M. Cianciolo, military
deputy to the A A(RDA) and direetpr,
Army acquisition career management.
The acquisition workforce group
addre ed the foUowing issues:
• How clo we improve Army Acquisition orps (Me) management?
tandardized PEa/PM tructure
and;
• Military and civilian workforce
management
ubchairmen for the work groups
addressing the e issues were, respectively: MG Dewitt T. (rby Jr., PEa
Avilltion, and BG arlin L. Mullen, PM,
Light Helicopter (co-chairmen); BG
Roben A. Drolet, PEa, Air Defense; and
George G. Williams, PEa, Fire uppon,
and MG Leo J. Pigaty, commanding general, TACOM (co-chairmen).
COL Ai Greenhou e, deputy director,
Army acquisition career management,
gave the pre entation for the work
group on improving MC management.
Each chairman pre -ented a brief
overview of what his work group objective were. Following each chairman's
presentation, each ubchairman preented the issues addressed by his
group, and the recommendations for
dealing with these issues.
Following the work group brief outs,
ASA(RDA) tephen K. Conver concluded the conference by re-emphasizing
three recurring conference themes: the
general notion of streamlining and
redUcing the btrre-ducraq' and doing our
bu ine more efficiently; creating harmony in the extemal relation hips that
we have with the policy people, the
budget people, and with the requirements community and; how we might
do a better job of getting equipment
into the hand of tlle soldiers-our main
purpose in life-and doing that better,
cheaper, and faster.
Conver also identified twO ways the
Army could expedite technology to the
soldier-upgrade and proper resource
allocation. Relative to technology insertions, or upgrades, Conver aid, 'We
need a major commitment to upgrades
becau e it is the quiCkest, easiest and
dleape t way to get new teclUlology in
the hands of tlle soldier."
Convel' concluded by stressing that
the time has never been better for cultural chang ...for the kind of bold leadership that we can apply to do busine s
quicker, to do it more cheaply, and to
put good equipment in the hands of the
soldier.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE
Acquisition Accession
Board Results
Officers selected for membership in the Army Acquisition
Corps by an Acquisition Accession Board in October 1991

are:
arne
ALFORD, Dewayne
AlVAREZ,Jo ephHenry
ANDERSON, Elijah
ANDERSON, Mark Dunn
ATWOOD, Henry Jefferson Jr.
AUSTIN, Stanley Fletcher
BAILEY, Christopher Alien
BAKER, Charles Lee
BARBER,Jesse Lee
BARTON, Christine Marie
BELL, Jonathan Anthony
BRANCH, Frank James
BREEDEN, Harry McKinley m
BRIiTDA, Andrew Henry
BUCK, tephen Duane
BUGGY, RobenJohn
BUHIDAR, Randy Alan
BUl S, Roben Thomas
B RTNETf, Richard Joseph ill
BUTLER, Preston Alben Jr.
CAMPS, David Christopher
CARLEY. PattickJoseph
CARPEl'ITER, Roben Cameron
CLAGE1T, David Clark Jr.
CLARK, David Alian
COGOSSI, Bru e Richard
COLEMAN, Gifford
CONEY, JackIyn
COOK, James Alford
CRABB, Jeffrey Alan
CURL, Jefferson Moore
OAUO, Thomas Phillip
DAVlS, Patrida Hogs
DICKEN , Chailendreia M.
DlXSO . Debra C:tpelo
DOGE, David Mason
EADY, Donald Phillip
EN LEY, Trent Kevin
FIELDS, Gregory Marlon
FLOWERS, Kenneth
FORD, Steven Patrick
FULLER, Peter Nelson
GAGE, Bruce Edmond
GARNE1T, Donna Lee
GillSON, Donald Vincent
G1UNTA, Joseph AnthonyJr.
GO ZALEZ, Ricardo
GRAF, Roben Elwood Jr.
HAFFEY, Paul Joseph
HAJGHT, Timothy Arthur
HAN ON, Eric Eugene
HARCHELROAD, Joan Lauree
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Rank
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SC
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SC
FA
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S
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53
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51
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97
51

53
97
53
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53
53
97
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51
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97
53
53
97
53

FA
00
S

QM
00

HARDE ,Monroe Bailey Jr.
HARPER, Robert Michael
HARRIS, Carlton Erwin
HAYES, David Jonathan
HEINE, Kurt Matthew
HELD, Bruce Jay Jr.
HEN 0 ,Roy Glen
HESTER. Mark Evan
HODGES, Andel Bennen
HORNEY, Jay Alan
HOSTETTER, Daniel Gary
JACKSON, Bonnie Lee
JACKSON, KarenJo
J ICEK, Jeffrey Michael
JANKER, Peter Stanly
JOHNSON, Diane ElizabetJ1
JOHNSO ,Pamela Vinvard
JONES, Kermit Calvin
JUPITER, Joseph Harvey
KALlAM, Charle Thomas
KELLEHER, John Henry Jr.
KERSH, Todd B)'ron
KOEPSELL, Royal Warren
LAKE, William GeorgeJr.
LAWlESS, John NoelJr.
LEGRAND, Bruce Roben
LEGRANDE,John Peter
LEONA.IID, Robert Eric
LUO\V1G, David William
MANCU 0, August Rodney ill
MANGANIELLO, Anthony James
MANNING, Barry George
MATTHL\S, Gregory James
MATTlES, James Paul Jr.
MCCORMICK, Daniel Jolm
MCELROY, Terence John
MCFARLAND, Bnlce Freeman
MCGEE. Michael Robert
MCMATH, Michael Lamar
MEADERS, Mark AI'1Il
MERCER, Thomas Edward
MER1UMAJ\I, Ronald Scon
MILLER, Christopher Matthew
MIllER, Jerry Reid
MlLLS, Ainsworth Bliss
MITCHELL, M...." Herben Jr.
MITCHERLL, Ralph Lee
MOORE, David Murdock
MORTO ,Cunis Ray
NEK LA, Kevil1 Edward
Nh,VSOME, Tricia
NICHOLS, Richard Ervin Jr.
'ICOLELLA, Anthon)' JOhJ1
NIEVES, Robert Russell
O'CONNOR, Edwin Sanderson
O'FARRELL, Patrick Daniel
PAPPA, , George Harry
PATrERSON, WiIIi'Ull eal
PORTER, Danny Stanton
pO\'VERS, Daniel Joseph
PIUNCE, Curtis Barrett
PULVER. William CtrlJr.
RAYMOND, Walter Russell Jr.

MAJ

51
53
53
53
9
51
51
97
9
9
97
97
53
97
53
53
97
97
97
97
53
53
97
97
97
97
97
97
97

MAJ

9
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51
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MAJ
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MAJ
MAJ
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MAJ
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CPT
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MAJ
MAJ
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CPT
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CPT
CPT
CPT
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CPT
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CPT
OL
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MAJ
OL
CPT

53
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51
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97
53
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9
97
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51
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53
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97
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97
51
97
97
51
97
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97
97
97
53
53
51
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SC
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AV
AR
IN

AG
AD
A

FA
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SC
I
AR
SC
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AD
AR

IN
EN
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EN
AV
AV
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EN
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FA
IN
AD
AD
AG
FA
FA
TC
IN
AR
FA
A.R
FA
IN
AV
FA
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AV

QM
I

00
AR

QM
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AR
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IN
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE
REED, Marilyn Ann
REESE, Toby Donald
REICHELT, Richard Harry
ROBERTS, Richard Arthur
ROBINSON, Undra
RYAN, Michael Clement
SAMPSON, Fred Rllymond
SANCHEZCASTELIANO ,Armando
SANS, Luis Diego
SANSONE, Gregory John

CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
MAJ
CPT
CPT
CPT
MAl
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WAGNER, Christopher Glenn
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WASHeNGTON,James McKenney
WATERS, William Gwynne Jr.
WELCH, Donald Joseph Jr.
WES11UP,CharlesWilliamJr.
Wl-IITE, Otis Nathaniel Jr.
WII.EY, Anthony George
\VIl.UA.1"'SON, ~chael Eric
WILLS, Michael David
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YARBORO GH, Michelle Faith
YOUNGBLOOD, Jerry Lee
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example of the acquisition work assignments being offered
to these graduates.
Melvin E. Burcz, program executive officer for combat
support, Warren, MI, gave the graduation address and presented diplomas. LTC Richard Alley, U.S. Army Air Defense
Artillery School, Fo.rt Bliss, TX, received the Oi tinguished
Graduate award, and MAl James Koch, U.S. Army Engineer
Center and School, Fort Leonardwood, MO, received the
Outstanding Graduate award.
TIle nine-week MAM Course provides a broad knowledge
of the materiel acquisition function. It covers national policies and objective that shape the acquisition proce and
the implementation of the e poli ies and objectives by the
.S. Arm . The MAM Course covers subject areas sucb as:
acquisition concepts and policies; re earch, development,
test, and evaluation; fmandal and cost management; integrated logistics support; force modernization; production
management; and contract management. Emphasis is placed
on developing mid-level managers so that they can effectively participate in the management of tbe acquisition proce

Promotion Results
Exceed Army Average
Congratulations to those Army Acquisition Corps (AAC)
majors and lieutenant colonels recently selected for promotion to lieutenant colonel and colonel, respectively.
Promotion rates for AAC officers first time select to lieutenant colonel and colonel far exceeded the Army average
(18.6 percent above Army average for lieutenant colonel and
20.9 percent for colonel). This i a strong indicator of the
high quality comprising the AAe.

1991 lieutenant Colonel Promotion Results (percent)
Functional Area: 51
53
97
Total
Army
68.5
54.0
78.0
61.9
AAC
78.9
76.5
93.8
80.5
1991 Colonel Promotion Results (percent)
Functional Area: 51
53
97
Total
Army
52.0
36.3
48.3
38.6
MC
61.4
54.5
56.3
59.5

Defense Acquisition
Workforce Improvement
Act (P.L. 101-510)

107 Graduate
from MAM Course

This is the fourth installment of extracts froin tbe Defense
A quisition Workforce Improvement Ace

On Dec. 6, 1991, 107 students graduated from the Materiel
Acqui ition Management (MAM) Course held at the U.S.
Army Logistics Management College at Fort Lee, VA.
Research and development, testing, contracting, requirements generation, logistics and production management are

'Subchapter II-Defense Acquisition Po itions
section 1721. DESIGNATIO OF ACQUlSmO POsmo S
(a) DESIG TIO.-TI,e ecretary of Defense ball designate in
regulations those position in the Department of Defense that are
acquisition positions for purposes of this chapter.
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(b) REQUIRED POSrnONS.-In designating the positions under
ubsection (a), the Secretary shall include at a minimum, all acquisition-related positions in the following areas:
(1) Program management.
(2) S stems planning, research, development engineering and
testing.
(3) Procurement, including contracting.
(4) Industrial properry management.
(5) Logistics.
(6) Quality control and assurance.
Manufaclllring and production.
(8) Business, cost estinlating, financial management and auditing.
(9) Education, training and career development.
(10) Construction.
(II) Joint development and production with other government
agencies and foreign countries.
(c) MANAGEMENT HEADQUARTERS ACTlVrTlES.- The
Secretary also shall designate as acquisition positions lmder subsection (a) those acquisition·related positions which are in manage·
ment he:ldquarters activities and in management headquarters support activities. For purposes of this subsection, the terms
"management headquarters acrivities" and "management headquarters support activities'" have the nleanings given those terms in
Department of Defense Directive 5100.73, entitled "Department of
Defense Management Headquarters and Headquarters Support
Activities" dated November 25,1988.

m

Section 1722. CAREER DEVELOPMENT
(a) CAREER PATHS.-The ecretary of Defense, acring through
tlte Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, shall ensure thar
appropriare career paths for civilian alld military personnel who
wish to pursue careers in acquisition are identified in rerms of education, training, experience, and assignments necessary for career

progression of civilians and members of the armed forces to tlte
mosr senior acquisition positions. The Secretary shall make available publi hed lnformatioll on such career path .
(b) LIMITATION ON PREFERENCE FOR MILITARY PERSONNEl.-(1) The Secretary of Defense shall ensure that no requi.rement or preference for a member of the amled forces is used in rhe
consideration of persons for acquisition positions, except as provided in the policy established under paragraph (2).
(2)(A) Tbe ecretary shall establish a policy permitting a partieuiar acquisition position to be specillcd as available only to members of the anned forces if a dercnninatiol1 is made, under criteria
specified in the policy, that a member of tile armed forces is
required for that position by law, is essential for perfoffi13nCe of the
duties of the position, Or is Ilece ary for another compelling rea·
son.
(B) Not later than December 15 of each year, the Under
Secretary of Defense for Acquisirion shall submir to ti,e Secretary a
report that I.i5ts each acquisition po ition that i restricted ro memo
bers of the armed force under such policy and the recommendation of the Under Secretary as to whether such position should
remaill so restricred.
(c) OPPORTUNITIES FOR CIVILIANS TO Q ALIFY.-The
Secretary of Defense shall ensure that civilian personllel are provided the opportunity to acquire the education, tf'dining and experience necessary to qu:ilify for senior acquisition positions.
(d) BEST QUAUFrED.-The Secretary of Defense shall enSure
that the policies established under thi . chapter arc designed to provide for the election of the best qualitJed individual for a position,
consistent with other applicable law.
(e) MA AGEMENT OF WORKFORCE.-The ecretary of
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Defense shall en ·ure rhat the accjuisirion workforce is managed
such that for each fiscal year from October I, 1991 through
September 30, 1996, tltere is a substantial increase in tlte proportion of civilians (as compared to amled forces personnel) serving in
critical acqui ition pO ition in general, in program manager positions, and in division head positions over the proportion of civilians
(as compared to armed forces personnel) in such po itions on
October I, 1990.
(t) ASSIGNMENTS POLlCY.-(l) 111e Secretary of Defense shall
establish a policy on assigning military personnel to acquisition
positions that provides for a balance between (A) the need for perol1l1ej to serve in Career broadening positions, and (B) the need for
requiring service in each such position fer sufficient time to provide
rhe stability necessary ro effecrively carry out tile duties of the posirion and to allow for the establishment of responsibility and
accountability for actions taken in the position.
(2) In inlplementing the policy estahlished under paragraph
(1), the Secretary of the military departments shall provide, as
appropriate, for longer lengths of assignments to acquisition posirions than assignments to other positions.
(g) PERFORMANCE APPRAISALS. -The Secretary of eIlch mili·
tary depafUllent, acting through the service acquisition executive
for that department, shall proVide an opportullity for review and
inclusion of any conUllents on any appraisal of the performance of
a person serving in an acquisitioo position hI' a person serving in an
acquisition position in the same acqui ition Career field.
(h) BALANCED WORKFORCE POLlCY.-ln the development of
defense acqui ition workforce policies under this chapter wirh
respect to any civilian employees or applicants for employment, the
Secretary of Defense Or the Secretary of a military department (as
applicable) shail, consistent Witll the merit system principles set out
in paragraphs (I) :ltId (2) of section 230 I(h) of title 5, take into can·
sideration rhe need to maintain a balanced workforce in which
women and members of racial and ethnic minority groups are
appropriately represented in Government service.
Section 1723. GENERAL EDUCATION, TRAINING AND EXPERI·
ENCE REQUIREMENTS
(a) QUALIFICATION REQUffiEMENTS.-The Secretary of
Defense shall establish education, training and experience requirements for each acquisition position, based on tile level of complexity of duties carried out in the position. Unless otherwise provided
in this chapter, such requirements shall take effect not later than
October I, 1993. In establishing such requirements for positions
other than criticaJ acquisition positions designated pursuant to

Section 1733 of this title, the ecretary may state the requirements
by categories of positions.
(b) LIMITATION ON CREDIT FOR TRA1NING OR EDUCA·
TION.-Not more than one year of a period of time spent pursuing
a program of academic training or education in acquisition may be
counted toward fulfilling any requirement estahlished under tltis
chapter for a ertain period of experience.
Section 1724. CONTRACTlNG POSITIONS:
QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
(a) CONTRACT'ING OFFICERS.-The Secretary of Defense shall
require that, beginning on October I, 1993, in order to qualify to
serve in an acquisition positi n as a COntt:lctlng officer with autltority to award or adminisrer contracts for amounts above the small
purcllase tllfCshold referred to in Section 2304(g) of this title, a person must (except as proVided in ubsections (c) and (d)(I) have completed all mandatory cOntraCtillg courses required
for a contracting officer at the grade level, or in tlte position within
the gt'dde ofrhe General Schedule (in ti,e case of an employee), that
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the person is serving in;
(2) have at least two years of experience in a contracting po ition;

(3)(A) have received a baccalaureate degree from an accredited
educational institutinn authorized to grant baccalaureate degrees,
(B) h.1Ve completed at least 24 semester credit hour (or the equiv·
alent) of study from an accredited instirution of higher education in
any of the foUowing disciplines: accounting, business finance, I.aw,
contracts, purchasing, economics, industrial m:Lnagement, market·
ing, quantitati e methods, and organization 31)d rnanagemeDl or (C)
have pas ed an examination considered br the ecretary of Defense
to demonstrate skills, knowledge or abilities comparable to Ulat of
an individual who has completed at lea -t 2 seme ter credit hours
(or the equivalent) of study from an accredited instirutioL1 of higher
education in anr of tile discipline listed in subparagraph (B); and
(4) meet such additional requirements, based on the doUar
value and complexitr of the contracts awarded or administered in
the position, as may be established by the Secretary of Defense for
the position.
(b) GS-IL02 ERrES.-The ecretary of Defense shall require that,
beginning on October 1, 1993, a person may not be employed by
the DepartmeL1t of Defense in the GS-1102 occupatioL1al series
unless the person (except as provided in ubsections (c) and (d))
meets the requirements set fOrtil in subsection (a)(3).
(c) EXCEPTIONS.-(l) The requirement et forth in sub ection
(a)(3) and (b) shall L1nt apply to any employee who, on October 1,
1991, has at least 10 year of experieoce in acquisition positions, in
comparable positions in otiler government agencie or the private
sector, Or in sinlilar positions in which an individual obt'lins experience directly relevant to the field of contracting.
(2) The requirements of subsections (a) and (b) shall nOt apply
to any employee for the purposes of qualifying to serve in the posi-

tion in which the employee is serving on October .1, 1993, or any
other po ition in the same grade and involVing the same level of
responsibilities as tbe position in which the employee is serving on
such date.
(d) WAIVER. -The acquisition career program board of a military
department may waive any Or all of the requirements of subsections
(a) and (b) with respect to an employee of thaI military depa.rt:ment
if tile board certifies that tbe employee possesses significant poten·
tial for advancement to levels of greater re ponsibilitr and authoritr,
based on demonstrated job performance and qualifying experience.
With re pect to each waiver granted under thi subsection, the
board shall set forth in a written document the ration:ue for it deci·
sion to waive such requirements. nle document shall be subntined
to and retained by the Director of AcqUisition Education, Traioing
and Career Development.
Section 1725. OFFICE OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT APPROVAL
(a) QUALIFICATION REQUIREME TS.-The ecretary of
Defense shall ubmit any requirement with re pect to civilian
emplol'ees that is established under section 1723 or under section
1724(a)(4) of this title to the Director of the Office of Personnel
Management for approval. If the Director does not disapprove the
requiremelll within 30 days ,ifter tile date on which the Director
receives the requirement, the requirement is deemed to be
approved by tile Director.
(b) EXAMINATION .-The ecretary of Defense shall submit
examinations to be given to civilian employee under subsection
(aX3) or (b) of section t72 of this title to the Director of Ule Office
of l'ersoL1nel Management for approval. If the Direct r does not disapprove an examination within 30 days on which the Director
receive [he examination, the examination is deemed to be
approved by the Director.'

LETTERS
Dear Sir:
1 read with great interest the article in the ovember·
December 1991 i ue "Military Lesson Learned from the
Gulf War,' written by Cadet)ason T. Hoffman. There was
one aspect of tbe Gulf War that was not addressed by Cadet
Hoffman.
During Operation Desert Srueld/Desert Storm a large number of Department of Defense civilians :md Department of
Defense contractor technical experts were deployed to the
tbeater of operations to provide depot .level and higher echelon maintenance support on the "high tech" eqUipment of
the modem military.
During the Vietnam War failed equipment was evacuated
back to tbe United States for repair and the turn around time
approached one year before the eqUipment was returned to
the user. By having DOD civilian and contractor technical
expens in the theat r of operations major repairs were com·
pleted in theater, and the high tech equipment was returned
to the user usually within two weeks. Contractor warranty
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and maintenance support of high tech equipment is proving
to be very cost effective to the military and should be
addressed in future planning.

Billy H. Shockey
LTACFIRE/FIREFLEX Field Engineer
Litton Data Systems

Army RD&A Bulletin Responds:
Thank you fot your letter. We welcome feedback such as
this from our read.ers.
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Scientists Receive Award
for Cooperative Efforts
Army researchers are doing more with less money by using a
proce known as "leveraging."
Leveraging i the hean of loday's Army technology planning
and management strategy, and two scientists at the Walter Reed
Army Institute of Research (WRAIR), Washington, DC, were
honored recendy for leveraging in-house research with indu try
and academia.
Two Army physicians, COL Jerald Sadoff, MC, and COL Alan
Cross, MC, received dle E. Karl Basteess Award for excellence in
leveraging the rmy Research and Development Program.
This award was inslitured by the deputy chief of staff for
Technology Planning and Management at the Army Materiel
Command and is administered by the Army Laboratory
Command.
Bastress served as the manager of the Army Technology
Transfer Division and the Independent Research and
Development program from 1982 until his death in 1988. He
was respected throughour the Department of Defense, industrial and academic communities.
"In this era of dwindling budgets, it is more importalll than
ever to share costs, establish effective cooperative programs ,md
make informed decision on what to include, Or what not to
include in our technoLogy programs," said MG Jerry Harrison,
depury chief of staff for Technology, Planning and Management,
Army Materiel Command.
"Succes ful leveraging techniques reflect Army policy to
increase the technology base dlrough co t haring and pannerships with industry, academia and international organizmions,"
Harrison said.
adoff, director of the Communicable Disease and
Immunology Divi ion, and Cross, chief of the division's
Department of Bacterial Disease , made major advance in the
Army's long-teml effort to prevent and treat sepsis. Sepsi is a
form of shock caused by the presence of micro-organisms in
blood and tissue.
Some specific programs gn back more than 15 years, but in
1984, shortly after the signing of a "nextollar" agreement with
the wiss erum and Vaccine In titute, specific vaccine were
developed against twO organi m that cause more th,lIl 70 percent of Lhe septic shock cases worldwide. TIlese vaccine - were
produced in Switzerland, using technology developed by Sadoff,
Cross and their colleaglles at WRAlR.
After undergoing safety and efficacy testing in soldiers at
WRAIR, Fort Lewis, WA, and Fort Hood, TX, {be vaccines were
used to prepare a gamma globulin enriched in antibodies against
the two organisms. The enriched gamma globulin is used in
people at risk of developing eptic diseases such as Klebsiella
and Pseudomonas.
Following successful early tests, expanded clinical tests were
initiated in a Department of Defense and Veterans
Administration consortium of 16 military and Veterans
Administration hospital .
A vaccine for E. coli, the most common cause for traveler's
diarrhea, was also developed using dle ame collaboration.
Sadoff and Cross also lOok advantage of other developments
in the pathogenese and treatment of sepsi . A collaboration
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wiLh a British finn, Cell tech Ltd., allowed re earc1lers 10 how
mat a monoclonal antibody could be used 10 teem sepsi .
The data generated by dle inve tigators was used to conduct
early sludie in htUllans, the fir t step toward Food :Ind Drug
Administration approval for a new drug. When Celltech could
not sponsor expanded clinical trials, Sadoff and Cross collaborated wiLh Centocor, a Pennsylvania firm, to test a i.milar monodonal antibody and their research continued.
The e are only two example of many teclmology transfer
agreements initiated by Sadoff and Cross.
TIlis year's E. Karl Basteess Award winners successfully used
cooperative research and development agreement to leverage a
modest in-bouse effort into a highly successful program-one
that actively eeks to attract dle collaboration of industry, other
government agencies, and universiry centers.
Technology transfer, from the Army to the civiIJan communiry :md from that base to the Army, has generated several biological product that were merely concepts a few years ago.

OTIC Announces
New Tech Report
The Defense Technical Information Center (DTlC) has
announced the availabiJiry of its TeclUlical Report Database on
compact disk-read only memory (CD-ROM). The dar.1 on Lhe first
issue covers 1970 through June 1991 and includes unclassified
bibliographic citations to technical reports, patent applJcation ,
and conference papers. These Citations cover scientific and
technical information that wa produced to suppOrt the management and conduct of DOD research, development, engineering and studie programs.
The annual subscription includes one complete, updated
is ue of the CD-ROM each quarter. Purchase of dlis product is
limited to DTIC-registered users wbo are authorized acces to
export-<:olllrolled dam.
For additional information on purcl1a ing the CD-ROM or on
becoming a registered DTIC user, call (703) 274-6434 or write
to: Defense Technical Information Center, DTIG-BCP (CD-ROM
Information), Building 5, Cameron Station, Alexandria, VA
22303-6145.

MTL Invention
Measures Projectile Velocity
TIle computer is quicker th:ll1 the bullet.
Engineers and ballisticians once had to guess the velociry of a
projectile before it was launched. They had to set delayed signals based upon guess work to caprure the shadow of tbe fast
moving projectile on flash film at desired locations along the
llight path. This kind of procedure translated into a hit-or-mis
situation because not all guesses are correct. By being off even a
fraction of a second, the X-rays were activated at the wrong time
when the projectile was not in the field of view. A reliable and
accurate way of measuring prOjectile velociry and capturi.ng Lhe
projectile was desperately needed.
Thanks to a group of engineers at the U.S. Army Materials
Technology Laboratory (MTl) ill Watertown, MA, the erratic
procedure is a thing of the pa t now. MTL materials engineer Dr.
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Albert Chang and former MTL employee Pbil Vincent were
recently awarded a U.S. patent for a "microcomputer real-time
flash X-ray controller for data acquisition_" This invention measures projectile velocity and automatically generates appropriate delayed signals to activate flash X-rays, high speed cameras,
target impact instmmentation, oscilloscopes and any other ballistic diagnostic equipment at the right time.
AmaZingly, a personal computer, backed mainly with 'oftware, does aU the work The MTL team mrned a common instrument into a high precision lab tool.
"We tried VariO\IS metho·ds. We bought various com pUler
boards, but they just didn't have the flexibility the PC does," said
Chang.
The PC measures the projectile velocity, makes some necessary calculations, walts until the projectile arrive at the desired
location, and then issues the signal to activate the X-rays. The
idea had been tried before by others, but the sysrems weren't as
flexible, according to Chang.
Chang came to MTL as a Westinghouse contractor in 1986,
working on various projects along with a co-worker from
Westinghouse. He offiCially jOined MTL in 1989; Vincent left
MTL recently. Chang and Vincent first conceived their idea in
1987. They toyed with it for some time. The project evenmally
gelled, but first they had to convince some critic .
Chang said that because of the extremely high projectile
involved, scientists and ballisticians wondered if the PC was
capable of doing the job in time. When the first powerful 386
PC became available, the team began experimenting wit!l the
idea on the PC and then implementing the etup in tlle MTL ballistic range for the live-.fire tests. When me first fla h X-ray film
showed the shadow of tbe projectile, everyone involved was
elated.
Obstacles occurred along the way_ Because neither Chang
nor Vincent had much experience in computers, they had to
"feel" their way along. Chang bought a lot of books, and taught
himself about computers. In tlle process, he picked up invaluable knowledge while at tlle same time building a machine
important to the military.
"We saw ourselves as hobbyists or amateurs (with computers) bm we got the job done," said Chang.· ot everything went
right, of course. One time we put the wrong VOltage (to a homemade interfacing circuit), the opto-coupler chip was fried and
hit the ceiling! We were defmitely not computer expertS, more
like hackers."
With all the rough edges now smoothed out, tlli product has
become part of me tandard procedure in MTL ballistic mnges.
"We ulrned an ordinary PC into a lab instrument. I tllink every
ballistic range could u e something like this," said Chang.

Navy Calls on MTL
to Save
USS Constitution
As rhe oldest commissioned naval ship afloat in the world
today, the USS Constitution has always seemed indestructible.
Tbe ship, based in Charlestown, MA (parr of Bo ton), was undefeated in 42 battles and was nicknamed Old Ironside by sailors
who saw British cannonballs bounce off its sides. As it approache its 200-year anniversary, the USS Constitution currently
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erves as a tourist anraction, dr:lwing nearly one million visitors
per year.
From a distance, the hip appears to be a strong as ever.
Upon close inspection, however, the USS Constitution looks
very 1I11healthy. While countless signs of material deformation
can b seen around and insid the vessel, the most notewort!lY
problem remains the "hogging" of the Ship. Hogging refers to
distortion of tlle hull cau ed by tlle mid hip body being buoyed
up while the sharper end bear down.
U.S. Navy experts said that the USS Constitution will continue
to incur deformation from hogging and weakening joints
between wooden members if new ideas aren't set forth to preserve tlIe ship fOr the long term. Altll0ugh th USS Constil'Ution
would seem to have an infinite life, the truth is, in many
respects, the US on titution i no different from other wooden Ships, which typicaUy hlst only 20 to 30 years. Any wooden
vessel tarts a slow death immediately when launched under
natural sea occurrences such as inconsnmr buoyancy along the
length of the Ship (which causes hogging), water intrusion
(which leads to decay) and metal fastener corrosion (which
weakens both a fastener and the wood arowld the fastener).
As a result of hogging, the USS Constitution structure has bent
15 inches since 1927. Although it is hard to say how much more
it can bend, logic would dicnne not to take the chance. The
Navy is currently seeking solutions to save the USS Constitution.
Part of the solution is working witll composite materials specialists at the U.S. Army Materials Technology Laboratory (MTL)
in Watertown, MA.
Robert Pasternak, a materials engineer at MTL, starred work
on thi project in Augu t 1990 by testing compOSite materials
tbat could be used in strucmres to rei.nforce and ·tabilize the
bending wood, wbile also erving as a long-lasting srructuml
material to tile Constitution. Pastemak tests the compOSites for
strength in tension and bending. He's also looking at creep
(increasing deflection over time) by lOSing various Guculations.
Pasternak said ulat when all the data is available, work should
move ahead rapidly. TIle project could be completed sometime
in 1994.
"It's an interesting project," said Pasternak. "And i['s not just
for the USS Con titution. Whatever we learn here could be
applicable to other Army projects With future systems."
Peter WitlIerell, Naval architect and project engineer for the
USS Con tHution at the Puget Sound Nav;11 hipyard
Detachment in Boston, stresses tbe importance of retaining as
much of lie ship's rcmaining original m;rterial as possible, and
at the same time, preserving the ship's hull form and Ste1lctural
integrity for tile future.
In the past, the problem have been solved by periodically
replacing the old materials with new one , especially during
overhauls. WithereU aid that the overhaul aren't m.ade to last.
ApproXimately .l0 percent of the existing ship's wood is
thought to be original.
Witherell has been involved in U Con titlltion research
since 1980. He is Virtually convinced that a supporting te1lcture
made from composites will serve as a long lasting remedy for
the stately ship.
As experienced engineers, Pasternak and WithereU are working to unlock the perfect blend of stiffness, Strengtll and de irable fabrication characteristic found in compo ite material in
order to de ign a framework that wiU help support the USS
Constitution for ye,LrS to come. What they know now is tllat the
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compo ites have many advantages over wood and metals
(which have also been discussed as po sible construction materials for a supporting framework). Composites are stronger than
wood. The strength and stiffnes properties can be adjusted
using various types and orientations of fibers. Also compo 'ites
ate more flexible than metal
Pasternak and WithereU agree that composites can only help
the USS Con tirutions's condition; however, problem have urfaced. For instance, various historian have expres ed displeasure over Ule potential "IDodemizlttion" of the strucrure-they
contend that Ule ship should be maintained in wood, even if it
means USiJlg wooden l,ullinates.
Witherell disagrees With this, especiaUy with the view that
L:uninated wood is con -idered "acceptable" but laminated composites are not. He appreciate' the philosophy on keeping the
USS Constitution tmditiomti; however, he said that it is nOl logical to expect that approaches which are normlLUy used to main·
tain a wooden vessel for 20-30 years will help preserve a vessel
that is 200 years old. Those approaches, he said, will create a
wooden replica that u es large amounts of wooden laminate .
He also argues that modem-day systems such as electric lighting,
fire alarms and sprinklers serve to provi Ie safety and continued
preservation. Witherell said that using composites in a support·
ing structure that helps to solidifY the structure of the ship is just
another aspect of that preservation approach.
"Detr'dctors do see composites as a foreign sub tance,' aid
Witherell. "But I look at it like Ulis: If the ship had no historical
significance, then replaCing Ule wood periodically wouldn't
maner. But since it does have h.istorical Significance, you can't
keep replacing the wood because you'U wind up with a replica.
Composites are the best way to preserve what we have so you
don't have to keep replacing (materi:tilike wood).»
Pastern:tk said Ulat Ule compOSites will not be visible where
people frequent the ship. Wood will remaill above the composite trucrure below, WithereU added that even in the part of the
hip that people don't vi it, painted-over components of the
compo ite framework wiU be indistinguishable from the surrounding wood. In term of appearance, the only "cOmpromise"
necessitated by tbe framework instlLUation will be six pairs of
diagonal members, not in original design, to be added in ide the
ship, against the hull.
"I gue -s there are compromises you have to make: said
Pasternak. "If it appears historicalll' correct where people visit,
that should be acceptable.'
The work between the avy and lhe Army will also help
apply composites to other prngrams. Witherell, for example,
was not an expert when he fir t worked with compOSites. ow
he feels more comfortllble with the processes and can use his
experience to help the avy, Pasternak, who was weU versed in
composites before the project began, i now a notch or twO
above when he fu: t started.
"Tlli (project) won't be aU sol ed by MTL: said Pasternak,
"The Navy has their fields of expertise and we have ours, :ll1d it's
tarting to come together.' Barring any catastrophic delays, the
S5 Constitution will be alive and kicking for its 200-year
anniversary in 1997,
"We're going to make sure it stays together for years to
come,» conduded Pasternak, "It's an exciting project.»
The preceding ll'aS wrilten by Eric Hurwitz, a public ,,[fairs
specialist at the U.S. Army Materials Teclmology /..aharatory il/
Watertown, MA. He aI/ended the Boston Universi(y School of
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Public Communication, alld holds a B.A. in jOt/malism from
ulfolk Universi~y ill Boston. He is cunrmt~y studying education
at Salem State College in Salell!. MA.

Engineers Commemorate
Military Construction Mission
Although last December's spotlight W'IS on rememhf"dllces of
Peatl Harbor, another 50th anniversary obsen'ance also took
place.
Dec. 1, 1991 marked the 50[h birtJlday of the Army Corps of
Engineers' military construction mission. It was on that date in
1941 that President Roosevelt signed a bilJ auUlorizing the tf"dll5fer of the mis ion fnr the entire War Department from the
Quartermaster Department to the Corp . Because of months of
planning for the change, it was implemented wiftly, on Dec.
15.
Earliet, during 1940, the Corps had replaced the
Quarternlasters as COllstruction agents for the Army Air Corps,
The Air Corps progmm gave the Engineer confidence with an
unf:uniliar mission. The Corps had known heavy con'truction,
fortifications, waterways and hatbor work. But it had h:ld little
or no experience in airfield and troop facility construction, or In
industrial production line activities, By mid· 1941, projects for
the Air Corps were increasing (Q consume up to 80 percent of
Corps resources, while civil work project were declining,
Construction peaked in 1942, with almo [ 85 percent of the
$11 billion program completed. The massive Pentagon was
completed in 1942 after 16 months of 24-hour shifts. Also in dlat
year, the Corps military and civil construction missions were
split into ep:mue divisions,
Success in Ule World War II construction mission brought the
Army Corps of Engineers a reputation for flexibility, Engineer
districts consistently assumed Quarterma ter work and completed it successfully, proving tepeatediy that the deci ion (Q
assign military con truction to the Corps was a sound one.

Belvoir RD&E Center
to Host Briefing
for Industry
To facilitate a mutually profitable exchange of information
with industrial, researdl and educational organizations, the U.S,
Army Belvoir Research, Development and Engineering Center
will conduct an Advance Planning Briefing for Industry on
March 24-2;.
"Senior Army officials will brief attendee on tbe needs of soldiers in the fields of combat engineering, logistics eqUipment,
counrermine system, materials, fuels and Lubricants,' said COL
Michael R. Norris, center commander. "We will also tell them
how to do business with the center. •
The briefing is in cooperation with the Fairfax-Lee Chapter of
the Association of the nited tates Army (A A) and will be
held at the Springfield Hilton Hotel, pringfjeld, VA. Also
included will be tours of the ightVision and Electro-Optics and
Belvoir RD&E Centers, where project engineers will man
exhibits and be available to answer question .
"This event should be of intere t to industry and academia
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executives, advance systems planners, directors of research,
development, engineering and production; and to those concerned with tbe fOffimlation of corporate long range planning,'
s:lid orris.
Because of space limitations, priority will be given to the flfSt
500 applicants. The briefing is unclassified and is open to all
bonafide industry and academia representatives. Registration
cost is 5165 for indu try and 140 for academia members.
Additional information is available from Joe Morales, (703) 6644175; or Chick Wilson, (03) 920-7600.

Researchers from the Tank·Automotive Command (TACOM)
Research, Development and Engineering Center (fARDEC),
Warren, MI, and Carnegie Mellon University iJ1 Pittsburgh have
developed an experimental robot High-Mobility Multipurpo e
Wheel d Vehicle (HMMWV) that can follow a road and avoid
ob tacles without manual a SistlLDce.
The vehicle, dubbed av Lab II, is an ambulance version of
the M998-serie HMMWV modified to operate as an autonolDou
road-follOWing vehicle. Using the ame automotive component
as its standard counterpart, av L'lb II has compurer-controlled
actuators tbat control acceleration, braking and steering.
During demonstration in Pennsylvania, the vehicle traveled
unaided for about two mile at peeds up to 4 mph.
The Nav L'Ib n project, a three-year effort that has been underway for the pasl year is part of a long-term program sponsored
by tbe Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA),
Arlington, VA. The aim of the DARPA program is to develop artificial intelligence that would allow robotic military vehicles to
"think" the same as people and execute high-ri k battlefield

tasks now handled by oldiers.
nlike its predece' or, av L'Ib I, built in 1986, av Lab II can
travel farther and faster and can be programed to enact a wider
rauge of tasks. In operdtion, on-board cameras view the scene
ahead of the vehicle and feed the images into a computer. TI1e
computer then analyze these images to find the edges of the
road and automatically generates the appropriate driving commands that enable the vehicle to follow the road and avoid
obstacles.
"DlLriJlg testing: explained Paul J. Lescoe, TARDEC Nav Lab
project engineer, "we have a safety driver on-board the vehicle,
who would step in to stop it if any of the eqUipment hould malfunction. In the autonomou control scenario, the idea is that
the need for an operator really isn't there. You may program the
vehicle from a suitca e ize, portable control tlLtion with what
you want it to do, and then pu h a 'go' button, and it would execute it mi sion."
Na Lab U will currently receive only video images, Lescoe
aid. However, plans call for the addition of expanded computer programs and a more sophisticated sensor pac.kage prOViding
Laser and infrared data, making night driving possibLe, he added.
"T11e primary mission soldiers are hoping to tI e robotic vehicles for is reconnaissance. But it could also do other missions,
such as removing land mines on the baltlefield or maybe deliver
,unmunition or fuel 10 a vehicle," Lescoe said of t11e kinds of military roles such a vehicle would play.
Robotic vehicles probably won't carry weapons package or
independently fire munitions, Le coe Said.
"That i a task where we probably will always make ure there
is an operator in the control loop to figure out when the munition hould be fJfed,' he aid.
The TACOM-Camegie MeUoD project wlU culminate in a mid1994 denlOnstration, in which the goal is to operate av Lab TI
at speeds up to 60 MPH over a five-mile course, Lescoe said.
nJe preceding was written by George Taylor, a technical writer-editorfor the U.S. Arn~y Tank-Alltomolive COl1lmallcl.

Nav Lab 1/ autonomously operating over a rough dirt
road.

Inside view of Nav Lab II's processing and control
hardware.

Researchers Develop
Experimental Unmanned
Robotic Vehicle
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TACOM Eyes Laser System
for Vehicle Navigation
A
. Army Tank·AlIlomotive Command (TACOM)- ponsored
research project performed by the California-based Odetics, Tnc.,
has led to the development and successful operation of a computercontrolled laser system that mal' someday serve as an important
vehicle navigational aid for both manned and unmanned ground
ehicles.
Such a system would serve as an alternate for the Global
Po itioning Sy tern, a network of earth satellite thaI provide posi·
tioning infonnation to update dead reckoning navigational systems
used for land navigation. ver time, these ystems lose their accu·
racy, due to a tendency to drift, and must be updated periodically.
Though the satellites perform well, the enemy could jam their
radiO signals. In addition, they could be susceptible to anti-satellite
technology. But the new laser concept, dubbed Ihe Localion
Identification 'ystem, could serve as a reliable, ahernative way of
updating dead reckoning navigational systems, because Ihe equip'
ment involved would be e1f-eontained within Ihe vehicle. Thus, it
would nOI be vulnerable to enemy threats.
The system consiSiS of an eye-safe laser range finder and a computer containing digital terrain maps produced by the Defense
Mapping Agency 'l11d a special algorithm developed by Odetics that
enable the computer to convert range finder measurements into
meaningful data.
To update his navigational equipment with the new system, the
,'ehicle operator would first use the laser range finder to mea ure
the tListance between his vehicl and any surrounding eleva lion fearures, such as hills or mountain ranges. The e distances can be
determined by the time required for the laser beam to ITavel
between the range finder and a given terrain feature.
The data from the range finder "re then fed illlo tI,e compUler,
which corre.lates them with the digital terrain maps to determine
the vehicle's predse locatioll.

-Our approach in de"eloping the system was to use equipment
that would already be on a vehicle 0 that we didn't have to add
ne components,' explained David Busse, TACOM Research,
Development aJld Engineering Center project engineer. -So we
used a laser range fl11der, which a vehicle would alre"dy have for
rCCOTUlaisS3nce or fire: control and a digital terrain map, \vhich
f

would be stored in a com pUler on-board Ihe vehicle. - Odetics
developed the laser concept under tenn of conlr.cls awarded to

ATTENTION
OVERSEAS OFFICERS
Because of recent deactivations and reloc~llions, numerous
SAREUR unit and addre s change have occurred. Please contact your local personnel office to insure that the address indicated on your Officer Record Brief is correct ancl reflec!s any
recent changes.
Also, there has been a recent ch,mge in the world-wide military postal system. Beginning Oct. I, 1991, APO and FPO
address formats were changed to speed handling of military mail
tIlfough the usc of automated address readers and orters. 111e
new four·line format for a unit is as follows:
COMMANDER
CO B, 2d BI ,43d IN
T L23 5
APO AE 09021
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Location Identification System controlled from the
Unmanned Ground Vehicle Control Test Bed.
the firm as part of TACOM's Small-Business Innovation Research
( BIR) progf'd/1l.
nder way since 1983, SBlR is a Depanment of Defense·' ide program established in compliance with a Congression,,1 mandate.
That directive requires feder:,) agencies whose annual R&D budgets
are $100 million or more to aw"rd at least 1.25 percenc of their R&D
contracts to sm'tll businesses.
In July 1986, TACOM awarded Odetics a si,<:-momh, Phase' contract calling for the development of the software needed for the
navigational updale system. Thai efforr wa compLeted ou chedule, and the command, in September 1988, awarded the company a
two-year, Phase II contract to build a breadboard model of tI,e ystC111.

Bus e aid a y tern protorype succes fully completed te ts in a
vehicle at Camp PendletOn, CA, and Fort Knox, KY. He s:Lid the
te ts involved driving the vehicle to numerous "urveyed points and
operating the laser navigational update r tem at each point. The
outputs of the syslem were then compared lO the surveyed point
'ocations 10 determine its accurdcy.
Busse said that at both C"mp Pendleton and Fort Knox, the system perfonned well. He said the ne.xt -tep will be to integrate the
system into an experimental robotic High-Mobili!y Multipurpose
Wheeled Vehicle at TACOM for use in further rese'lrch with :10
Unmanned Ground Vehicle Control Test Bed.
nJe pr[~edillg (1I1icle lCtL~ lL'/il/en b.r

George Taylor,

a 1(.~bllical

writer editor/or US. Army Ttlllk-Au/olJ1oIiL'l! Commal/d.

TI,ere are some key points aboul tI,e new address formar:
• For Europe, AE is now used where NY u ed to go.
• The ZIP codes for seve.. 1 of rhe APOs in USAREUR have
changed. Check with your local po [,1] bran h for a listing.
• Only the new basic five-digit ZLP code will be used by the
sorting machines. The nine-{Iigit ZIP code is no longer used in
USARE It
• Each USAllEUR unit will be assigned a "unit number' th:lt
appe'ITS on line 3 in Ihe example fomu! above. TheSe numbers
will be a signed in early 1992, and mll I be included in your
address by]ul. 15, 1992. Contacl your 10c,,1 post ..1 branch for
assistance.
Your ORB address musl be current and accur;tte in order to
cominue receiving Arm)' RD&A BIIlletin. Please be sure thai it
is updated.
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What Impact
Will the Army Build Down Have
on the Way
You Currently
Conduct Business?

COL William). Stoddart
Project Manager
Heavy Tactical Vehicles
and Acting Project Manager
Light Tactical Vehicles
The build down of the Army will luve a
number of effects on the way in which the
project manager conducts his business.
While at first glance, the effect might be considered negative, there arc a number of opportunities for the project mallager to make po itive contribution to tbe acquisition pro-

cess.
Project managers wiJJ be dlallenged to ftnd more efficient and
co t effective ways of doing bu inc s. They must become more
innovative in streamlining tbe requirements in their ontracts
whicb should, in rum, both smooth and honen dIe acqui ition process. A key part of tltis streamlining is dIe mandate to cballenge and
require justification for each data item requested by various functionals and challenge the practice of giving these offices almost total
autbority to detemline the content and scope of solicitation requirements in their area of expertise. An are:l of particular interest ;s the
procurement of teclutical data, where PMs must move away from
the acquisition of complete technical data packages to a level of
data whidl will be cost effective to us ill re ompeting the system
and its pare pans.
We must do this wit bout losing d,e vital input of the user and
te ter communities. Instead of looking at a specific vehide to fiJI a
corresponding role, we must be prepared to expand the roles of
variou y tems to meer different requirements where it makes
sense, thus reducing the proliferation of veltides and their associ<ltcd uppon costs. 10 a period of dimini lting resources, this new
thinking is critical to meeting General SuWvan and Mr. Conver's
direction that we maintain our tedmological edge, while insuring
tbar the Army is adequately equipped, manned and trained. Tbis
new thinking, in turn, requires increased interface be[Ween the
material developer, the user and the tester.
While we are meeting our own challenge, we must nnt lose sight
of increasing p,'essures on the contractors which make up our vital
indu trial base. We must communicate our requirements as quickly and as dearly as possible. TIlis is of p:lrticular importance given
industry's ignificam inve tment in planning for our new progtanls
and the changing nature of some of our efforts (Le., utilizing service
life extensions for existing systems to supplement new vehicle
buys).
We must also structure our progranl quantities and delivery
schedules with the goal of sustaining key parts of the indu trial base
in a time of diminishing procurements. Since delays cost both the
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contractor and the Army money, there musl be increased emphasis
on establislting realistic contract delivery sdledule and enforcing
timely performance against sucb chedules by all participants.
The build down wiJJ force us, the acquisition community, to be at
the leading edge to iosure our mailer force maintains it current
capability. By challenging existing procedures and traditional roles,
we can in turn provide better produ t and a more re ponsive system for our outstanding soldiers and leaders.

-

.

COL Thomas Reinkober
Project Manager
Aircraft Survivability
Equipment

r believe before this question can be
answered we need to look at the circumsmnce surrounding the build down_ The flrSl
'.•·!W:
and most obviou is the desire to reduce the
military budget by redUcing force size. The
impact on Aircraft SurvivabiLity Equipment will be similar to aU
other proJect. mailer fleet will re 'u1t in dle purchase of fewer
pieces of equipment directed only at those :lviatioll assets th"t
remain in the fleet. This will likely reduce APA funding need . The
need for research and de elopmenr funding should remain at lellst
level depending on cert"in factors which have not completely stabilized yet. These faclOrs depend in large part on the second cil'cumst:lIlce that leads to a build down. Maintaining a largc fighting
force bas been a drain on tbe budget for many year but until
recemly it was considered essential to provide an effective deterrent to a large Sovi t and Warsaw pact force in Europe. That force
is no longer there and because of that our need for a large fighting
force seems to ha,'e vanished. The resulting mission of this smaller
force will however be jJOtentiltily more demanding because of its
global nature in uncertain times. In the business of Aircraft
urvivabiJity EqUipment thi illean that tbe PM must look even
more close I)' at a wor! I wide threat Ihal will include wl1:'t previously would have been c"Ued Red, Gray and Blue threats. TIlis may
significantly increase the capabilities we need i.1l counterU1t41SUres
with a p tentia! increase in R&D as well liS :In increase in per unit
procurement costs. It also means that the PM , ill need more, not
less, support from tbe inteWgence community. We now have to
look al many po,enrial threat systems widely distributed tllroughout
the world. Even though tbe U.S. is cutting back on defense spending there are a lot of coumries with dIe money and inclination to
continue or tart bUilding a ophi tieated military capability. There
are also a lot of new coumries from d,e FSU (Fonner Soviet Union,
not Florida State niversity) that will soon realize that a large number of all .. f.unilie have food on the table because of anns sales.
It will likely be much e:lsier business for many fonner Soviet military indu tries to get into the arm ale busine s dIan to commerei:tlize. These wUl be challenging times trying to maintain our edge
as we build down the force 'Uld budgets decrease wllile the potential for conflict (aU be it smaller contlicts) may well increase.

.

,

,
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SPEAKING OUT
COL Robert C. Atwell
Product Manager
Longbow Apache

.
"~~,
~.<'~

The build down of our Army will greatly
effect how we conduct the acquisition busit;
ness. The most profound impact will be on ~
,
the Army investment accounts. Diminished
defense spending coupled with shrinking
business requirements will leave the defense
industrial ba 'e in an overcapacity state. Thi overcapacity will generate gready increased overhead rates and kl'rocketing acquisition
unit osts for Our critical weapon systems.
The resulting fiSCll] burden being placed on both the defen e
industrial base and the Depa.rtment of Defense has nOl been seen in
the recent past. If left unchecked, the continuous erosion of return
on investments and the decaying financial strengul of the Army'
prime suppliers will continue. We are witness to the early stages of
a permanent reduction of ule defense establishment. We LUuSt recognize and deal with the most visible change of Ihm reduction
(industry overcnpacity) ifwe hope to continue Army modernization
within projected funding levels. We, in the Army, calUlot afford 10
sit idly by; we must play an active part in helping to restructure Ollr
industrial base.
Recognizing that the defense market is not going to grow again is,
therefore, the first big step. In order for LIS to nurture a strong, correctly-sized defense industrial base, we need to be conscious of ollr
unique role in the proce 's; that is, ensuring rea onable rates of
return and reasonable risk to our contraclOrs. This wiH foster conditions to ensure the right ize of our industry and the permanent
elimlnation of overcapacity. Without the Army's assist:mce and
industry coopenltion, we will nOI be able to bring a strong defense
.
base into the 21 st cenn.ry.

---. .

COL James Gustine
Project Manager
Patriot
As with all major Army acquisition programs, the Patriot project is vitally concerned
over ti,e projected build down of U.S. forces
going into the ne.xt entury. The reduction of
the defense budget means we must usc every
management tool at our dispo al to efficiently develop and procure
weapons systems for the furure and ensure the most "bang for ti,e
buck_" I believe we arc stream!inillg the Patriot program to do jusl
that. We have slfllcrured our R&D program to focus on near term,
high payoff system improvements while continuing our leadership
in value engineering and TQM wilh our conlractor team. We arc
also fine tuning contracting to enSure the government gets the best
vallie for each doUar spel1l.
While losing only One battalion of six batteries in force structure,
the dnlW down of conventional forces in Europe will tesult in a shift
in cel1ler of mass from OCO US to CONUS accompanied by sever·
0.1 simultaneou role changes for Patriot.
The net result of these changes are that ule Patriot Project now
will:
• Provide logistics support to a CONUS heavy force while maint:lining the ability to proVide the s:une level of support should they
be deployed forward to any pan of the globe.
• Focus on the abilities of Patriol as a valued member of lhe com·
bined armS team, expanding interoperabiJitl' in communications
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with sister services and allies, and improving it deployabiJill' and
supportability.
• Continue a robust growth program 10 enhance system clpabi!ities against air breathing and espeCially tactical ballistic missile
threats, building on the lessons learned from Desert Stonn.
• Continue an aggressive Foreign MjJjtary SaTes program in order
to reap the benefils of lower unit costs to help offset rhe reduced
defense budget.
While tl,e build down is :tffecting Patriot differently than most
other mature weapons systems, I feel we've structured the program
to continue PatriOt as the premier air deCen e missile system in the
world.

COL James C. Barbara
Project Manager
Block ill Tank/Common
Chassis Program
The Army's build down to the fUlUre is
having several dramatic effects on the way
project managers do business in Armored
Systems Modernization - Future (ASM-F).
FOrtunatell', ASM·F is a relatively new progr-aJl1 ,md since ti,e Army build down bas been foreca t for several
years, we have organized ourselves accordingly. First, witllin the
PMOs, CALS ha - been our over-arching objective. Each person's
work station has been totally compurerized, and will soon be
hooked into a local area network. We have E-mail capability, and
modems and fax machines are available. Our library uses the DOD
information handling sy tem, which i a CD ROM-based system.
We currently have in excess of 60 disks, all enhancing the efficiencyand productivity of this office.
Our cont:lcts/conrr.,ctors are the more inlportant area where
you can sec our anticipation of me build down. We arc focussing
on total weapon system performance responsibility-at the time of
production-as our goal. We scrubbed deliverables as part of the
RFP to minim.ize ti,e administrative burden and maximize the tlexibility of the contractor. Our specifications were all performanceoriented. The contractor is allowed to do cost, schedu,)e and performance trade-offs against a et of prioritie . Our test and
evaluation process is a joint program. The government and contnlctor are going to develop test plans, concur in tbe test environments. witness the tests as appropdate. concur in the results and
endorse them as a joint conclusion. Government testing will focus
at tl,e system level anTI'. We wiII make extensive use of computeraided design, where mllch of our te ting can be done before we
bend metal, computer-aided engineering and ultimately computeraided manuJaclll.ring with ali the prodtlcibility aspects :Iccounted
for way up front. A ,)'stem integmtion labomtory wiII inlplemellt
much of om testing, emphasizing SinllllatiOll, simulators :Iud gymnasticators and interacting with ti,e fllla] empirical test program of
miles, hours. rOltnds, etc.
We also have proactive management focussing nn the principles
ofTQM. We arc utilizing tbe CSCSC proces as a. management tool
nOI just a cost account reporting tool, and our \VB mu t be traceable back to the user requirements.
Training ·old dogs" to do new tricks is critical to this new way of
doing business. The entire team (pMO, DCMAO, contractors) are
in a learning environment. Many of us have hat! specialized training to understand tbe government's new roil as smart buyer and
the contraClOr's new performance re ponsibilities.
It's very exciting, and we expect to get much better value for our
tax dollar.
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BOOK REVIEWS
The Political Economy
of Defense Contracti ng
By Kenneth R. Mayer,
Yale University President, 1991
Reviewed by COL Michael R. Jorgensen, acting director for contracting, deputy assistant secretary of the
Army (procurement), Office of the Assistant Secretary
of the Army (Research, Development and Acquisition)
This book provides a comprehensive investigation of the popular
myth that politics drives defense procurement. In the process, the
reader is treated to an excellent statistic:d :m:llysis of several contr:lctual ye-dIS of d:lta, much of which was previously unavailable. There
is also thorough coverage of the DOD :lcquisition process including
lhe :lcquisition cycle, the Planning, Progr:lllling and Budgeting
System, ource selection and Ille role of the Congressional commit·
tees in Defense acquisition. Both the evidence presented and the snbsequent analysis strongly support the author's conclusion that the
aq:epted belief ha no basis in fucl.
There are four m:ljor :lrgulllents th:lt proponents of the myth
advance as proof of their claims. First, congressmen support those
weapon systenls IlUlt produce jobs in their districts. Many COrrelation stich as Boeing being supported by congressmen from the tate
of Washington, are presented. We also discover, however, that there
are significantly mOre non-correbtions that exJst. 111ey go unreported
or are conveniently ignored by the mythists. 111e facts are that tile distribution of major Defense contracts relJect the indnstrial capacity of
those districts. Contracts for aircraft go to the locations that contain
the aircraft pbnts.
A second argument states t11at campaign contribution donated by
defense contractors' Political Action Committees (PACs) b:lve :I significant impact on a Congre man's uppon for a particular system.
Again, correlations are abundant. Further detective work :lnd some
astute analys.is detemlines that the actual impact of PAC campaign
contribution is questiolUlble :It best. Congressmen wiU vote the same
w:lyon a system whetller ti,e PAC contributions go to congressmen
th:lt hiscorically support defense systems.
A third :lrgument postulates tI,at the Pentagon awm-ds conlr:lcts to
specific contractors in order to genen'te congressiooal support for
specific systems. While it is true thal the military departments have
become "ery effective in lobbying Congress, 'lIld can '",ilor" information submitted to Congress to show systems in tile best light, sta·
ti tical,maly i of major contr"act awards pouus to the fact that a congressman's vote depends on his beliefs, rather than Pentagon
infIuence_
A final argumeot states that coogressn}en cml, and do demand tll:1t
a contra<..'t be awarded to a preferred contractor in their district. It is
true that Congress can influence some progr.uns by inserting specific
language into ti,e annual authoriz.ltiol1 bill, however, the real impact
of. tlli type of influence is m.i.tlimal. A congre
n will claim that be
W:lS instrumental in influencing DOD to award a contract in [lis district. Itl reality, he or sbe is taking credit for:l11 award that would have
been IILlde to that Contractor regm-dle of the congressman's machin:ltioI1S. (A legislator who loses will mitigate the loss by c1larging th:lt
other congressmen unduly influenced DOD!). Ln other word, the
political activity th:lt pretends to influence defense contr-acting is for
show, not for dough.
TI,e contracting proce s itself survive tile detailed investigation
weU. It is a sound process, nnder continual observation, based in legislation, and nmnaged by professionals. If the integrity of the Prog=
Managers remains intact (and it norm:illy doe), tile proce s is rel:l-
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tively immWle from improper influence. ltw:lriably an inve tig:lror
will find that acquisition decisions are m:lde based on milit:lry stratebOY' not politi :ll strategy.
In the final an:dysis then, we find that the myth tlUlt politics influences :lcquisitioo of weapons sy terns is just that-:I myth. n contiooes to ex! t because congressmen promote il, reponed correlations
support it, :lnd the gener:ll public is not snffic.iently informed to
believe otilerwi e.
11tis book is :U1 excellent primer for tI,Ose who wish to koow the
fucls. It also belongs on a recommended reading Ii t for acqui-ition
profession:t1s.

Designing for Quality: An Introduction to the Best of Taguchi and
Western Methods of Statistical
Experimental Design
By Robert H. Lochner and Joseph E_ Matar
White Plains: Quality Resources, 1990
Reviewed by MAJ James E. Koch, TRADOC project offi·
cer, Combat Mobility Vehicle, Fort Leonard Wood, MO.
Designing/or QU£lliIy provides:l basic explanation of how to u e
statistically designed experiments to improve quality of design :lod
qU:llity of conformance. The authors have given the book three
strengths. First, :I succinct overview of tbe concept of quality i provided. Second, the work is written so thal :U1yone without a mathem,lIic pllObia can gain :I practical understanding of st:lti tically
designed experiment. Third, the s:unpJe problems reinforce the concepts in a logical step-by-step appro:lch.
11,e Taguclti philosophy on qtmlity sets the s"'ge for the book. This
notion that qualitj' must be designed into products and processes is
radically different from our I>:' t approach of trying to improve q uality dlrongh on-line inspection teclutiques. Dr. T:lguchi :lpplied engineering principles instead of focusing on management practices to
improve qu:dily. 111e result W:lS experiment:t1 designs wltidl honed
in 00 reducing Ille variation of process and product performance
characteristics. Tbe reduced variation makes the design robust. A
robu t design i in en itive ro what TaguchJ labeled noise factors"uncontrollable sources of ,':ui:ltion in the ftlllctiomtl cllaracteristics
of a product.' The produ t gains t11is robust nature by detennini.ng
the impact of d,e noise factors dlrough panlJneter design, tllen setting those factors one Can control at Ie els whi h minintize tbe
inlpact of the noise facLOrs.
Various e-xperimenta.l designs are eXmlJined with suffieient d Uil
and explmlation for the quality novice. Two-level experiments with
full f.1ctorial designs, two-level experiments wid) fmctiona] fa.ctorial
designs, and experimental designs fOt f:lctots :It titre> and four levels
are all examined. The OlC:lt of the book eX:111I.ines d,e fmctional fac·
torial designs and eV:l.lnating vari:lbility using two level designs.
Besides focusing on Taguchi, the book aJ 0 contains a synthesized
presentation of orthogon:l.l designs. Regardless of ti,e de ign, the
authors proVide useful real world eX:lmpLes th:lt walk the reader
throngh the Cal ulations and fonn'lts. The exam pies reinfor e the
authors' contenli n that ~mtisticaJ experimentation reduces the minimum required number of experimental trials, whiie providing the
maxinmffi relevant infomlation.
This is interesting, easily digested, worthwhile re:lding if one
w:lnts :I cursory underst:lnding of SL'ltislical experimeotal design
and how application of the concept improves total quality.
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BOOK REVIEWS
The Professional's Guide
to Database Systems
Project Management
By Michael F. Rothstein and Burt Rosner
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1990
Reviewed by CPT Timothy F. Schroth, recent graduate
of the U.S. Army Materiel Acquisition Management
Course, M.S. degree in systems technology (command, control, communications) from the U.S. Navy
Postgraduate School and B.A. in physics from Temple
University.
'"Progra.mmers and analysts do, to some extent, perform tnanage~
ment roles, but they are not conditioned to handle aU the scenarios
in which a project manager may become involved." The authors fur·
ther state in their preface to The ProJessional's Guide to Database
Systems Project Management that their book is "... a companion
guide for Ihose who walll to succeed. It's objeclive is to creale an
aw,u:ene s of what is involved in the management of projects-big
and small-from a project manager's poim of view."
111e authors have been successful in attaining their slated objec·
ti"e. TIley cover in great detail the rechnical a pecls of developing
and documenting a database system and offer a number of helpful
bints, "Ilow-to-do" advice, and their in ight on project management.
More Ihan half the book is dedicated to the detailed, lechnical
aspects of developing, documellting, and implementing a new
dalabase y tern. This includes: understanding the currel1\ user
environment; developing the data model and data now; modeling
tbe proces e used; programming standards; and tbe post coding
envi.ronmcnt.

Throughoul, the :Iuthors provide examples of the methods and
the forms Ihey use to capture and record this mass of necessary
ul1'ormatioll. They lead you tlu'ough the forms and sprinkle advice
abour techniques they have tried and found successful.
The four chapters dedicated 10 general prOject management pnr
vide basic guideline almed at the novice project manager. "Project
management means knowing, at ,,1.1 tmles, what needs to be done
and what is being done."
The authors discuss the very begmtling of the project, talking to
your boss, setting up your "staff," developing the initial projecl
schedu.le and even include some well kno\vn personal lime man-

agement lechlliques. Tbey later discn s procedures for reviewing
and updating the schedule 'LOd cost estimates, planning and conducting'the testing of the new system and discu s a link aboul the
fielding and sustainment phase of the system

One ob ervatioll made by the authors that should imerest military
project managers is on the na[llre of project managelneOt for
dalabase system. "It is Irue that if yOll buclget a data processillg projeel the same way you estimate the time and COSI of building a uew
building or st'trting production of a new product you will get cost
overrun. It i not true if you considet (it) ... more akiJl to budgeting
R&D ... "
Despite the annoying and numerous typographical errOrs
Ihroughout the flfSt half of the book, the author have presented, in
detail, the depth and complexity of database system development.
While the authors do indeed establish "an awareness of what i
involved" in project management a it relates 10 database systems,
this is not a book for readers interested in detailed ad\'ice and guid·
ance for project management.
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Beyond the Myths
and Magic of Mentoring
By Margo Murray with Marna A. Owen
Jossey-Bass Publishers, San Francisco, 1991
Reviewed by CPT Jack H. Achs, White Sands Missile Range,
NM.
In her book Beyond tbe MytlJS and Magic oJ A1entol"ing, Margo
Murray has brought to light a very useft~ 1001 fnr organizations to
develop ancl retain talented employees: facilitated mentorUlg. Having
a kno\vn value or benefit to pa.rticipmlts itnd organizations alike, mentoring has traditional.ly been a hit or miss situation with no formal
applications. Margo Murray has challenged that view by developing
the Facilitaled Menroring Model. This model identifies key elements
needed to design and implement fadli.t.~ted mentoring programs. She
iUustrales various models of facilitaled mentOring and provides specific guidelmes for assessment.
Mentoring is not a new concepl. Having originated in ancient
Greece, mentoring has been a useful tool throughout history.
MentorUlg also has different names and hence levels of development
or imensity: sponsoring, role modeling, or coad1iJ1g. 0 matter what
you call ii, a good facilitated program should be structured 10 meet
specific needs of the organization. It should not be a hit or mi.ss situa·
tion.
Key elements of" facilitated me11l0rUlg program include:
• Identification of the organizational need
• Identification of the mentors, proteges, and coordmator(s)
• Development and negotiation of the protege's plan (growth Or
skill development)
• Evaluation
These key elements can be structured to be generic or tailored to
be very specific and exacting. A good example of a specifically I:ti·
lored facilitated mentoring program is the U.S. General Accountmg
Offit.:t:'s (GAO) Ext:culive Developmenl PI-ognun. TIbS proglanl Jead
to the evenmal selection of the protege as a Senior Executive Service

member within the GAO.
Whalever degree of mentoriJlg you cboose, the overail success of
the progr.Ull depends on 1,0W weU it is facilit.~ted. Comp"red to tbe
infom13.l memoring we often read about, a faCilitated menroring pro·
gram e mblishe goals, tune Iintits, and is constantly evaluated.
11ms, facilitated mentoting is " managed 'LOd resourced tool. ntis
tool can quickly become a tr:LiJ1jng multiplier benefiting d,e organization and its personnel. Organizations c,mlook "t facilitated mentoriJlg
as a cost-effective way to tram or promote from within.
Anyone seriollsly considering this type of mentoring progmm
should fmd Margo Murray's book very useful. She has htid to rest any
myth or magic of how a facilitated mentoring program is designed,
implemented, alld evaluated. TItis book and its concept should not be
overlooked as a viable resource tool in any developing orgaltiz"tioh.
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AWARDS

Award Recipients Named
Listed by agency, the following Army Acquisition Corps personnel are
recent recipients of key awards. Strategic Defense Command: COL
George E. Patch, Legion of Merit (LOM); LTC Walter D. Spodeck, LOM; LTC
Thomas A. Shpakowsky, LOM; LTC Charles A. Williams, Meritorious
Service Medal (MSM); LTC James 1. Mitchell, MSM; MAJ Terry S. Day, MSM;
MAJ Logan 1. Cox III, MSM. Army Acquisition Executive Support
Agency: COL Joseph Ganino, LOM; COL Archie B. Taylor, LOM; LTC
William L. Bond, LOM; LTC Dennis W Crowe, LOM; LTC Ralph D. Knotts,
LOM; LTC Roy W. LHeureux, LOM; LTC Robert J. Stavale, LOM; CW4
Edwin 1. Williams, LOM; LTC Stephen P. Barton, MSM; LTC William Penky,
MSM; MAJ Charles M. Barnett, MSM; MAJ Gerard P. Barrett, MSM; MA]
Randy L. Bordlardt, MSM; MAJ Bryant A. Debruyne, MSM; MAJ David W
Graybeal, MSM; MA] Harry L. Kettler, MSM; MAJ John Macik Jr., MSM; MA]
Joseph I. Moore, MSM; MAJ Reid K. Mrsny, MSM; MA] R.1ymond Pelt, MSM;
MAJ William B. Reilly, MSM; MAJ Craig G. Searfoss, MSM; MAJ Thomas M.
Shirk, MSM; CPT Mark W. Akin, M M; CPT Robert J. Boyd, MSM; CPT
Ronald G. Snowden, MSM; CPT Peter G. Tuttle, MSM; CPT Jeffry 1.
Anderson, MSM; SGM Clyde]. Bostic. MSM; SS~ William R. Schuck, MSM.
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FROM
THE
ARMY
ACQUISITION
EXECUTIVE...
The goal of Army modernization is to equip the American
soldier with world class equipment in sufficient quantity and
in the shortest possible time, consistent with sound business
practices and within affordability constraints. Tn my JanuaryFebruary 1992 aniele, I outlined three sets of principles to
gUide us in achieving this goal: modernization strategy,
resource allocation strategy, and acqui ition trategy. I stated
that each of the e strategies merited a more specific di cussion that I would cover in upcoming issues. The topic of discussion in this issue is our modernization strategy, the general approach to modernizing the Army.
As the defense budget declines and the Army reshapes to a
smaller force, we must focus on maintaining an Army that is
trained, ready and well-equipped. We have a moral obligation
to put world class equipment into the hands of the soldier in
both theoear-term and the far-tenn. We cannot afford to take
a modernization "break." Time, technology, and the world's
political environment do not stand still.
It is intuitive that the Army's smaller force of the furure will
need to be more modern. In the past, we could afford to
maintain M60 tanks and other older equipment that could
have been deployed in the laner stages of a large convention·
al war in Europe. We no longer have that luxury or lhat
threat. Still, the Army spends scarce dollars to keep outdated
equipment in the inventory that, for aU pr-dCtical purposes,
has no wartime mission or a very, very limited one.
Therefore, a key component of our modernization strategy
should be to retire, at the earliest opportunity, all old and
obsolete equipment. Criteria for retirement should focus on:
high operating and support (0&5) costs, low combat effectiveness in our most likely scenarios, and little growth poten·
tial for technology insertion.
All the Army leadership agrees that we will adopt a policy
of continuous modernization. Over tile last 1; years, we have
put in place a modernization progtanl that prOVided the basis
for an overwhelming advantage in equipment and an over·
whelming victory ill the Persian Gulf. We simply calUlot lake
this success for granted. We must build on it.
Our modernization strategy has moved away from accepting near-term risk in favor of providing our soldiers superior
eqUipment with a wide advantage over any adversary al any
time. This requires sufficient and balanced investmem from
the technology base to production. Without sufficient funding and the proper balance between R&D and production,
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the acquisition system will deteriorate and cease to put superior technology in the hands of our soldiers. The success of
our modernization strategy is tied to the level of procurement
funding. We need money to get ideas out of the laboratory
and into the hands of our soldiers.
Modernization in the near-term should be achieved by
upgrading OUr fielded equipment to insert modern technology that will provide us with the capability necessary to maintain an overwhelming combat edge. New systems should be
developed, manufactured, and fielded only when upgrades
can be shown to be insufficient (because of a credible new
threat, because current equipm.ent has exhausted its growdl
potential, or because the emergence of a new technological
opportunity requires a new end item). Recognizing that new
starts will be difficult to fund and defend in the current and
anticipated budget environment, we must evaluate all opportunities to upgrade our current equipment by inserting modern technology into existing platforms.
We will continue to protect the technology base. The success of our modernizlltion strategy, to a large extent, depends
on its vitality and trength. A vibrant technology base is and
will remain a central feature of the Army's modernization progrollll. We will not eat. our seed corn.
Many of you have undoubtedly heard or read about the
new Department of Defense (DOD) approach to acquisition.
This new approach has three elements: (I) less reliance on
the traditional development and production programs, (2)
greater u e of technology insertions (or upgrades), and (3)
the development of experimental prototypes With no guaranteed production. You may recognize a similarity between
the new DOD strategy and that which we have been advocating on these pages for sometime. This is not a coincidence. All of DOD acquisition is now facing the fiscal austerity that the Army has been living with for several years, and
there is simply no way tllat declining acquisition budgets can
support the increasing fundillg proilles of traditional development/production programs.
My next artiele in Arm)' RD&A Bulletin will foell on the
new DOD acquisition approach and its implications for \IS in
the Army. Subsequent articles will resume the discussion on
resource allocation strategy and acquisition strategy.

Stephen K. Conver
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